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Tervo, Oskari, Transceiver optimization for energy-efficient multiantenna cellular
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University of Oulu Graduate School; University of Oulu, Faculty of Information Technology
and Electrical Engineering; Centre for Wireless Communications; Infotech Oulu
Acta Univ. Oul. C 660, 2018, University of Oulu, P.O. Box 8000, FI-90014 University of Oulu,
Finland

Abstract

This thesis focuses on the timely problem of energy-efficient transmission for wireless
multiantenna cellular systems. The emphasis is on transmit beamforming (BF) and active antenna
set optimization to maximize the network-wide energy efficiency (EE) metric, i.e., the number of
transmitted bits per energy unit. The fundamental novelty of EE optimization is that it incorporates
the transceivers' processing power in addition to the actual transmit power in the BF design. The
key features of the thesis are that it focuses on sophisticated power consumption models (PCMs),
giving useful insights into the EE of current cellular systems in particular, and provides
mathematical tools for EE optimization in future wireless networks generally.

The BF problem is first studied in a multiuser multiple-input single-output system by using a
PCM scaling with transmit power and the number of active radio frequency (RF) chains. To find
the best performance, a globally optimal solution based on a branch-reduce-and-bound (BRB)
method is proposed, and two efficient designs based on zero-forcing and successive convex
approximation (SCA) are derived for practical applications. Next, joint BF and antenna selection
(JBAS) is studied, which can switch off some RF chains for further EE improvements. An optimal
BRB method and efficient SCA-based algorithms exploiting continuous relaxation (CR) or sparse
BF are proposed to solve the resulting mixed-Boolean nonconvex problem (MBNP).

In a multi-cell system, energy-efficient coordinated BF is explored under two optimization
targets: 1) the network EE maximization and 2) the weighted sum EEmax (WsumEEmax). A more
sophisticated PCM scaling also with the data rate and the associated computational complexity is
assumed. The SCA-based methods are derived to solve these problems in a centralized manner,
and distributed algorithms relying only on the local channel state information and limited backhaul
signaling are then proposed. The WsumEEmax problem is solved using SCA combined with an
alternating direction method of multipliers, and iterative closed-form algorithms having easily
derivable computational complexity are developed to solve both problems.

The work is subsequently extended to a multi-cell multigroup multicasting system, where user
groups request multicasting data. For the MBNP, a modeling method to improve the performance
of the SCA for solving the CR is proposed, aiming at encouraging the relaxed Boolean variables
to converge at the binary values. A second approach based on sparse BF, which introduces no
Boolean variables, is also derived. The methods are then modified to solve the EE and sum rate
trade-off problem. Finally, the BF design with multiantenna receivers is considered, where the
users can receive both unicasting and multicasting data simultaneously.

The performances of the developed algorithms are assessed via thorough computer
simulations. The results show that the proposed algorithms provide 30-300% EE improvements
over various conventional methods in the BF optimization, and that JBAS techniques can offer
further gains of more than 100%.

Keywords: antenna selection, circuit power, coordinated beamforming, energy efficiency,
fractional programming, ICT, information and communications technology, multicasting,
processing power, signal processing, successive convex approximation, wireless communications





Tervo, Oskari, Lähetinoptimointi energiatehokkaissa moniantennisolukkoverkoissa. 
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Tiivistelmä

Tämä väitöskirja keskittyy ajankohtaiseen energiatehokkaaseen lähetinsuunnitteluun langatto-
missa solukkoverkoissa, joissa suorituskykymittarina käytetään energiatehokkuuden (energy
efficiency (EE)) maksimointia, eli kuinka monta bittiä pystytään lähettämään yhtä energiayksik-
köä kohti. Työn painopiste on lähettimien keilanmuodostuksen (beamforming (BF)) ja aktiivis-
ten lähetinantennien optimoinnissa. EE-optimoinnin uutuusarvo on ottaa lähettimien prosessoin-
nin tehonkulutus huomioon keilanmuodostuksen suunnittelussa, varsinaisen lähetystehon lisäk-
si. Työ antaa hyvän käsityksen erityisesti tämänhetkisten solukkoverkkojen energiatehokkuudes-
ta, ja luo työkaluja EE-optimointiin tulevaisuuden järjestelmissä.

Ensin suunnitellaan keilanmuodostus yksisolumallissa, jossa tehonkulutus kasvaa lähetyste-
hon ja aktiivisten radiotaajuusketjujen lukumäärän mukana. Ongelmaan johdetaan optimaalinen
ratkaisu, ja kaksi käytännöllistä menetelmää perustuen nollaanpakotukseen tai peräkkäinen kon-
veksi approksimaatio (successive convex approximation (SCA)) -ideaan. Seuraavaksi keskitytään
keilanmuodostuksen ja antenninvalinnan yhteisoptimointiin (joint beamforming and antenna selec-
tion (JBAS)), jossa radiotaajuusketjuja voidaan sulkea EE:n parantamiseksi. Tähän ehdotetaan
optimaalinen menetelmä ja kaksi käytännöllistä SCA-menetelmää perustuen binääristen ja jatkuvi-
en muuttujien yhteisoptimointiongelman relaksaatioon, tai harvan vektorin optimointiin.

Monisoluverkon EE-optimoinnissa käytetään yksityiskohtaisempaa tehonkulutusmallia, joka
skaalautuu myös datanopeuden ja prosessoinnin monimutkaisuuden mukaan. Työssä käytetään
kahta suorituskyvyn mittaria: 1) koko verkon energiatehokkuuden, ja 2) painotettujen energiate-
hokkuuksien summien maksimointia (weighted sum EEmax (WsumEEmax)). Ensin johdetaan
keskitetyt ratkaisut SCA-ideaa käyttäen. Tämän jälkeen keskitytään hajautettuun optimointiin,
joka pystytään toteuttamaan paikallisen kanavatiedon avulla, kun matalanopeuksinen skalaariar-
vojen jako on käytettävissä tukiasemien välillä. Ensin WsumEEmax-ongelma ratkaistaan yhdis-
tämällä SCA ja kerrointen vaihtelevan suunnan menetelmä, ja lisäksi ehdotetaan iteratiivinen
suljetun muodon ratkaisu molempiin ongelmiin, joka mahdollistaa tarkan laskennallisen moni-
mutkaisuuden määrityksen.

Lopussa työ laajennetaan monisoluverkkoon, jossa tukiasemat palvelevat käyttäjäryhmiä ryh-
mälähetyksenä. Keskittymällä JBAS-ongelmaan, ensin ehdotetaan lähestymistapa parantaa
SCA-menetelmän suorituskykyä yhteisoptimointiongelman relaksaation ratkaisemisessa. Toi-
nen yksinkertaisempi lähestymistapa perustuu harvan vektorin optimointiin, joka ei vaadi binää-
risiä muuttujia. Lisäksi menetelmiä muunnellaan myös energiatehokkuuden ja summadatanope-
uden kompromissin optimointiin. Lopussa työ ottaa huomioon vielä moniantennivastaanottimet,
joka mahdollistaa sekä täsmälähetyksen että ryhmälähetyksen samanaikaisesti.

Menetelmien suorituskykyä arvioidaan laajamittaisilla tietokonesimulaatioilla. Tulokset näyt-
tävät väitöskirjan menetelmien lisäävän energiatehokkuutta 30-300% verrattuna lukuisiin perin-
teisiin menetelmiin BF-optimoinnissa, ja JBAS-menetelmät antavat vielä yli 100% lisää suori-
tuskykyä.

Asiasanat: antenninvalinta, energiatehokkuus, langaton tietoliikennetekniikka, osamääräfunktion
optimointi, peräkkäinen konveksi approksimaatio, piirin teho, prosessointiteho, ryhmälähetys,
signaalinkäsittely, tieto- ja viestintätekniikka, yhteistoiminnallinen keilanmuodostus
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Abbreviations

ai binary antenna selection variable of antenna i

ab,i binary antenna selection variable of antenna i of base station b

āb,i transformed binary antenna selection variable in the Charnes-Cooper

transformation

a a vector stacking all the variables ab,i

bg serving BS of multicasting group g (multicasting)

bk serving BS of user k (unicasting)

BW transmission bandwidth

B a set of all BSs in the network

cb dual variable related to total power consumption constraint of BS b

Cn selected box at iteration n

dk dual variable related to MSE constraint of user k

D a box containing all the feasible solutions r

f1(·) a convex relaxation function of | |Ŵ| |0
f2(·) a non-convex approximation function of | |Ŵ| |0
f3(·) a non-convex approximation function of | |Ŵ| |0
fb dual variable related to rate constraint of BS b

G a set of all multicasting groups

Ḡ number of user groups per cell (in simulations)

Gb a set of groups served by BS b

G f a box containing all the feasible solutions r, satisfying all the constraints

hk channel vector from the BS to user k in a single-cell system

hb,k channel vector from BS b to user k

Hk a matrix comprising of all the other users’ channels than user k

Hb,k MIMO channel matrix from BS b to user k

K a set of all users in the network

Kb a set of users served by BS b

K̄b a set of users not served by BS b

K̄ number of users per cell

K̂g a set of users in group g

L number of users per group (in simulations)
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Li Lipschitz constant

LBS computational efficiency of a BS

Lk a set including the stream indices for user k

m an exponent in the rate dependent power consumption function

Mk number of receive antennas at user k

nk noise sample for user k

nk a vector including Gaussian noise samples for user k

Nb a set of transmit antennas at BS b

Nb number of transmit antennas at BS b

N number of transmit antennas per BS (in simulations)

N0 noise power

pk a variable for the transmit power of user k (in Chapter 3)

P maximum transmit power of a base station

Pb maximum transmit power of base station b

Pb,i maximum transmit power of antenna i of base station b

P0 total circuit power consumption not scaling with number of RF chains

or data rate

P0,b circuit power consumption of BS b not scaling with number of RF

chains or data rate

PBH,b backhaul power consumption of BS b

PLP,iter power consumption due to linear processing in a single iteration (per

BS)

PLP,c total power consumption resulting from the beamformer computations

(per BS)

PLP,b total power consumption resulting from the linear processing (per BS)

PRD a scaling term for the rate dependent power consumption

PRF power consumption per RF chain

PRF,UE power consumption per RF chain at the user

PSYN power consumption of frequency synthesizer

PUE power consumption of a user

q dual variable related to transmit power constraint

qb dual variable related to transmit power constraint of BS b

q lower bound for the dual variable related to transmit power constraint of

BS b in the bisection search
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q̄ upper bound for the dual variable related to transmit power constraint

of BS b in the bisection search

Q number of iterations

rk a variable yielding the rate of user k

rK+1 a variable yielding the inverse of the total power consumption

rb a variable yielding the sum rate of base station b (in Chapter 4)

r̄b transformed sum rate variable of base station b in the Charnes-Cooper

transformation (in Chapter 4)

r̂b a variable yielding the square root of the sum rate of base station b

rg a variable yielding the rate of multicasting group g (in Chapter 5)

rg(c) a variable yielding the rate of the common stream of group g

r̄g a transformed rate variable of multicasting group g in the Charnes-Cooper

transformation (in Chapter 5)

r̄g(c) a transformed rate variable of the common stream of group g in the

Charnes-Cooper transformation

r a vector stacking all the variables rk

R(·) a function denoting the network-wide sum rate

Rk(·) a function denoting the rate of user k

Rk,l(·) a function denoting the rate of stream l of user k

Rg(c)(·) a function denoting the common rate of group g

R̄g(c) a minimum rate requirement for the common stream at user group g

R̄k a minimum rate requirement of user k

R̃b(·) a function denoting the sum rate of BS b

sk information symbol for user k

sk,l information symbol for stream l of user k

sg data symbol for user group g

sg(c) information symbol for common stream of user group g

t a variable denoting the squared energy efficiency

tb a variable yielding the energy efficiency of base station b

t a vector stacking all the variables tb

Tk an orthonormal basis of the null space of Hk

uk minimum mean squared error receiver of user k

uk receive beamforming vector of user k

U size of the coherence block

vi a variable denoting the soft transmit power of antenna i
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vb,i a variable denoting the soft transmit power of antenna i of base station

b

v̄b,i transformed soft transmit power variable in the Charnes-Cooper trans-

formation

v a vector stacking all the variables vb,i

Vn a collection of all the created boxed at iteration n

wk transmit beamforming vector for user k

wk,l transmit beamforming vector for stream l of user k

w̄k,l transformed transmit beamforming variable for stream l of user k in the

Charnes-Cooper transformation

w̃g(c) transmit beamforming vector for the common stream of user group g

¯̃wg(c) transformed transmit beamforming variable for the common stream of

user group g in the Charnes-Cooper transformation

w̄k transformed beamforming variable of user k in the Charnes-Cooper

transformation

w̃b a vector involving all the beamformers of BS b

ŵi a vector involving all the beamforming coefficients of antenna i

ŵb,i a vector involving all the beamforming coefficients of antenna i of BS b

w a vector stacking all the beamforming coefficients in the network

W a matrix involving the antenna-specific beamforming vectors in each

column

Ŵ a vector, where each element corresponds to an ℓ2-norm of correspond-

ing column vector in W

Ŵnorm normalized version of Ŵ

x a variable denoting the total energy efficiency

yk received signal at user k

yk,l received signal vector of stream l at user k

yk(c) received signal vector of common stream at user k

z a variable denoting the squared total power consumption

zb a variable denoting the total power consumption of base station b

α a fixed pre-log factor including the bandwidth and pilot overhead

βk a variable yielding the total interference plus noise of user k

β̄k transformed variable of βk in the Charnes-Cooper transformation

βββ a vector stacking all the variables βk
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Γk SINR of user k

Γ̄k minimum SINR target of user k

γk variable yielding the SINR of user k

γ̄k transformed SINR variable user k in the Charnes-Cooper transformation

γγγ a vector stacking all the variables γk

δ(·) the rate dependent power consumption function

∆
(n) a function denoting the lower bound approximation of a convex function

r̂2/t at point r̂(n), t(n)

ǫk mean squared error of user k

ǫk(w,uk) a function denoting the mean squared error of user k

ζ a small maximum deviation from the binary value below which the

value can be assumed to be binary

η power amplifier efficiency

θ̄θθ
res,(l)
b residual of the global and local interference terms of BS b at iteration l

θθθb a vector involving the global interference terms associated with BS b

θ̃θθb a vector involving the local copies of the interference terms associated

with BS b

ϑk a variable yielding the SINR value plus 1 of user k

κ a weighting parameter for the adjustable power consumption

λk squared 2-norm of the channel vector of user k

Λ1,Λ2 coefficients in the lower bound approximationΩ
(n)
k

νk,l a variable yielding the inverse of the mean squared error of data stream

l of user k

ννν a vector involving all the MSE variables

Ξ
(n)
k,l

a function denoting the lower bound approximation of a convex function

ν−1
k,l

ρ penalty parameter in the sparsity-based methods

ρA penalty parameter in the ADMM method

ρB step size parameter in the KKT-based decentralized method

̺ a weighting parameter for the scaled sum rate function in the EE-SR

trade-off problem

σ2 noise spectral density

τul number of pilot resources in uplink

τdl number of pilot resources in downlink

υb dual variable related to energy efficiency constraint of BS b
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υ(1) a parameter to be optimized with bisection in box reduction to find new

lower bound

υ(2) a parameter to be optimized with bisection in box reduction to find new

upper bound

Υ
(n)
b,i

a function denoting the lower bound approximation of a convex function

a
χ

b,i
at point a

(n)
b,i

φ a variable yielding the inverse of the denominator in the Charnes-Cooper

transformation

ϕ
(n)
b

a function denoting the lower bound approximation of a convex function

r̂2
b
/zb

χ an exponent controlling the tightness of the continuous relaxation

Ψ
(n)
k

a function denoting the lower bound approximation of a convex function

|hH
b,k

wk |2/βk at point w
(n)
k
, β

(n)
k

Ω
(n)
k

a function denoting the lower bound approximation of a concave func-

tion log(1+ γk)
ω a parameter to be optimized in the Dinkelbach method

ωb a priority weight for BS b

LA(n) a function denoting the upper bound approximation of a concave func-

tion
√

tz at point t(n), z(n)

LA
(n)
k

a function denoting the upper bound approximation of a concave func-

tion
√
(ϑk −1)βk at point ϑ

(n)
k
, β

(n)
k

3GPP 3rd generation partnership project

4G fourth generation

5G fifth generation

ADC analog-to-digital converter

ADMM alternating direction method of multipliers

BRB branch-reduce-and-bound

BS base station

BSA binary search algorithm

CDF cumulative distribution function

CoMP coordinated multi-point

CR continuous relaxation

C-RAN cloud radio access network

CSI channel state information
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DAC digital-to-analog converter

DL downlink

EE energy efficiency

EEmax energy efficiency maximization

FDD frequency division duplex

ICT information and communications technology

JBAS joint beamforming and antenna selection

KKT Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

LTE Long-Term Evolution

LTE-A Long-Term Evolution Advanced

MDC multiple description coding

MIMO multiple-input multiple-output

MISO multiple-input single-output

MISOCP mixed-integer second-order cone program

MMSE minimum mean squared error

MRC maximum ratio combining

MSE mean squared error

NetEEmax network energy efficiency maximization

OFDM orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing

OFDMA orthogonal frequency-division multiple access

PL path loss

QoS quality of service

RF radio frequency

SCA successive convex approximation

SE spectral efficiency

SINR signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

SISO single-input single-output

SOC second-order cone

SOCP second-order cone program

SR sum rate

TDD time division duplex

WSR weighted sum rate

WsumEEmax

weighted sum energy efficiency maximization

ZF zero-forcing
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ZFBF zero-forcing beamforming

CN(0,σ2) complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ2

X−1 inverse of matrix X

(·)T transpose

(·)H complex conjugate transpose (Hermitian)

tr(X) trace of matrix X

|X| cardinality of set X
||x| |p p-norm of vector x

|x | absolute value of scalar x

[x]i ith element of vector x

R set of real numbers

C set of complex numbers

C
m×n set of m×n complex matrices

Im(x) imaginary part of x

Re(x) real part of x
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1 Introduction

The dramatic growth in popularity of mobile devices and constantly emerging new

wireless applications are leading to unprecedented traffic volumes. The mobile data

traffic volume reached 7.2 exabytes per month at the end of 2016, and it has been fore-

casted that it will exceed 278 exabytes per month in 2021 [1]. As a result, the world

is preparing for a 1000-fold throughput improvement over 4G [1–6] in the upcoming

years. Meanwhile, the energy consumption of information and communications tech-

nology (ICT) has become a serious concern. Currently, ICT accounts for 3-6% of the

world’s energy consumption [7, 8], and that percentage is going to increase substan-

tially with the increasing number of devices if networks are not smartly planned. To

this end, standardization bodies have set the requirement that increased data rate de-

mands should be managed with the same or lower energy consumption as the current

networks [9]. This means that the data rate per energy unit, i.e., the energy efficiency

of the communications, should be improved substantially. On top of environmental

concerns, economic interests are also driving the popularity of energy-efficient commu-

nications both in academia and industry, with the aim being to enable savings in the

energy bills and maintenance costs.

Modern wireless communications systems have been built upon multiantenna trans-

mission technology to address the high volumes of wireless traffic and data rate de-

mands. Increasing the antenna number enables higher data rates without increasing

the transmit power. While the physical antenna elements themselves are inexpensive

in terms of power and cost, the number of radio frequency (RF) processing chains and

power amplifiers (PAs) will mainly determine the eventual power consumption as well

as the associated complexity and cost of multiantenna transmission. All the phases

of signal processing in each RF chain (including mixers, filters, digital-to-analog con-

verters, etc.) are major sources of energy consumption [10, 11]. As a result, current

cellular networks end up with expensive and power-hungry base stations, which con-

stitute the largest share (≈60%) of the total energy consumption of the networks [12].

Furthermore, the 5G visions [13] include network densification as an important up-

coming trend. The resulting shorter communication distances will allow the devices to

reduce transmit powers, but the power consumption of the circuit components will play

an increasingly important role [14, 15].
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In view of the above facts, developing methods to improve the energy efficiency of

ICT becomes of utmost importance. In particular, the power consumption of the de-

vices as a whole has to be taken into account when designing new strategies. Energy

efficiency can be improved at many different levels, such as by planning the network

infrastructure, the electronics of the devices, or transmission strategies in a proper way.

The main focus of this thesis is on the latter, i.e., to design energy-efficient multiantenna

transmission strategies for future cellular networks. This thesis focuses on controlling

the overall power consumption of a system in the most energy-efficient way for a given

transceiver structure and constraints, that is, designing the digital beamforming and ac-

tive antenna sets in such a way that the best compromise between the data rate (benefit)

and power consumption (cost) is achieved.

This chapter provides an overview of the background and existing literature closely

related to the thesis topic. Section 1.1 provides an introduction to energy efficiency

optimization in cellular multiantenna systems. A generic introduction to the underly-

ing cellular system models employed in this thesis, i.e., coordinated beamforming for

unicasting and multicasting transmission, is introduced in Section 1.2. The related liter-

ature is presented in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 summarizes the objectives and outline of

the thesis, and the author’s contribution to the publications is finally specified in Section

1.5.

1.1 Multiantenna communications and energy efficiency

Since the invention of multiantenna technologies [16–18], there has been a huge in-

terest in developing advanced transmission strategies. It is well known that spectral

efficiency (SE) can be significantly increased without increasing the transmit power by

spatial multiplexing of multiple streams. That is, (single-user or multiuser multiple-

input multiple-output (MIMO)) beamforming can be used to simultaneously transmit

multiple separately encoded streams to a single user or multiple users. While the single-

user MIMO capacity can be achieved by exploiting the singular value decomposition of

the channel matrix [18], the capacity-achieving method in the multiuser MIMO requires

a non-linear transmission strategy, known as dirty paper coding (DPC) [19, 20]. The

difficulty in designing the beamformers in multiuser systems stems from the inter-user

interference. However, due to the high implementation complexity of the DPC, practi-

cal research has been focusing on linear transmission strategies to achieve a reasonable

balance between the complexity and performance. Additional spectral efficiency im-
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(a) Single-user MIMO (b) Multiuser MIMO

Backhaul connection

(c) Coordinated beamforming

Backhaul connection

(d) Joint transmission

Fig. 1. Beamforming strategies for cellular systems.

provements over the multiuser MIMO system can be achieved using a high frequency

reuse factor and employing coordinated multipoint (CoMP) processing. It refers to

multi-cell multiuser beamforming, where the network elements can employ coordina-

tion to improve performance [21–25]. Therein, the interference between different sig-

nals becomes even more involved since a user experiences (inter-cell) interference from

the neighboring cells as well. There are two main approaches to CoMP processing.

The first one is coordinated beamforming, where only the information related to chan-

nel conditions or inter-cell interference is shared between the base stations, and each

user is served by a single base station (BS) only. The more complicated approach is

joint transmission, wherein the data can also be shared and coherently transmitted from

multiple base stations. These basic beamforming strategies are illustrated in Figure 1,

where different signals are separated with different colors.

Nevertheless, despite of the employed beamforming technique, the total transmit

power needed to achieve the given quality-of-service (QoS) targets can be decreased

by increasing the number of transmit antennas if the channel state information (CSI)

is known at the transmitters and receivers. As a quick thought, one could also think

that this would positively impact the energy efficiency. However, employing more an-

tennas increases the associated complexity and power consumption due to the required

additional electronic circuitry. Specifically, each active transmit antenna requires an
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RF chain, which requires extra power to run in digital beamforming. Moreover, the

modulation, coding, decoding, and all the signal processing become more complex and

increase the power consumption.

The previous cellular standards have been mainly designed for maximal spectral ef-

ficiency [26]. Thus, the most widely adopted performance metrics have previously been

sum rate maximization (SRmax) [24, 27] and sum (transmit) power minimization (SP-

min) [28]. The first one aims to maximize the sum rate (or spectral efficiency) using a

certain maximum transmit power budget, while the latter minimizes the transmit power

to satisfy some stringent data rate requirements. Neither or these metrics, however, can

guarantee good energy efficiency in general. These metrics merely focus on optimizing

users’ data rates, meaning that only the amount of power that actually carries data is op-

timized, and the power consumption due to the electronic circuits of the transceivers is

not taken into account. This drawback is addressed by the notion of energy efficiency,

defined as the ratio of the sum data rate and total power consumption that includes

all the power consumed in different phases of signal processing and transmission of

the signal. In particular, the objective is to maximize the transmitted bits per energy

unit (bits/Joule). The energy efficiency maximization (EEmax) problem can be viewed

as finding the optimal trade-off between the sum rate and total power consumption to

achieve optimal energy efficiency. Obviously, the best strategy for maximizing the sum

rate, is to use all the available power for transmission by allocating it wisely in certain

directions. However, increasing the transmit power over a specific value begins to de-

crease the energy efficiency, which means that these optimization targets are conflicting

[29–32].

In addition to the transmit power, the number of transmitting antennas also plays a

role in the energy efficiency. Increasing the antenna number improves the sum rate, but

the resulting increase in the total power consumption caused by additional RF chains

can be higher than that of the sum rate, which may reduce the energy efficiency. Con-

sequently, an optimal number of active antennas does exist for maximizing the energy

efficiency. Motivated by this knowledge, and due to the fact that the physical antenna

elements are inexpensive and can be employed on a large scale, practical systems could

exploit RF switches to flexibly switch on/off part of the RF chains for improved en-

ergy efficiency. More specifically, only a small number of RF chains could be used

at a time by choosing a subset of the antennas for transmission. As a result, an inter-

esting problem that arises is how to find the optimal subset of active antennas and the

corresponding beamformers to maximize the energy efficiency. This gives rise to the
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problem of joint beamforming and antenna selection for energy efficiency maximiza-

tion (JBAS-EEmax). The aim is to find the number of active RF chains where each

output connects to a single antenna, and to find the corresponding beamformers for the

selected antennas to maximize the energy efficiency.

Energy efficiency optimization is particularly important in small cells, where the

communication distances become smaller. As a result, the required transmit powers

are smaller and this in turn implies that the processing power of the electronic circuits

becomes comparable to or even dominant with respect to the transmit powers [14, 15].

When the communication distances are quite large, the power amplifiers are the most

power-hungry components due to high transmit powers. In such cases, one should

rather focus on improving PA efficiency to improve the energy efficiency. Another

issue is that the technology is evolving towards large antenna arrays, where the number

of processing chains increases but the power per PA (and antenna) decreases. This

again makes the processing power a significant factor in the total power consumption

and the energy efficiency becomes crucial. One important example of such a system

is the Massive MIMO (typically under 6 GHz) technology [33, 34], where a BS can

be equipped with hundreds of antenna elements. To achieve the huge future data rate

targets, another technology trend is the use of higher frequencies, e.g., cmWaves (6-30

GHz), mmWaves (30-300 GHz) [35], or even THz frequencies (300-10000 GHz). In

those systems, the use of large antenna arrays to enable pencil beamforming becomes

a prerequisite for overcoming the huge propagation losses, and the power consumption

of circuit components is again important.

1.2 From unicasting to multicasting

The previous cellular network standards have been designed for unicasting operations

[36]. The evolution of mobile handsets and the associated applications are creating

a new type of wireless communication scenario. A large part of the requested data

traffic from users is highly correlated, especially in crowded areas, e.g., in stadiums.

To deal with such situations, multicasting has received special attention as a promising

solution [37–47]. The idea is to transmit the same information to multiple users as a

single transmission, and it has become increasingly popular, for instance, in the context

of cache-enabled cloud radio access networks (C-RANs) proposed for 5G systems to

improve both spectral and energy efficiency [48].
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Private beam

Backhaul connection Backhaul connection

Common beam

Fig. 2. Multi-cell multiuser unicasting system (left) and multi-cell multi-group multicasting
system (right).

The generic models for multi-cell multiuser unicasting and multigroup multicasting

systems employing coordinated beamforming are illustrated in Figure 2. A unicasting

system consists of multiple base stations transmitting data to multiple users in their cells

in the same transmission resources. Each user is assigned independent private data, and

all the users’ signals cause interference with each other. In this case, the aim is to op-

timize a dedicated beamformer for each user, which would enable good interference

controlling capability between the signals. On the other hand, in a multigroup multicas-

ting system each BS serves multiple groups of users, where a group is defined as a set of

users who desire to receive the same information. Again, the data signals between the

user groups are independent and cause inter-group interference with each other. In this

case, the target is to optimize the beamformer for each user group. In particular, a beam-

former designed for one group impacts not only the desired signal power of one user, but

the signal power of all the users in one group. In other words, the common group rate is

determined by the worst user in a group. In practice, this problem is often addressed by

application layer multiple description coding (MDC) [49], where the worst user does

not substantially restrict the performance of the other users. In this thesis, however, the

interest is to examine the optimization of a certain basic (base layer) quality-of-service

level, even though the channel conditions of the users are significantly different. The

multiuser unicasting system is a special case of a multigroup multicasting system, when

each group contains only one user.

Coordinated beamforming can be implemented either in a centralized or decentral-

ized manner [22, 23, 25, 50–52]. Conventionally, these methods assume a time-division

duplexing (TDD) mode, where the channel reciprocity can be exploited to obtain chan-

nel state information, because the same frequency is used both in the uplink and down-

link. More specifically, in the centralized setting, it is assumed that the BSs optimize the
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local CSI from the uplink pilots, and share it with the other BSs or a central controller

that performs all the processing. The local CSI refers to the CSI from a BS to all the

users in the network. The local CSI can also be in the form of an effective CSI, when

precoded uplink pilots are used [23]. Essentially, the centralized case results in global

CSI knowledge at the unit where the beamforming vectors are calculated. On the other

hand, the decentralized setting means that the system can mainly operate based on the

local CSI by sharing only some scalar information with other BSs using low-rate back-

haul links. This reduces the backhaul burden and distributes the computational load

between the base stations.

In order to use the scarce frequency spectrum in an efficient manner, multicast-

ing can significantly save transmission resources with improved QoS compared to the

unicasting case, where the same information would be transmitted using different re-

sources [53]. This is also recognized in the long-term evolution (LTE) specifications by

the name Evolved Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Services (eMBMS) [54]. Ob-

viously, the benefits of multicasting over unicasting depend on the user distribution.

For example, when the population is concentrated in a small geographical area, multi-

casting is an appropriate way of delivering the same requested data to a large number

of users. However, if the user distribution is sparser, unicasting may provide a better

alternative. The 3GPP standards and the commercial versions of eMBMS, e.g., LTE

broadcast presented by Qualcomm [55], enable dynamic switching between unicasting

and multicasting, which improves the scalability and flexibility of multicasting. On the

other hand, the C-RAN architecture, which has been proposed to respond to increased

future data traffic and latency requirements, enables multi-cell cooperation and a flexi-

ble platform for efficient communications. In particular, the multicasting transmission,

combined with caching of the popular contents, enables high data rate applications with

good spectral and energy efficiency [36, 48]. Moreover, for efficient spectrum utiliza-

tion, future communications will be based on aggressive frequency reuse, where the re-

quired data rates can be achieved with MIMO precoding techniques. Although MIMO

precoding together with the C-RAN architecture has a huge potential, it poses many

challenges in terms of smart cooperation, user allocation/scheduling, and interference

coordination. The interference between the different data streams has to be addressed

via advanced interference coordination methods when designing the precoding.
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1.3 Literature review

One of the first works considering the energy efficiency of wireless transceivers was

published in [15], which showed a simple model of how different parts of the transceiver

consume power. An in-depth and large-scale study of energy consumption was done as

part of the EARTH project [14], which considered various aspects of how to enable

green wireless communications technology. Many power consumption models for the

transceivers were proposed, and detailed power consumption values of state-of-the-art

base stations were found. Recently, energy efficiency has been chosen as one of the

main design criteria in 5G visions, opening the research direction of energy-efficient

signal processing algorithms. The problem of energy-efficient transmission has been

studied in point-to-point systems [56], single-cell multiple-antenna systems [57–60],

and multi-cell multiple-antenna systems [61–68]. Different optimization criteria have

been suggested to improve energy efficiency depending on the system, e.g., network

EEmax, weighted sum EEmax, max-min EEmax, product-EEmax, or minimizing the

total power consumption for given rate targets. The first one aims at maximizing the

network-wide EE, but does not provide EE fairness for individual network elements,

while the second one involves adjustable fairness. The third one achieves complete

fairness by maximizing the worst EE, and the fourth one guarantees that the energy

efficiency of any node cannot be very small. The last one takes into account that when

the service rates are fixed, the EEmax problem is the same as minimizing the total power

consumption.

Unicasting systems

Regardless of the considered EE metric, the EEmax problem is generally difficult to

solve, since it inherits all the challenges encountered with SRmax. By definition, the

problem of EEmax belongs to the class of fractional programs, for which tractable

reformulations are only possible for a few simplified cases. For example, a general

framework to solve this problem was presented in [56] for point-to-point systems. For

more general system setups, parametric solution approaches based on the Dinkelbach’s

method [69] have been a standard mathematical tool in the research on wireless com-

munications [56, 57, 61–65]. In general, the efficacy (i.e., the total number of itera-

tions and the obtained accuracy with respect to the optimal solution) of the Dinkelbach

approach mainly depends on its efficacy at solving the derived problem for a given
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parameter. The total number of iterations affects the computational complexity both

in terms of power consumption and time. For some specific systems and/or simplifica-

tions, the parameterized problem can be handled efficiently. For example, Ng et al. [57]

studied power, data rate, antenna, and subcarrier allocations in orthogonal frequency-

division multiple access (OFDMA) multiple-input single-output (MISO) downlink sys-

tems. They assumed matched filtering beamformers at base stations and used fixed

maximum interference levels, yielding an efficient closed-form power allocation for

the parameterized problem. Energy-efficient joint transmission for multi-cell OFDMA

systems with limited backhaul capacity and single-antenna base stations was consid-

ered in [70], where the power and subcarrier allocations were efficiently and jointly

optimized by assuming zero-forcing beamformers over all the base stations. Venturino

et al. [61] used the sequential convex approximation (SCA) in combination with the

Dinkelbach’s approach to solve the power allocation problem in a multi-cell OFDMA

single-input single-output downlink system. In [62], multi-cell multiuser MIMO sys-

tems were considered and zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) was adopted to convexify

the design problem. To satisfy the heterogeneous energy efficiency requirements of

different users, the weighted sum energy efficiency (WsumEE) was considered as a per-

formance measure in [71]. They optimized power allocation for an energy harvesting

system and used a parametric approach for the sum-of-fractional function to solve the

problem. The EEmax power allocation problem for multi-homing networking was stud-

ied in [72] with closed-form solutions. The feasible points computed using the above

methods are suboptimal in general, since they do not optimize beamformers and power

allocation jointly, but the beamforming directions are fixed and only power allocation

is optimized. Generally, the term beamforming includes both allocated power and di-

rections, likewise in this thesis.

For multiuser MIMO systems with general beamforming techniques, the EEmax

problem becomes more challenging, since the obtained problem for a fixed parame-

ter (according to the Dinkelbach’s method) is still nonconvex, and optimal solutions

are difficult to find. Huang et al. [65] aimed at finding the Pareto boundary of en-

ergy efficiency-rate tuples in a multi-cell MISO interference channel in a pairwise

optimization manner. Apart from the Dinkelbach’s approach, [59] considered EEmax

with user-specific signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) constraints by propos-

ing a ZFBF power allocation and zero-gradient-based joint beamforming and power

allocation strategy in multiuser MIMO downlink with single data stream per user. The

SCA-based, energy-efficient multi-cell coordinated beamforming strategy was studied
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in our related work [66], where the problem of maximizing the minimum energy effi-

ciency among base stations was considered. The trade-off between power and through-

put for MIMO heterogeneous networks was studied in [73] without considering circuit

power. Basically, Shashika et al. [73] considered a weighted sum of throughput and

power to find the convex hull of the achievable region by varying the weighting coeffi-

cients. However, the problem of finding the weighting coefficients to achieve the energy

efficiency maximizing point was not considered. Joint transmission for CRAN systems

was studied in [68] from the total power minimization perspective, where some BSs can

also be switched to idle mode to save power.

The closest related works to this thesis are [63, 67, 74], which study coordinated

beamforming optimization for either network EEmax [63, 67] or weighted sum EEmax

[74]. They all derive suboptimal solutions based on parametric transformation (e.g., the

Dinkelbach approach), where each parameterized subproblem is nonconvex and subop-

timally solved via the weighted minimum mean squared error (MMSE) minimization

type [24] approach by exploiting the equivalence between SRmax and mean squared

error (MSE) minimization [24]. That is, a two layer iterative approach with a large

number of iterations is required to solve the problem. Moreover, they only considered

the beamforming problem for fixed antenna sets and used simple power consumption

models.

Until the beginning of this thesis research, the JBAS-EEmax problem for a mul-

tiuser MISO downlink had remained an open issue in prior studies. For point-to-point

systems, the JBAS-EEmax problem was studied in [75, 76]. The general idea of these

works was to ‘order’ the antennas based on channel gains, and then apply a search pro-

cedure to find the best subset of antennas. In [75], all the antenna configurations (after

ordering) were considered and the one offering maximum energy efficiency was chosen.

This approach can be viewed as an exhaustive search method. To further decrease the

complexity of the search procedure, Li et al. [76] observed that energy efficiency first

increases monotonically with the number of antennas, and then it begins to decrease

monotonically at a certain point, meaning that it is not necessary to examine all pos-

sible antenna configurations. Using this fact, they proposed a binary search algorithm

(BSA), which is similar to doing a bisection search over the total number of transmit

antennas. It is notable that this approach still requires solving a great number of the

EEmax problems when the number of transmit antennas is large. An even further sim-

plified search procedure was also recently proposed in [77]. In the point-to-point MISO

systems, however, matched filtering (MF) beamforming is optimal and the problem can
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be simplified to a joint power allocation and antenna selection problem. In a multiuser

system, the problem becomes more challenging because the MF is not optimal and the

complexity of the search algorithms grows quickly with the number of cells and anten-

nas. Thus, novel solutions are required to solve the problem efficiently. As an extension

of the author’s research in [78] (presented in Chapter 3), [79] studied JBAS-EEmax in

a single-cell multiuser system by constraining the number of RF chains. The study pro-

posed an iterative solution based on sparse beamforming, where a semidefinite program

(SDP) is solved in each iteration.

Energy and spectral efficiency trade-off problems have been also studied in differ-

ent works. Xiong et al. [29] studied fundamental EE-SE trade-offs for joint power

and subcarrier allocation in a single-cell single-input single-output (SISO) downlink

OFDMA system. He et al. [30] considered a distributed antenna (DAS) system with

single-antenna nodes and proposed a weighted sum method to solve the multi-criteria

optimization problem. In [80], joint beamforming and subcarrier allocation for single-

cell SISO downlink systems was studied. The authors proposed a weighted sum ap-

proach to the trade-off problem in terms of resource efficiency, which involves a nor-

malization factor to balance the values of EE and SE. Amin et al. [81] also focused on a

single-cell OFDMA system with imperfect CSI. Tang et al. [82] investigated the EE-SE

trade-off in a single-cell MIMO-OFDMA system and considered non-linear DPC with

antenna and subcarrier selection. However, all these previous studies focus on unicast-

ing transmission, where each user is assigned an independent data stream. Furthermore,

they were dedicated to SISO systems, i.e., more general beamforming strategies were

not considered. Although [82] focused on a MIMO case, the use of DPC makes it

difficult to implement in reality.

Multicasting systems

Compared to the unicasting systems, multicasting beamforming has received less atten-

tion in the existing literature. The core difference between multicasting and conven-

tional unicasting transmission is that a common beamformer is designed for a group of

users, which means that the data rate for the group is determined by the user having

the worst channel conditions. In this context, the power minimization problem is NP-

hard [39, 40]. Specifically, the traditional optimal approach to unicasting, which con-

verts the power minimization problem into a second-order cone program (SOCP) [28],

is no longer applicable. Another approach based on standard semidefinite relaxation
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(SDR), which converts the same problem into a semidefinite program, cannot necessar-

ily solve the multicasting power minimization problem optimally because the unit rank

solution cannot be guaranteed. However, many suboptimal approaches have already

been provided in the literature, such as the SCA-based method in [83]. Multicast beam-

forming problems have been studied for different optimization targets, e.g., transmit

power minimization [39, 40, 47, 83], SINR balancing [40, 41, 47] (also known as max-

min fairness), and sum rate maximization [42, 84]. Coordinated multicast single group

beamforming for transmit power minimization and max-min fairness has been studied

in [44], where SDR was used to solve these problems. Bornhorst et al. [85] proposed

a distributed SCA-based method to solve the multicasting problem in relay networks

with single-antenna nodes. The weighted SINR balancing problem with more practical

per-antenna power constraints was considered in [41, 86], and the work was extended

to the sum rate maximization problem in [84]. Centralized and distributed solutions

for coordinated multicast beamforming for transmit power minimization and max-min

fairness have been proposed in [44, 47].

From the standpoint of energy efficiency, He et al. [45] proposed a centralized

method to solve the EEmax problem in a multi-cell system with a single group per cell.

However, they only considered the beamforming problem without taking into account

the fact that significant energy savings can be achieved by switching off some of the

RF chains, i.e., antenna selection. Moreover, their study only considered the case of

sum power constraints, whereas the case of antenna-specific power constraints must

be handled differently. One of the important limitations of multi-antenna beamform-

ing is that the number of RF chains is limited due to complexity and cost issues. In a

single-cell system, this limitation was taken into account in [43], where the problems of

joint beamforming and antenna selection for transmit power minimization and max-min

fairness were studied. The antenna selection problem was considered as a sparse beam-

forming solution, which resulted in SDP together with semidefinite relaxations. The

same problems were recently studied in [87], where different SCA-based approaches

based on penalizing the objective and the relaxation of mixed-Boolean program were

proposed. However, the problem of joint beamforming and antenna selection has not

been addressed from the standpoint of energy efficiency.
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1.4 Objectives, contributions, and outline of the thesis

The objective of this thesis is to design energy-efficient beamforming techniques for

multiantenna cellular networks. In particular, joint beamforming and antenna selec-

tion optimization for multiuser unicasting and multigroup multicasting in single-cell

and multi-cell systems is considered. The energy efficiency maximization problems at

hand are challenging and the main interest is in developing computationally efficient

solutions, while globally optimal solutions are also proposed for performance bench-

marking. The work begins with a single-cell multiuser MISO system with conventional

unicasting transmission and a simple power consumption model. The scenario is then

extended to a multi-cell system with the assumption of coordinated beamforming and

a more sophisticated power consumption model. Finally, coordinated beamforming

for multi-cell multigroup multicasting is considered. The performance of the proposed

algorithms is evaluated via Matlab-based computer simulations with relatively realistic

settings. The performance is compared with the existing state-of-the-art methods to

demonstrate the energy efficiency improvements. The following paragraphs give the

outline of the thesis and a summary of the key contributions of each chapter.

Chapter 2 presents a short introduction to fractional programming and SCA, which

are the basic tools exploited in the methods proposed in this thesis. Subsequently, the

network power consumption model, generic system model, and the main assumptions

used in this thesis are introduced.

Chapter 3 is based on [78, 88, 89]. The research focuses on a single-cell multiuser

MISO system by assuming a power consumption model scaling linearly with the trans-

mit power and the number of RF chains. The users have minimum SINR requirements

and the BS has maximum power restriction. The author proposes for the first time

globally optimal solutions for energy-efficient multiuser beamforming and joint beam-

forming and antenna selection problems for performance benchmarking. Then, novel

computationally efficient methods based on zero-forcing and successive convex approx-

imation are proposed. For the JBAS problem, two suboptimal approaches are further

proposed. The first one models the JBAS-EEmax problem as a mixed-Boolean pro-

gram by introducing the binary antenna selection variables, and it modifies the perspec-

tive formulation to achieve tighter continuous relaxation. The other method applies a

sparse beamforming approach, where the sparsity indicates the antennas that should be

neglected. Both approaches use the SCA method to solve the relaxations.
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Based on [90–92], Chapter 4 extends the work to the multi-cell multiuser MISO

system with more detailed power consumption model scaling also with the data rate and

computational complexity resulting from the beamforming optimization. Two different

energy efficiency metrics are considered, the network energy efficiency maximization

and the weighted sum energy efficiency maximization, where the latter achieves more

fairness in a multi-cell system. First, the SCA-based solutions are derived for both

problems, which can be used in centralized settings. Subsequently, novel decentralized

methods are proposed, which can be realized based on local channel state information

when low-rate scalar backhaul information exchange is enabled and specific signaling

strategies assumed. More importantly, some methods admit closed-form solutions and

the computational complexities of the algorithms are straightforwardly derivable.

Chapter 5 is based on [93, 94], and it considers a multi-cell multigroup multicasting

MISO system. The problem of joint beamforming and antenna selection under mini-

mum rate requirements and antenna-specific power constraints is considered. A novel

generalization of the perspective transformation discussed in Chapter 3 is proposed

to solve the problem efficiently using a continuous relaxation and successive convex

approximation framework. Other solutions based on sparse beamforming are also pro-

posed, and different relaxations are proposed to approximate the problem. Finally, the

framework is extended to the energy efficiency and sum rate trade-off maximization

problem, for which two different solutions are proposed. The first one incorporates the

weighting to the adjustable power in the EEmax problem, while the second one uses the

scalarization method for multiobjective optimization.

Chapter 6 is based on [46]. It extends the work of Chapter 5 (without antenna

selection) to account for the multiantenna user terminals. In this case, the users can

simultaneously receive both unicasting and multicasting information. By exploiting the

relationship between the data rate and mean squared error when MMSE receivers are

used, an SCA-based algorithm is derived to solve the energy efficiency maximization

problem, where the receivers and transmitters are alternately optimized.

The conclusions, discussions and future research directions are provided in Chapter

7.

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

– Chapter 3 [78, 88, 89]: Optimal and suboptimal methods to solve EEmax and JBAS-

EEmax problems in a single-cell multiuser MISO unicasting system;
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– Chapter 4 [90–92]: Centralized and decentralized coordinated beamforming designs

for network EEmax and weighted sum EEmax in a multi-cell multiuser MISO uni-

casting setting, by assuming a more detailed power consumption model;

– Chapter 5 [93, 94]: Joint coordinated beamforming and antenna selection designs in

a multi-cell multigroup multicasting system with single-antenna users;

– Chapter 6 [46]: Joint coordinated unicast and multicast beamforming designs for

multi-cell systems with multiantenna users.

1.5 Author’s contribution to the publications

The author of this thesis has altogether contributed to 17 publications [46, 47, 66, 78, 88–

100]. For the sake of consistency, this monograph is mainly based on two published

journal papers [78], [92], one submitted journal paper [94], and seven conference pa-

pers [46, 88–91, 93, 98], where the author of this thesis has acted as the primary author.

The author had the main responsibility of creating the original ideas, deriving the math-

ematical algorithms, developing the Matlab-based simulation models, performing the

numerical evaluations, and writing the publications. In addition to the publications on

which the thesis is based, the accepted journal [99], where the author of this thesis was

an equal contributor with the first author, provided a concise overview of how to apply

the SCA framework in cellular networks for all the EE optimization metrics. Further,

the author has been the primary author in related journal [47] and conference papers

[95, 96, 100] and a co-author of a journal [66] and conference paper [97]. The role

of the co-authors in all the publications has mainly been to provide guidance, ideas,

comments, criticism, and support during the research process.
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2 Mathematical preliminaries, system and

power consumption model

This chapter first provides a short introduction to fractional programming and SCA,

which are the basic tools exploited in this thesis. Then, the power consumption model

followed by the generic system model of this thesis are presented, and the definition of

energy efficiency is clarified.

2.1 Fractional programming

2.1.1 Single-ratio fractional program

A fractional program is defined as follows:

max
x∈S

f (x)
g(x) , (1)

where f (x) and g(x), 0,∀x ∈ S are certain functions of x and S is a bounded set. When

both f (x) and g(x) are affine functions (and S is a convex polyhedron), the problem is

called a linear-fractional program. On the other hand, a more generic case is when f (x)
is non-negative concave and g(x) is positive convex (and S is a convex set). Generally,

this is referred to as a concave-convex fractional program [101]. In both of these special

cases, the objective function is a quasi-concave function. These types of problems have

long been studied and two different approaches can for the most part be used to solve

the problem: parametric approaches (e.g., the Dinkelbach method) and non-parametric

approaches (e.g., the Charnes-Cooper transformation).

Parametric approaches

Solution via feasibility problems: A general approach to solving a quasiconvex

optimization problem is to exploit the convex sublevel sets of quasiconvex functions.
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Specifically, one can reformulate (1) as done in [102]:

max
x∈S,ω

ω

s. t. f (x) −ωg(x) ≥ 0.

(2)

It is not difficult to see that the above problem can be solved via a series of feasibility

problems, i.e.,

find
x∈S

ω

s. t. f (x) −ωg(x) ≥ 0.

(3)

Let ϕ∗ be the optimal value of (1). Then it holds that if (3) is feasible for a given ω, we

have ω ≤ ϕ∗, and ω ≥ ϕ∗ if (3) is infeasible. Based on this, one can bisect between ωmin

and ωmax until ωmax −ωmin is smaller than a certain small threshold.

The Dinkelbach’s method: Another option is to consider the following problem

with the parameter ω: H(ω) = max{ f (x) −ωg(x)|x ∈ S}. Due to the fact that H(ω) is

continuous and strictly monotonically decreasing [69], H(ω) = 0 has a unique solution:

ω∗. The optimal solution to the original fractional program is x∗ = argmax{ f (x) −
ω∗

g(x)|x ∈ S}. By exploiting these facts, the problem can be solved by finding ω such

that H(ω) = 0. Based on this, the parametric approach exploits the Newton method to

find the root of H(ω) (often called the Dinkelbach’s method [69] or Newton-Rhapson’s

method). To start with, the method first initializes ω(0)
=

f (x(0))
g(x(0)) . Subsequently, the

problem H(ω(0)) is solved, the solution of which is then used to update ω(n)
=

f (x(n−1))
g(x(n−1)) ;

this procedure is repeated until convergence. The method improves monotonically after

each iteration.

The Charnes-Cooper transformation

Problem (1) can be transformed into a convex program by a simple transformation of

variables [103, 104]. The advantage of this approach is that it does not require an

iterative solution, but can be solved at once. The equivalent form of (1) can be written

as follows:

max
x̄
φ
∈S,φ>0

φ f ( x̄

φ
)

s. t. φg( x̄

φ
) ≤ 1.

(4)
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The optimal solution for the original problem (1) can be extracted from (4) as x = x̄
φ

. In

some cases, the parametric solution is more efficient since one may easily find a closed-

form solution for each subproblem (e.g., the ZF method in Section 3.2.2). However, if

the number of constraints grows, the subproblems can still have high complexity and it

can be more efficient to use the Charnes-Cooper transformation.

2.1.2 Sum-of-ratios fractional program

A sum-of-ratios fractional program is defined as follows:

max
x∈S

∑
i∈Y

fi(x)
gi(x)

. (5)

The same approaches as used for a single-ratio fractional program do not apply for

this case due to the lack of quasiconcavity of the sum-form. A common approach to

solving a sum-of-ratios maximization problem when each fi(x) is concave and gi(x) is

convex is to transform it into a parameterized form with certain fixed parameters (as in

the Dinkelbach’s method), and then search the parameters by solving a series of con-

vex subproblems [71, 74]. Specifically, the general form of the sum-of-fractional pro-

gram maxx

∑ fi (x)
gi (x) can be solved as a series of subproblems, maxx

∑
i αi( fi(x)− βigi(x)),

where αi, βi are particular parameters. At each iteration, αi and βi are fixed. After

solving the parameterized program, αi, βi are updated according to a damped Newton

method [105] (see [105] for details).

2.1.3 Fractional programming in wireless communications

The above-mentioned solutions for a single-ratio fractional program can solve the prob-

lems optimally if f (x) is concave and g(x) convex. However, this is rarely the case in

wireless communications problems, since one often deals with the nonconvex rate func-

tion. In this case, the Charnes-Cooper transformation does not apply. The Dinkelbach

method could be used if, for a givenω, H(ω) could be solved optimally. However, since

H(ω) is nonconvex, the optimal solution is challenging to find. In general, a suboptimal

approach is required to solve the problem efficiently. However, this approach still re-

quires high computational effort due to the multi-level iterative solution. Moreover, the

overall convergence in this case is challenging to analyze since only suboptimal solu-

tion is achieved for each parameterized subproblem. To avoid this drawback, successive
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convex approximation can be used. The considered problems have to be transformed

so that the SCA framework can be applied.

2.2 Successive convex approximation

Successive convex approximation is a local optimization method, where the main idea

is to approximate the nonconvex part of the problem via proper convex bounds [106].

Thereby, the SCA method results in a sequence of convex subproblems that guarantee

the feasibility of the iterates and the monotonicity of the objective function. Consider

the following non-convex optimization problem:

min
x∈S

f (x) (6a)

s. t. gi(x) ≤ 0,∀i = 1, . . . ,m, (6b)

where f (x) is convex and gi(x) are non-convex for i = 1, . . . , p (p ≤ m) in a convex set S
w.r.t variable vector x. At iteration n, and given a feasible point x(n), the function gi(x)
is approximated by its convex approximation function ĝi(x,x(n)) for all i such that

(a) gi(x) ≤ ĝi(x,x(n))
(b) gi(x(n)) = ĝi(x(n),x(n))
(c) ∇xgi(x(n)) = ∇xĝi(x(n),x(n))

for all x ∈ S̃ , {x ∈ S|ĝi(x,x(n)) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , p,gi(x) ≤ 0, i = p+1, ...,m}. Properties

(a) and (b) guarantee the monotonic (objective) convergence behavior for the SCA algo-

rithm; properties (b) and (c) guarantee that the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality

conditions are satisfied by convergent points [106]. By means of replacement, we arrive

at the following convex subproblem:

min
x∈S

f (x) (7a)

s. t. ĝi(x,x(n)) ≤ 0,∀i = 1, . . . , p (7b)

gi(x) ≤ 0,∀i = p+1, . . . ,m. (7c)

The optimal solution x∗ for (7) is also feasible for (6) due to (a) and (b). Thus, x∗

is used as the feasible point for the next iteration, i.e. x(n+1)
= x∗. The process is

iteratively carried out until convergence is established. We note that f (x∗) ≤ f (x(n))
for all n, i.e., sequence { f (x(n))}n decreases monotonically. Thus, { f (x(n))}n converges
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if it is bounded below by a finite value in the set S̃. The following remark shows a

well-known method for arriving at ĝi(x,x(n)), which is widely used in this thesis.

Let g(x) be a concave function w.r.t. x. Then, its convex upper bound satisfying

(a)–(c) can be achieved by means of the first-order Taylor approximation as

g(x) ≤ g(x(n))+
〈
∇xg(x(n)),x−x(n)

〉
︸                               ︷︷                               ︸

,ĝ(x;x(n))

. (8)

As an example, consider the quadratic-over-linear function g(x, y) = −x2

y
, y > 0, which

is concave with respect to the involved variables. From (8), a convex upper bound of

g(x, y) at (x(n), y(n)), y(n) > 0, is written as follows:

ĝ(x, y; x(n), y(n)) = −
©
«

(
x(n)

)2

y(n)
+

2x(n)

y(n)
(x − x(n)) − (x(n))2

(y(n))2
(y− y

(n))
ª®®
¬

= −2x(n)

y(n)
x+

(x(n))2
(y(n))2

y.

It can be easily justified that ĝ(x, y; x(n), y(n)) satisfies properties (a)–(c) for all (x, y > 0).

2.3 Network power consumption breakdown

The power consumption model plays a key role when analyzing the energy efficiency.

The power models used in this thesis are presented in this section. The model has

been obtained by collecting and combining different models from the existing literature

[11, 62, 107–114]. The power model illustrated in Figure 3 in a highly simplified block

diagram is explained next in further details.

Using generic notations, the network power consumption models can be expressed

as

Ptot = PPA+PCP, (9)

where PPA is the power consumed in the power amplifiers to achieve the desired data

output power, and PCP is the circuit power consumed in different electronic compo-

nents of the transmitters and receivers. A more detailed breakdown of these factors is

explained below.
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Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram for the power consumption model.

Power amplifiers

Power amplifiers, which amplify the input signal to the desired output level to coun-

teract the losses in the propagation channels, are significant power consumers in the

transmitters. Conventionally, the efficiency η of each PA is assumed to be fixed, and,

thus, the consumed power scales linearly with the optimized transmit power. However,

this power consumption is highly dependent on the employed PA type. Some attempts

to account for the non-linear power consumption models can be found, e.g., in [115]

and our work [96]. However, this thesis assumes a fixed PA efficiency, so that total

PPA =
1
η

Pdata, where Pdata is the total transmit power in the system.

Transceiver chains

An active transmitting antenna needs to be connected to an RF chain, including digital-

to-analog (DAC) converters, filters, and mixers. Each of these components needs a

power source. Thus, the power consumption can be quantified as

PTC,b = NbPRF +PSYN+

∑
k∈Kb

(P0,UE+MkPRF,UE), (10)
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where PRF is the power consumption of the transmitter’s RF chain, PSYN is the power

consumption of the local oscillators (one oscillator per BS), Kb is the set of users served

by BS b, P0,UE is the fixed power consumption of the user, Mk is the number of user

antennas, and PRF,UE is the power per user’s RF chain.

Data signal processing

Linear processing of the transmit and receive signals requires computations at the base-

band, which consume power. One needs to perform the beamformer optimization with

some processors, then multiply the transmit signals by the beamformers, and perform

the receiver processing. This naturally scales with the dimensions of the beamformers,

i.e., the number of antennas and users. Specifically, we can write

PLP,b = Fb/LBS, (11)

where Fb is the total number of floating-point operations per second (flop/s) at BS b and

LBS refers to the computational efficiency of the base station, i.e., how many floating-

point operations it can perform per Joule energy consumption. The number of flops

depends on the employed beamformer, e.g., MMSE, ZF or optimized beamformer. The

beamformer optimized for energy efficiency requires a more detailed optimization and,

thus, the flop count is more challenging to derive. This power consumption factor is

accounted for in the closed-form solutions in subsection 4.3.2 where the computational

complexity can be accurately derived.

Coding and decoding

In the transmitter, the information symbols need to be encoded and modulated to coun-

teract the effects of the noise and interference. The users then use demodulation and

decoding to recover the desired signal. Generally, a higher data rate requires a larger

codebook, and the larger number of bits incurs greater power for encoding and decod-

ing on baseband circuit boards [62, 107, 108, 116–124]. Thus, the power consumption

has been assumed to be a function of the number of bits, i.e.,

PCD,b = PC/Dδ(rb), (12)
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where PC/D ≥ 0 [W/bit/s] is a constant and δ(rb) is a differentiable, strictly increasing

and convex function of either the BS-specific or user-specific data rate rb, satisfying

δ(0) = 0.

Backhaul

Generally, backhaul is used to communicate data signals between the core network and

the base stations. As one can easily imagine, the power consumption largely depends

on the employed backhaul technology. However, despite the technology, the power

consumption can be modeled as

PBH,b = PBTδ(rb), (13)

where PBT [W/bit/s] gives the power consumption due to backhaul and network switches

for a rate unit. This also scales with the data rate.

Static power consumption

All power consumption models assume that there is some amount of power that is fixed.

This fixed value, PFIX,b , includes the power to run base stations, site-cooling, control

signaling, backhaul infrastructure, and certain parts of the baseband processors.

Channel estimation

Similarly to the processing of data signals, channel estimation also requires arithmetic

operations, i.e., the power consumption scales with the number of flops. Furthermore,

some power is consumed for pilot signals. However, in this work, this power is assumed

to be fixed for the sake of simplicity.
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2.4 Power consumption model

When combining all the power consumption factors and considering the multi-cell

multi-user transmission, the total power consumption of BS b can be written as

Ptot,b =
1

η
Pdata +NbPRF+PRDδ(rb)

+PSYN+

∑
k∈Kb

(P0,UE+MkPRF,UE)+PLP,b +PCE,b +PFIX,b

︸                                                                     ︷︷                                                                     ︸
P0,b

, (14)

where PRD , PC/D + PBT to simplify the notation. Due to the assumption of single-

antenna users and the fact that the base station power consumption is more significant

in the analysis, the power consumption of each user is simply assumed to be PUE, with

the exception of the multiantenna receiver model in Chapter 6. We have separated the

power consumption into four different parts. The first three parts can be adjusted by

optimization and the last part, P0,b, is fixed in the optimization throughout this thesis.

From (14), it can be noted that the power consumption can be adjusted by changing

the transmit power (which affects the PA power consumption and the rate-dependent

part) and the number of active RF chains. The switching circuit can possibly switch

off some RF chains to save power. For simplicity’s sake, this thesis assumes that the

power consumption is zero in a switch-off state. The switching gives the flexibility

to trade off between the rate and power consumption, i.e., the energy efficiency. It is

worth mentioning that the fixed power values in general can be different for different

BSs, especially in heterogeneous networks, but for simplicity they are assumed to be

equal for all the cells.

Chapters 3, 5, and 6 ignore the rate-dependent part, i.e., PRDδ(rb) = 0 in the model,

while Chapter 4 considers its effect also. Chapter 4 also considers the effect of PLP,b

when deriving the closed-form solutions, because then this value can be more accurately

defined.

The relationship between different power consumption values depends on the base

station type, and, thus, the energy-efficient operating point depends on the scenario.

The values for different parameters have been investigated in [14], where the power

consumption of different parts of the transceiver has been collected for different base

station types according to the 2012 state-of-the-art specifications. Obviously, a smaller

base station means that all the power consumption values are smaller per BS. However,
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the relative differences between different parts change. The first observation is that the

baseband power consumption, which mainly constitutes P0,b, has a larger share in the

smaller base stations. The same happens for the RF chain specific power consumption,

PRF. Another observation is that the share of the PA power consumption decreases for

smaller BSs. These observations imply that the role of the circuit power will become

more involved in future small-cell base stations. For 2012 state-of-the-art macro BS

with remote radio head, P0,b is in the order of 15-25W if factors other than those re-

lated to coordination, such as backhaul, are taken into account. For micro, pico, and

femto base stations, this is approximately 10-15W, 2.5W, and 1.5W, respectively. How-

ever, these values are for 2012 base stations, and they are being reduced all the time, as

also observed and discussed in [14]. On the other hand, the RF chain power consump-

tion for these base stations corresponds to approximately 10W,5W, < 1W, and < 1W ,

respectively. The impact of these parameters on the EE in different scenarios is illus-

trated in Section 2.6 after defining the EE.

2.5 General system model

This section presents the assumed system model for this thesis. Since the unicasting

system is a simplified version of the multicasting system, the multi-cell multigroup

multicasting system is presented. Further, due to the fact that Chapters 3-5 assume

single-antenna receivers, the model here is presented for the single-antenna receivers,

whereas the generalization to the multiantenna case is presented in Chapter 6.

A multi-cell multigroup multicasting system consists of B BSs, where each BS

b ∈ B transmits independent information to Gb groups of users in its cell (see Figure 2

for illustration). The set of groups served by BS b is denoted by Gb ⊂ G, where G is the

set of all the groups in the network. The total number of users in the network is denoted

by K = |K |(K = {1, . . . ,K}). BS b is equipped with Nb transmit antennas, whereas each

user has one receive antenna. The serving BS of user group g is denoted as bg (or bk is

the serving BS of user k in the unicasting case). The set of users in group g is denoted

by K̂g ⊂ K. Since each user belongs to only one group, the sets of users belonging to

different groups are disjoint, i.e., K̂i ∩ K̂j = ∅, ∀i, j ∈ G, i , j. Each group is further

served by one BS only. Using linear beamforming, data symbol sg ∈ C, intended for the

users in group g, is multiplied by the beamformer wg ∈ CNb×1 before being transmitted.
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Accordingly, the received signal at the kth user is given by

yk =

desired signal︷      ︸︸      ︷
hH
bg,k

wgsg+

intra-cell interference︷                 ︸︸                 ︷∑
i∈Gb \{g}

hH
bg,k

wisi +
∑

j∈B\{bg }

∑
u∈Gj

hH
j,kwusu

︸                       ︷︷                       ︸
inter-cell interference

+nk (15)

where hb,k ∈ CNb×1 is the channel vector from BS b to user k, and nk is the background

noise with a distribution assumed to be CN(0,σ2). The data streams are independent

and have zero mean and unit power. Following the common assumption, the channel

vectors (or effective channels, as considered in Chapter 4) are assumed to be perfectly

known at the transmitters, while the receivers are assumed to have perfect effective CSI

and interference variance knowledge to decode the data. Since the users are not allowed

to cooperate, the multi-user interference is treated as Gaussian noise, yielding the SINR

of user k as [125]

Γk(w) =
|hH

bg,k
wg |2

N0+
∑

u∈G\{g}
|hH

bu,k
wu |2

, (16)

where N0 is the noise power over the total transmission bandwidth BW and w, [wT
1
,wT

2
,

. . . ,wT
G
]T involves all the beamformers. In the multicasting case, the transmission rate

for user group g is defined as a minimum of the user rates across the whole group, since

information has to be decodable by all the users in a group. As a result, the transmission

rate towards group g is given as1

Rg(w), BW min
k∈K̂g

log(1+ Γk(w)). (17)

As is well known, the capacity expressions in information theory are based on the length

of the codewords approaching infinity. Although this can never be exactly realized in

practice, the state-of-the-art powerful codes, such as turbo, low-density parity check

(LDPC), and polar codes [126, 127], can approximately achieve the bounds with prac-

tical codeword block sizes (of less than 10000 bits) at low to moderate SNR levels with

the accuracy sufficient for practical purposes.2 In that sense, the rate expression is a

practically relevant upper bound for the achievable rate. In other words, we focus on

1The logarithm is assumed to be to base 2, but denoted briefly as log(·) for notational convenience.
2For example, with 100 Mbit/s high rate mobile broadband, this would require the channel to remain static

for a block size of 100 µs in the time domain, which is not a difficult assumption.
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block transmission wherein the block is large enough in terms of data bits such that the

information theoretic rate expression is a relevant upper bound for the achievable rate

within a block of static channel state over coherence time; this rate value is determin-

istic given the known channel realization. Simultaneously, the block needs to be short

enough in physical time units such that the channel remains constant over the block.

Chapter 3 considers a single-cell multiuser MISO unicasting system, wherein B = 1

and |K̂g | = 1,∀g ∈ G. Chapter 4 extends this to the multi-cell multiuser MISO system

with B > 1 and |K̂g | = 1,∀g ∈ G. It also takes the coherence block size into account to

evaluate the power consumption of the data signal processing. Chapter 5 then considers

the most general model presented above. Finally, Chapter 6 considers the case of multi-

antenna receivers with both unicasting and multicasting transmissions, and the changes

in the system model are presented there.

2.6 Definition of energy efficiency

The definition of energy efficiency is used to describe the benefit-cost ratio in the net-

work. Specifically, the benefit is the sum rate of the users, and the cost is the consumed

power. It gives the measure for the number of bits, which can be transmitted with one

Joule of energy consumption. This can be expressed as

EE =
data rate [bits/s]

power consumption [Watt]
[bits/J]. (18)

Note that in practice, the fairness of the users is particularly relevant. Maximizing

the above function as such does not guarantee any specific quality-of-service level for

different users. However, the fairness can be adjusted by either considering adding prior-

ity weights for each user’s rate or then adding SINR/rate constraints for each user. The

fairness constraints are used in this thesis to guarantee fairness in a general case. Thus,

the sum rate function in the EE is considered relevant when the fairness constraints are

involved.

As discussed in Section 2.4, the circuit power has a significant impact on the energy-

efficient operating point in different scenarios. Figure 4 illustrates the effect of the

circuit power on the energy-efficient transmit power level in different cases. Here, a

simple point-to-point single-antenna scenario is considered, where the channel gain

is set to unity and PCP (in Watts) denotes the total circuit power (including both RF

and BB). The path loss models PLMACRO = 128.1+37.6log10(1km),PLMICRO = 34.5+
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38log10(300m), and PLPICO = 38 + 30log10(80m) are considered for different cases

[128], and the PA efficiencies are set to ηMACRO = 0.388, ηMICRO = 0.285, ηPICO = 0.08

[14]. Each curve in the figures plots the EE for different value of PCP, which is speci-

fied in the figure caption. Note that the smaller the PCP, the less the amount of transmit

power that should be used for energy-efficient transmission. In fact, if PCP is ignored,

the EE function would be maximized at the zero power. In Figure 5, the EE curves

are plotted for some typical PCP according to [14], i.e., considering the BSs power

consumption in 2012. For macro, micro, and pico BS, PCP is set to 25W, 15W, and

2.9W, respectively. The energy-efficient operating point is quite far from the maximum

transmit power level in all cases. Note that in addition to the circuit power, many other

issues, such as PA efficiency, number of RF chains or antennas, path loss model, user

distances, affect the energy-efficient operating point. However, these figures show that

the transmit power and beamforming should be optimized by taking the circuit power

into account, illustrating the underlying motivation for the topic of this thesis.
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Fig. 4. The effect of circuit power on the energy-efficient operating point.
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3 Energy-efficient transmission in single-cell

networks

This chapter studies beamforming techniques for EEmax in single-cell unicasting sys-

tems. That is, B = 1 and the assumptions are that the power consumption increases

with the transmit power and the number of active antennas, but PRD = 0 in (14). Due to

the single-cell model, the base station indices are dropped from the notations for con-

venience. For the challenging nonconvex EEmax problem, we first derive an optimal

solution using the branch-reduce-and-bound (BRB) approach. We also propose two

low-complexity approximate designs. The first one uses the well-known zero-forcing

beamforming (ZFBF) to eliminate inter-user interference so that the EEmax problem

reduces to a concave-convex fractional program. Particularly, the problem is then ef-

ficiently solved by closed-form expressions in combination with the Dinkelbach’s ap-

proach. In the second design, we aim at finding a stationary point using the SCA. By

proper transformations, we arrive at a fast-converging iterative algorithm where a con-

vex program is solved in each iteration. We further show that the problem in each

iteration can also be approximated as a second-order cone program (SOCP), making

it possible to exploit computationally efficient state-of-the-art SOCP solvers. Numeri-

cal experiments demonstrate that the second design converges quickly and achieves a

near-optimal performance. To further increase the energy efficiency, we also consider

the joint beamforming and antenna selection (JBAS) problem for which the method

to find a globally optimal solution is first presented. Further, two low-complexity de-

signs are proposed. In the first approach, we capitalize on the perspective reformulation

in combination with continuous relaxation to solve the JBAS problem. In the second

one, sparsity-inducing regularization is introduced to approximate the JBAS problem.

Both approaches exploit the SCA to solve the relaxed problem. The numerical results

show that joint beamforming and antenna selection offers significant energy efficiency

improvement for large numbers of transmit antennas.

Section 3.1 presents the problem formulation for fixed a transmit antenna set. The

designs for the fixed antenna set are provided in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 proposes the

algorithms for the JBAS-EEmax problem. The simulation results and conclusions are

discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
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3.1 Problem formulation

A single-cell multiple-input single-output downlink system is considered, where a base

station with N antennas transmits data to K single-antenna receivers. Accordingly, the

received signal at the kth user is given by

yk = hH
k wk sk +

∑
j∈K,{k }

hH
k wj sj +nk . (19)

The rate expression becomes

Rk(w) = BW log(1+ Γk(w)), (20)

where

Γk(w),
|hH

k
wk |2

N0+
∑

j∈K,{k } |hH
k

wj |2
(21)

is the SINR at user k. The constant factor BW is disregarded in the rest of this chapter

for notational convenience. The problem of beamformer design for optimizing a per-

formance measure has been extensively studied in the existing literature. Let us briefly

review two problems that are closely related to the development of EEmax algorithms.

The first problem is the power minimization subject to individual quality of service

constraints, which is given by

SPmin ,




min
w

∑
k∈K

| |wk | |2

s. t. Γk(w) ≥ Γ̄k, ∀k ∈ K,

(22a)

(22b)

where Γ̄k is the threshold associated with the QoS constraint of user k. The second

problem is the sum rate maximization (SRmax) subject to some power constraints. For

example, the problem of SRmax with a sum power constraint is formulated as

SRmax ,




max
w

∑
k∈K

Rk(w)

s. t.
∑
k∈K

| |wk | |22 ≤ P,

(23a)

(23b)
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where P is the maximum transmit power for the BS. As can be observed, the SPmin

problem only aims at minimizing the data transmit power to satisfy QoS targets, which

results in the minimum required rate in [bit/s] for each user, leading to low energy

efficiency [bit/J] in general. On the other hand, the SRmax tries to use all the available

power to achieve maximum rate, yielding a high rate in [bit/s] but also high power

consumption [W]. This again results in poor energy efficiency in general. The EEmax

problem can be formulated as

EEmax ,




max
w

∑
k∈K Rk(w)

1
η

∑
k∈K | |wk | |22 +NPRF+P0

s. t. (22b), (23b),

(24a)

(24b)

which now optimizes the ratio between the sum rate and power consumption, includ-

ing the processing power consumption of the circuit components (see Sections 2.3 and

2.4 for definitions of the power consumption model). It is worth mentioning that the

algorithms used in this thesis can be applied to any type of convex power constraints,

and Chapter 5 considers the case of antenna-specific power constraints. Similarly, the

QoS constraints can also be expressed in terms of rate constraint, as considered in Chap-

ter 5.

In (24), the first observation is that both constraints can be expressed as convex ones.

The power constraint (23b) is readily convex, while the constraint in (22b) is equivalent

to the following SOC representation:

1√
Γ̄k

hH
k wk ≥

(
N0 +

∑
j∈K,{k }

|hH
k wj |2

) 1
2
, Im(hH

k wk) = 0, (25)

since a phase rotation on wk will offer the same objective in (24a) and still satisfies the

power constraint in (23b). This observation has been exploited in [28] to transform the

SPmin problem into the SOCP. It is now clear that the objective in (24a), which is a

nonconvex function with wk , introduces the difficulty in finding the optimal design for

the EEmax problem.
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3.2 Beamforming for fixed antenna set

3.2.1 Optimal beamformer design

Nonlinear fractional programming

Despite its nonconvexity, the EEmax problem can be solved with global convergence

and optimality. By definition, the EEmax problem is a nonlinear fractional program for

which the parametric solution method based on the Dinkelbach’s method [69] has been

widely used in the field of wireless communications design (see [56, 57] and references

therein). To be specific, let us denote the numerator, denominator, and the feasible

set of (24) by f (w), g(w), and S, respectively. Then, the compact form of (24) is

max{ f (w)
g(w) |w ∈ S}. Note that in our case, g(w) > 0 for all w ∈ S and S is compact. The

Dinkelbach’s method can be briefly explained as follows. For a given parameter ω, we

need to solve the following optimization problem: η(ω) = max{ f (w) −ωg(w)|w ∈ S}.
It was proved that η(ω) is continuous and strictly monotonically decreasing [69]. Thus,

the equation η(ω) = 0 has a unique solution, say ω∗. The optimal solution to (24) is

w∗
= argmax{ f (w) −ω∗

g(w)|w ∈ S}. Note that we can reformulate η(ω) as η(ω) =
max{ f (w)−ωz′|g(w) ≤ z′,w ∈ S}. Since f (w) is actually the sum rate of all users, the

reformulation implies that the optimal methods proposed in [129–131] for SRmax can

be slightly modified to solve η(ω) to global optimum. However, sinceω∗ must be found

iteratively using, e.g., the Newton or bisection method, the computational complexity

of these methods for solving (24) would be extremely high. In the following section we

propose an optimal design that solves the EEmax problem without parametric transfor-

mation.

Branch-reduce-and-bound method

In this section, an algorithm that combines the branch-reduce-and-bound and polyblock

approximation methods [132, 133] to solve the EEmax problem directly is presented.

The key idea of the proposed global optimal design is based on the following equivalent

transformation of (24):

max
w,r

f (r) = rK+1

∑
k∈K

rk (26a)

s. t.
|hH

k
wk |2

N0 +
∑

j∈K,{k } |hH
k

wj |2
≥ erk −1, ∀k ∈ K (26b)
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1
1
η

∑
k∈K | |wk | |22 +NPRF+P0

≥ rK+1 (26c)

(23b), (25), (26d)

where {rk }k∈K is a new variable representing the rate of user k, rK+1 represents the in-

verse of the total power consumption, and r = [r1, . . . ,rK+1]T . The equivalence between

(26) and (24) is due to the fact that the constraints in (26b) and (26c) hold with equality

at optimum. Another observation is that if we increase each of rk (of course, as long as

it is still feasible to (26)), a better objective value is obtained. This motivates us to use

the global solution methods for monotonic optimization proposed in [133] to solve (26).

To proceed further, we need to recall some basic definitions and concepts presented in

[133], which are essential to the development and description of the proposed optimal

algorithm.

Definition 1. For any two vectors, x,y ∈ Rn, we write y ≥ x (y > x, resp.) to mean

yi ≥ xi (yi > xi , resp.) for every i = 1,2, . . . ,n. That is, the comparison of two vectors

is component-wise. If a ≤ b, then the box [a,b] ((a,b]; resp.) is the set of all x ∈ Rn

satisfying a ≤ x ≤ b (a < x ≤ b; resp.).

Definition 2. (increasing function) A function f : Rn
+
→ R is said to be increasing if

f (x′) ≥ f (x) when x′ ≥ x.

Definition 3. (normal set) Let [a,b] be a box in Rn
+

. A set G f ⊂ [a,b] is said to be

normal in [a,b] (or briefly, normal) if x ∈ G f ⇒ [a,x] ⊂ G f . For some properties of

normal sets, we refer the interested reader to [133] and the references therein. For a

closed normal set G f in [a,b], a point x̄ is called an upper boundary point if the cone

Kx̄ := {x|x > x̄} contains no point x ∈ G f . We denote by ∂+G f the set of all upper

boundary points of G f .

We now show important facts that facilitate the development of an optimal beam-

former design.

Fact 1. Let G f = {r ∈ RK+1
+

|(23b), (25), (26b), (26c)}. Then G f is a normal compact set.

The objective f (r) in (26) increases with respect to r. Moreover, the optimal solution to

(26) is achieved at an upper boundary of G f .

Fact 2. The constraint (22b) (or equivalently (25)) can be replaced by rk ≥ rk = log(1+
Γ̄k) for k = 1,2, . . .K because (26b) is binding at the optimum, as mentioned above. We
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can bound (without any loss of optimality) rk above by r̄k = log(1+ P | |hk | |22
N0

) for k =

1,2, . . .K. This simple bound can easily be verified by noting that r̄k ≤ log(1+
��hH

k
wk

��2
N0

) ≤

log(1+ | |hk | |22 | |wk | |22
N0

) ≤ log(1+ | |hk | |22 P
N0

). Analogously, we can constrain rK+1 ≤ rK+1 ≤
r̄K+1 where rK+1 = 1/

(
P/η + NPRF + P0

)
and r̄K+1 = 1/(NPRF + P0). Thus, the box

D = [r, r̄] contains all feasible solutions r in (26).

Fact 3. For a given r ∈ D, the problem of checking whether r ∈ G f or not reduces to

an SOCP feasibility problem, which is given by

find
w

w (27a)

s. t. 1√
erk −1

hH
k wk ≥

(
N0 +

∑
j∈K,{k }

|hH
k wj |2

)1/2
, Im(hH

k wk) = 0, ∀k ∈ K(27b)

∑
k∈K

| |wk | |22 ≤ min
(
P, η

(
1/rK+1− (NPRF+P0)

) )
. (27c)

From the above discussions, the EEmax problem can be compactly rewritten as

max{ f (r)|r ∈ G f ⊂ D}. First, we check if r is feasible or not. If feasible, we customize

the branch-and-reduce-and-bound algorithm to solve (26) globally. The algorithm re-

cursively partitions the box D into smaller ones, cuts off boxes that do not contain an

optimal solution, and confirms global optimality (to specified accuracy level) after many

(finite) iterations. The pseudo code of the proposed BRB algorithm is outlined in Algo-

rithm 1, in which some notations have been introduced. Specifically, in the description

of the algorithm we denote by ξn and Vn the current best objective and the collection of

all created boxes at iteration n, respectively. In the following subsections, we present

mathematical formulations of the main steps of Algorithm 1. Here, we reuse the nota-

tions y,u,q,z, which should not be confused with the notations used in other sections.

Branching

At each iteration, one of the boxes that achieves the maximum upper bound is selected

to branch. This rule is known to be bound improving [133]. The box is then divided into

two smaller boxes using a partition rule. Herein we adopt the rule of bisecting along

the longest edge, as in [133], which is commonly used and has proved to be exhaustive.

Namely, suppose a box C = [u,y] is selected and let j = argmax
1≤i≤K+1

(yi −ui) be the longest
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side of C. Then two subboxes C(1)
= [u,y−ej (yj−uj )/2] and C(2)

= [u+ej (yj−uj )/2,y]
are created from C, as illustrated in Figure 6a. The notation ej is the jth unit vector (all

the entries are zero except for the jth element, which is 1). Due to the monotonic

property of f (r), we can develop a cutting method to exclude certain portions of C(1)

and C(2), which are currently no longer of interest. This process is referred to as a

reduction cut in [133] or as domain reduction in [134], which is described in the next

subsection.

Box reduction

Suppose we now arrive at a box C = [p,q] and want to reduce its size without loss

of optimality. Clearly if p ∈ D \G f , then the box can be deleted immediately since it

contains no feasible solution. On the other hand, if q ∈ D∩G f , then it can be replaced

by another box C̃ = [q,z] for a certain z > q and z ∈ D \G f since every point in C̃∩G f

dominates q. Thus, we only need to deal with a box C = [p,q], where p ∈ G f and

q ∈ D \G f . The purpose of a reduction cut is to find a smaller box C′
= [p′,q′], that

if an optimal solution is contained in C ∩G f , then it is also contained in C′∩G f . For

each i = 1,2, . . . ,K +1, let

υ
(1)
i
= sup{υ(1) |0 ≤ υ(1) ≤ 1,q−υ(1)(qi − pi)ei ∈ D \G f } (28)

Algorithm 1 A BRB algorithm for solving the EEmax problem globally.

1: Apply box reduction procedure for D to obtain red(D).
2: Set n = 1, V1 = C1 = red(D), and ξ1 = LB(C1).
3: repeat

4: Select a box to branch: Cn = argmax{β(C)|C ∈ Vn}.
5: Branch Cn into two smaller boxes, C

(1)
n and C

(2)
n , using the bisection subdivision

along the longest edge of Cn.

6: Apply box reduction to C
(1)
n and C

(2)
n to obtain red(C(1)

n ) and red(C(2)
n ).

7: Update ξn+1 =max(LB(red(C(i)
n )), ξn).

8: Delete boxes that do not contain an optimal solution, Vn+1 = Vn \ {Ci |ξn+1 >

β(Ci)}.
9: Set n := n+1.

10: until |max
C∈Vn

β(C) − ξn | ≤ δ, with the accuracy level δ.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of branching and box reduction for a two-dimensional problem, [78] c©
2015, IEEE.

and create p′
= q−∑K+1

i=1 υ
(1)
i
(qi − pi)ei. Likewise, let

υ
(2)
i
= sup{υ(2) |0 ≤ υ(2) ≤ 1,p′

+υ(2)(qi − p′
i)ei ∈ G f } (29)

and define q′
= p′
+

∑K+1
i=1 υ

(2)
i
(qi − p′

i
)ei. It is shown in [133, Section 3] that the box

[p′,q′] is a valid reduction of [p,q] in the sense that if the optimal solution is in [p,q],
it is then guaranteed to be in [p′,q′]. We refer to the reduced box of [p,q] as red([p,q]).
The box reduction procedure is illustrated in Figure 6b. The problem of finding υ

(1)
i

and

υ
(2)
i

in (28) and (29) for a box C can be solved easily using a bisection procedure over

υ(1) and υ(2), respectively, by testing the feasibility problem (27) for each value.

Bounding and pruning

Probably the most crucial part that determines the convergence of a global optimization

algorithm based on the branch-and-bound method is the bounding process. The prob-

lem is to find upper and lower bounds of f (r) over the set G f ∩C for a given box

C = [p′,q′]. Due to the monotonic increase of f (r), we can simply compute the upper

and lower bounds as β(C) = f (q′) and LB(C) = f (p′), respectively. According to [133],

global convergence will be guaranteed with these simple bounds. After finding the up-

per and lower bounds and updating the current best objective, ξn, the boxes Ci where

the upper bound β(Ci) is smaller than ξn can be removed. This step is referred to as

pruning.
Generally, the BRB method requires very high computational complexity to pro-

vide an optimal solution, and, thus, is mainly used for benchmarking purposes. For

practical applications, the next sections propose suboptimal solutions, which have been

numerically shown to achieve a performance close to the optimal one.
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3.2.2 Zero-forcing-based design

It is clear that the difficulty in solving (24) is due to the nonconvexity of the objective,

which is caused by the inter-user interference. A simple solution to overcome this

problem is to use the zero-forcing method. It has been shown that the ZFBF method

is nearly optimal for massive MIMO systems due to large degrees of freedom, e.g, in

[135]. The beamformers in the ZFBF technique are designed such that the inter-user

interference is completely eliminated, i.e., hH
k

wi = 0,∀k , i. Let Hk be the matrix

comprising of all other users’ channels, i.e., Hk , [h1 · · ·hk−1 hk+1 · · ·hK ]T ∈ C(K−1)×N .

Then, the interference-free condition implies that wk = Tkm̃k , where Tk ∈ CN×(N−K+1)

is an orthonormal basis for the null space of Hk .3 The EEmax problem with ZFBF

reduces to the following problem:

max
m̃k ,k∈K

∑
k∈K log(1+ |h̃H

k
m̃k |2
N0

)
1
η

∑
k∈K | |m̃k | |22 +NPRF+P0

(30a)

s. t.
|h̃H

k
m̃k |2

N0

≥ Γ̄k, ∀k ∈ K (30b)∑
k∈K

| |m̃k | |22 ≤ P, (30c)

where h̃k , TH
k

hk ∈ C(N−K+1)×1. The following lemma is the key for an efficient

method to solve (30).

Lemma 1. The optimal solution m̃∗
k

to (30) is given by m̃∗
k
=

x∗
k√
λk

h̃k , where λk = | |h̃k | |22
and x∗

k
is an optimal solution to the following optimization problem:

max
xk ,k∈K

∑
k∈K log(1+ |xk |2λk

N0
)

1
η

∑
k∈K |xk |2+NPRF+P0

(31a)

s. t.
|xk |2λk

N0

≥ Γ̄k, ∀k ∈ K (31b)∑
k∈K

|xk |2 ≤ P. (31c)

Lemma 1 can be proved via contradiction in the following manner. Assume that a

scalar xk does not exist, such that m̃∗
k
=

x∗
k√
λk

h̃k for a certain k. Create another vector,

such as m̃′
k
=

| |m̃∗
k
| |2√

λk
h̃k . It is clear that | |m̃′

k
| |2 = | |m̃∗

k
| |2. By using the Cauchy-Schwarz

3We assume that N ≥ K so that Tk exists.
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inequality, we obtain

|h̃H
k m̃∗

k |
2 < | |h̃k | |22 | |m̃

∗
k | |

2
2 = | |h̃k | |22 | |m̃

′
k | |

2
2 = |h̃H

k m̃′
k |

2. (32)

Equation (32) implies that if we replace m̃∗
k

with m̃′
k
, a strictly larger objective is

achieved. This contradicts the assumption that m̃∗
k

is an optimal solution, and thus

completes the proof.

We note that a phase rotation on any xk yields the same objective while all the

constraints in (31) are still met. Thus, we can assume that xk is real without loss of

optimality. Letting pk = x2
k
, we can equivalently rewrite (31) as the following concave-

convex program:

max
p≥0

∑
k∈K log(1+ pkλk

N0
)

1
η

∑
k∈K pk +NPRF+P0

(33a)

s. t.
pkλk

N0

≥ Γ̄k, ∀k ∈ K (33b)∑
k∈K

pk ≤ P, (33c)

where p = [p1, p2, . . . , pK ]T . To solve (33), we begin by formulating a parameterized

problem:

max
p≥0

{
fω(p)

�� (33b), (33c)
}
, (34)

where fω(p) =
∑

k∈K log(1+ pkλk

N0
) −ω( 1

η

∑
k∈K pk +NPRF +P0) and ω ≥ 0 is a given

parameter. Next, we present an efficient algorithm to solve (34) for a fixed ω. Let us

formulate the partial Lagrangian (i.e., introducing a Lagrange multiplier only for the

power constraint (33c)) as

Lω(p, µ) = fω(p) − q(
∑

k∈K
pk −P) (35)

and write the dual function as

g(q) =max
p≥0

{
Lω(p,q)

��(33b)
}
. (36)
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Algorithm 2 Proposed design for EEmax with ZFBF.

Initialize i = 0 and ω(0)
= 0.

1: repeat

2: Use (38) and the bisection over q to compute p(i),

3: ω(i+1)
=

∑
k∈K log(1+

λk p
(i)
k

N0
)

1
η

∑
k∈K p

(i)
k
+NPRF+P0

and set i := i+1,

4: until |ω(i) −ω(i−1) | ≤ δ.

Output: p∗
k
= p

(i)
k

, m̃k =

√
p∗
k

λk
h̃k, k = 1,2, . . . ,K . Note that any phase rotation on m̃k

can also yield another optimal solution for (30).

We can see that Lω(p,q) and (33b) are decomposable with respect to pk . Thus, the

maximization in (36) can be done separately for each user k as

max
pk ≥0

{
log(1+ pkλk

N0

) − (ω/η+ q)pk |
pkλk

N0

≥ Γ̄k
}
, (37)

where the constant qP−ω(NPRF +P0) has been ignored in the objective of (37). It is

easy to see that the objective function in (37) is maximized at pk = 1/(ω/η+q)−N0/λk .

Thus, the optimal solution to (37) is simply given by

p∗k =max
(
Γ̄k/λk,1/(ω/η+ q) −N0/λk

)
. (38)

The power allocation in (38) is optimal for a given q. The optimal dual variable q for

the total power constraint is found via a bisection search between q=0 and a sufficiently

large q̄ as follows. First, set q = (q+ q̄)/2 and compute p as in (38). If
∑

k∈K pk ≤ P,

then update q̄ = (q+ q̄)/2. Otherwise, update q = (q+ q̄)/2. The bisection procedure

terminates when q̄− q is below a pre-specified accuracy level. With the closed-form

expression in (38) and the bisection over q, the proposed design for EEmax with ZFBF

is summarized in Algorithm 2, where δ denotes the accuracy level. The optimal ω is

found iteratively, as given in step 3 of Algorithm 2 [69].

3.2.3 SCA-based design

Herein, a beamformer design based on the SCA method is proposed, which iteratively

approximates the EEmax problem as a convex program [106]. Most of the existing

solutions for solving the EEmax problem for similar system models are based on the

Dinkelbach’s approach described in subsection 3.2.1. In multiple-antenna system mod-

els, where the beamformers are optimized, the existing solutions (e.g., [63, 64]) require
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an iterative algorithm to solve the parameterized problem suboptimally and, in addition,

need an iterative mechanism to find ω∗. Particularly, the solutions in [63, 64] rely on

the equivalence between sum rate maximization and weighted mean squared error min-

imization to compute η(ω) iteratively.4 These methods are indeed two-stage iterative

procedures, which are not computationally appealing. More importantly, the conver-

gence of these methods cannot be guaranteed in general since only local optimality is

achieved for each parameterized problem. Furthermore, our numerical experiments in

Section 3.4 show that this method is rather sensitive to initial points, which are consis-

tent with the observations in [63]. These shortcomings are addressed via the SCA-based

design.

To begin with, we first equivalently rewrite (24) as

max
t,z,w

t (39a)

s. t.
∑

k∈K
log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥

√
tz (39b)

√
z ≥ 1

η

∑
k∈K

| |wk | |22 +NPRF+P0 (39c)

(23b), (25) (39d)

with the newly introduced variables t and z denoting squared energy efficiency and

squared power consumption, respectively. The equivalence between (39) and (24) is

guaranteed by noting that constraints (39b) and (39c) must hold with equality at opti-

mum and that maximizing
√

t is equal to maximizing t. We note that (39c) is convex

and admits the SOC representation

(39c) ⇔
{
z+1

2
≥ ||[ z−1

2
, z′]T | |2

η(z′−(NPRF+P0))+1

2
≥ ||[η(z

′−(NPRF+P0))−1

2
,wT

1
, · · · ,wT

K
]T | |2

(40)

where z′ is a new optimization variable. Now it is obvious that the nonconvexity of (39),

and thus the difficulty in solving it, is due to the constraint (39b). To further expose the

hidden convexity, we express (39b) as

∑
k∈K

logϑk ≥
√

tz (41a)

1+ Γk(w) ≥ ϑk,∀k ∈ K, (41b)

4The work of [63] did not consider the QoS constraints in (22b), but it can be modified to solve the parame-

terized problem by adding (22b) into (22) in [63]. In this case, however, closed-form expressions no longer

exist.
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where we have introduced the new variables ϑϑϑ , [ϑ1, ϑ2, . . . , ϑK ]T . Note that (41a) can

be equivalently replaced via the constraints

∑
k∈K

rk ≥
√

tz (42a)

logϑk ≥ rk ⇐⇒ ϑk ≥ erk ,∀k ∈ K (42b)

with the new variables r , [r1,r2, . . . ,rK ]T representing the rate of each user k. From

(41) and (42), we can equivalently rewrite (39b) as the following set of constraints:

1+ Γk(w) ≥ ϑk,∀k ∈ K (43a)

(39b) ⇔




ϑk ≥ erk ,∀k ∈ K (43b)∑
k∈K

rk ≥
√

tz. (43c)

Next, motivated by [27], we replace the constraint 1+ Γk(w) ≥ ϑk in (43a) with new

inequality constraints as follows:

hH
k wk ≥

√
(ϑk −1)βk,∀k ∈ K (44a)

βk ≥ N0 +

∑
j∈K,{k }

|hH
k wj |2,∀k ∈ K, (44b)

where (44b) are convex constraints with the new variables βββ , [β1, β2, . . . , βK ]T and

can also be expressed as SOC constraints. Note that βk can be interpreted as inter-

user interference plus noise experienced by user k. We now arrive at an equivalent

reformulation of (24), which is given by

max t (45a)

s. t. hH
k wk ≥

√
(ϑk −1)βk,∀k ∈ K (45b)∑

k∈K
rk ≥

√
tz (45c)

(23b), (25), (39c), (43b), (44b), (45d)

where the optimization variables are t, z,w, ϑϑϑ,r, βββ. We note that all the constraints listed

in (45d) are convex and, thus, the difficulty in solving (45) is due to the nonconvex-

ity of the constraints in (45b) and (45c). In what follows, we propose an SCA-based

beamforming design, which approximates (45) via a convex formulation in each itera-

tion. For the purpose of algorithm description, let x(n) be the value of the optimization
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variable x after the nth step of the iterative procedure. Since (45b) and (45c) are of the

same type, we only need to present the iterative approximation for (45c), then that for

(45b) follows in a similar manner. First, we note that the function
√

tz is jointly concave

with respect to t and z on the domain t ≥ 0, z ≥ 0. Thus, a convex upper approximation

of the right side of the inequality in (45c) can be found as
√

tz ≤
√

t(n)z(n) + 1
2

(
z(n)

t (n)

)1/2 (
t − t(n)

)
+

1
2

(
t (n)

z(n)

)1/2 (
z− z(n)

)
. (46)

In fact, (46) is the first order of the function
√

tz around the point (t(n), z(n)). We note that

in our formulation, z and t are strictly positive, and, thus, the first-order approximation

in (46) is well defined over the whole feasible set of (45). This argument also applies to

the first-order approximation of
√
(ϑk −1)βk . Based on these approximations, we can

approximate (45) at iteration n via the following convex program:

max t (47a)

s. t. hH
k wk ≥ LA

(n)
k
(ϑk, βk), ∀k ∈ K (47b)∑

k∈K
rk ≥ LA(n)(t, z) (47c)

(23b), (25), (39c), (43b), (44b), (47d)

where LA(n)(·) stands for the first-order approximation of the arguments, i.e., the right

side of the inequality (46) for (47c). Note that the feasible set of (47) is also feasible

for (45). The proposed iterative algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Proposed SCA-based beamformer design for EEmax.

Initialization: Set n = 0 and generate initial points (ϑϑϑ(n), βββ(n), t(n), z(n)).
1: repeat

2: n := n+1.

3: Solve (47) with (ϑϑϑ(n−1), βββ(n−1), t(n−1), z(n−1)) and denote optimal values as

(ϑϑϑ∗, βββ∗, t∗, z∗).
4: Update (ϑϑϑ(n) = ϑϑϑ∗, βββ(n) = βββ∗, t(n) = t∗, z(n) = z∗),
5: until convergence.

Convergence analysis

The convergence of the SCA was studied in [136], and its application to Algorithm 3 is

briefly presented here for the sake of completeness. Let t(n) denote the return optimal
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objective and ΦΦΦ(n) be the set of optimal solutions at iteration n of Algorithm 3. Due

to the linear approximation in (46), the updating rule in Algorithm 3 ensures that ΦΦΦ(n)

is feasible for the optimization problem at iteration n+ 1. Thus, it immediately holds

true that t(n+1) ≥ t(n). That is, Algorithm 3 yields a nondecreasing sequence. Due

to the power constraint, t is bounded above, and, thus, Algorithm 3 guarantees the

convergence of the objective function in (45). However, exploring the convergence of

the iterates and properties of the convergent point is nontrivial, mostly due to the lack

of strong convexity of the objective function, and, thus, beyond the scope of this work.

It is worth mentioning that in our numerical experiments considered in Section 3.4, the

solutions returned by Algorithm 3 always satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions

of (45). Similar monotonic objective convergence can be proved for all the methods

throughout the thesis.

Generation of initial points

From the above arguments, it is obvious that if (ϑϑϑ(0), βββ(0), t(0), z(0)) are feasible for (47),

then the problems of the subsequent iterations are also feasible and solvable. Thus, it is

practically useful to find feasible initial values. To this end, we can solve a simple SOCP

feasibility problem: find
{
w
��(23b), (25)

}
and denote the obtained beamformers by w(0).

Then ϑ
(0)
k

and β
(0)
k

are computed by replacing the inequalities of (43a) and (44b) with

equalities. Initial z(0) and t(0) can then be found as z(0) =
(

1
η

∑
k∈K | |w(0)

k
| |2

2
+NPRF+P0

)2
and t(0) =

(∑
k∈K log(ϑ(0)

k
)
)2/z(0).

Solving (47) by an approximate SOCP

The main issue in implementing Algorithm 3 is how to solve (47) efficiently. Due to

the exponential cone in (43b), the convex formulation given in (47) is categorized as

a generalized nonlinear convex program, which can be solved using available nonlin-

ear solvers, such as Fmincon.5 Compared to nonlinear solvers, conic programming

counterparts have much more efficient practical implementation. This motivates us to

approximate (47) (to a desired accuracy) as an SOCP since all the constraints (except

(43b)) in (47) are SOC presentable, as mentioned previously. Towards this end, we

recall a result in [137], which asserts that the constraint ϑk ≥ erk can be approximated

5Fmincon is part of the Optimization Toolbox in MATLAB.
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by a system of SOC constraints.6 Specifically, by expanding the function erk using the

Taylor series and representing the resulting polynomial terms by SOC constraints, the

constraint ϑk ≥ erk can be approximated by the system of SOC constraints given by
uk,m+4 ≤ ϑk

‖[2+ rk/2m−1 1−uk,1]‖2 ≤ u1+1

‖[5/3+ rk/2m 1−uk,2]‖2 ≤ 1+uk,2

‖[2uk,1 1−uk,3]‖2 ≤ 1+uk,3

19/72+uk,2+1/24uk,3 ≤ uk,4

‖[2uk,i−1 1−uk,i]‖2 ≤ 1+uk,i, i = 5,6, . . .,m+3

‖[2uk,m+3 1−uk,m+4]‖2 ≤ 1+uk,m+4,

(48)

where m is the parameter that determines the accuracy of the approximation and uk ,

[uk,1,uk,2, . . . ,uk,m+4]T, ∀k ∈ K are newly introduced variables. For a given m, the

system of constraints in (48) can approximate ϑk ≥ erk to a desired accuracy δ over

a given interval rk ∈ [0, r̄k]. That is, (i) if rk ∈ [0, r̄k] and ϑk ≥ erk , then there exists

(ϑk,rk,uk) satisfying (48), and (ii) if rk ∈ [0, r̄k] and (ϑk,rk) can be extended by some

uk to a solution for (48), then erk + δ ≥ ϑk ≥ erk − δ. We have numerically found that

when m = 10, the accuracy is δ = 10−5 (possibly sufficient for wireless communications

applications) and r̄k = 8. We note that the case r̄k = 8 corresponds to an SINR of e8 −1

(approximately 35dB), which is larger than a typical received signal strength in cellular

networks. It is worth pointing out that to a given degree of accuracy with respect to our

choice, (48) and (43b) are equivalent.

We note that the approximation (48) introduces m+4 additional auxiliary variables

for each k. However, due to the tremendous progress in current state-of-the-art SOCP

solvers [138–140], the complexity of solving an SOCP is remarkably reduced compared

to that of solving a generic nonlinear program of similar size. A numerical demon-

stration is provided in Figure 7, which compares the average time of nonlinear solver

(Fmincon) (for solving (47) directly) and different conic solvers (for solving the ap-

proximate SOCP discussed above). Especially, ECOS [138] can speed up Algorithm 3

by 100 times compared to the nonlinear solver Fmincon. Another advantage of the ap-

proximation (48) is discussed in subsection 3.3.2 where we deal with the JBAS-EEmax

problem.

6See also an interesting presentation by A. Nemirovski: “What can be expressed via Conic Quadratic and

Semidefinite Programming?”, available at http://www2.isye.gatech.edu/ nemirovs/CONRUT.pdf.
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Fig. 7. Average run time comparison of different solvers for solving the EEmax problem ver-
sus the number of users K with N = 8. We set m = 10, while the other simulation parameters
are the same as those in Figure 9, [78] c©2015, IEEE.

3.3 Joint beamforming and antenna selection

Problem formulation

We now consider the problem of joint beamforming and transmit antenna selection

(JBAS) for energy efficiency maximization (JBAS-EEmax). Let ai ∈ {0,1} be the selec-

tion variable for the ith transmit antenna, i.e., ai = 1 if the ith antenna is selected and ai =

0 otherwise. For the ith antenna, we collect the beamforming weights of all the users

associated with this antenna into a vector denoted by ŵi ,
[
[w1]i, [w2]i, · · · , [wK ]i

]T ∈
C
K×1, where [wk]i is the ith element of the vector wk . Then, we must ensure the follow-

ing relationship: ai = 0⇒ ŵi = 0. In other words, we must ensure that the beamforming

weights associated with the ith antenna are forced to be zero as ai = 0. This condition is

satisfied by imposing the constraint | |ŵi | |22 ≤ aivi, where the variable vi can be viewed

as the soft output power level of antenna i (i.e., the optimized power when the Boolean

variables ai are relaxed to continuous), optimized under the power constraint. This con-
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straint is known as a perspective reformulation in [141, 142]. We note that | |ŵi | |22 ≤ aivi

is equivalent to | |[ŵT
i ,

1
2
(ai − vi)]T | |2 ≤ 1

2
(ai + vi), which becomes an SOC constraint if

ai is relaxed to be continuous in the closed interval [0,1]. To summarize, the problem

of JBAS-EEmax is formulated as

max
a,w,v

∑
k∈K Rk(w)

g(v,a)+P0

(49a)

s. t. Γk(w) ≥ Γ̄k, ∀k ∈ K (49b)

| |[ŵT
i ,

1
2
(ai − vi)]T | |2 ≤ 1

2
(ai + vi), ∀i ∈ N (49c)∑

i∈N
vi ≤ P (49d)

ai ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ N (49e)∑
i∈N

ai ≥ 1 (49f)

vi ≤ aiP, ∀i ∈ N, (49g)

whereN, {1, . . . ,N}, a, [a1,a2, . . . ,aN ]T , v, [v1, v2, . . . , vN ]T and g(v,a), 1
η

∑
i∈N vi

+PRF

∑
i∈N ai. We note that the constraint (49f) is theoretically unnecessary, but it is

included for two reasons. First, we have numerically observed that adding (49f) greatly

reduces the run time of the solver MOSEK for solving the mixed-integer SOCP in each

step of the proposed SCA-MISOCP method presented in subsection 3.3.2. One possible

reason for this is that by including (49f), the feasible set for binary variables becomes

more explicit. Second, in subsection 3.3.3 we present an algorithm to solve (49) based

on considering a continuous relaxation of (49) and proposing a post-processing pro-

cedure to achieve a good feasible solution. We have numerically observed that if the

constraint (49f) is omitted, the iterative algorithm applied to solve the relaxed problem

of (49) usually produces a solution in which all ai ’s are close to zero and there is no

ai significantly larger than the others. This will make the post-processing procedure

inefficient.

Solving (49) globally is challenging for two obvious reasons. First, the JBAS-

EEmax problem is a combinatorial optimization problem for which finding an optimal

solution may end up leading to an exhaustive search. Second, even if some of ai’s are

fixed to be 0 or 1 and the others are relaxed to be continuous over the interval [0,1], the

resulting problem is still nonconvex.7 However, it is possible to solve (49) optimally

7The problem is called a continuous relaxation of Boolean program (49).
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with a level of complexity that is generally lower than that in the exhaustive search by

extending the method proposed in subsection 3.2.1.

3.3.1 Optimal solution

In subsection 3.2.1, an optimal solution for the beamforming problem with fixed an-

tennas was proposed. The method can be extended to also solve the JBAS problem

optimally. It has been observed that when the Boolean variables are fixed or relaxed to

continuous in (49), all the constraints and g(v,a) maintain their convexity. That is, we

can solve the following equivalent transformation

max
w,t,a,v

f (r) = rK+1

∑
k∈K

rk (50a)

s. t.
|hH

k
wk |2

N0 +
∑

j∈K\{k }
|hH

k
wj |2

≥ erk −1, ∀k ∈ K (50b)

1

g(v,a)+P0

≥ rK+1 (50c)

(49c)− (49g), (25). (50d)

Then, Fact 3 is replaced by the following:

Fact 4. For a given r ∈ D, the problem of checking whether r ∈ G or not reduces to an

MI-SOCP feasibility problem:

find
w,a,v

w,a,v (51a)

s. t.
Re(hH

k
wk )√

erk −1
≥
(
N0 +

∑
j∈K\{k }

|hH
k wj |2)1/2,∀k ∈ K (51b)

∑
i∈N

vi ≤ η
(

1
rK+1

− (
∑
i∈N

PRFai +P0)
)

(51c)

(49c)− (49g), (25). (51d)

The same procedure as in subsection 3.2.1 can be followed to solve the JBAS prob-

lem optimally, except that the SOCP feasibility problem (27) for reducing the boxes

is replaced with the MI-SOCP feasibility problem (51). The above MI-SOCP feasi-

bility problem can be solved using modern MI-SOCP solvers, such as MOSEK [139]

or Gurobi [143]. In general, the complexity of solving MI-SOCP feasibility problems,
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such as the one in (51), is very high, but it can be greatly reduced in practice by exploit-

ing the problem specifics. For (51) in particular, we can do so by taking into account

SINR constraints and channel conditions. For example, we know from a spatial diver-

sity viewpoint that, in order to satisfy (49b) for K users, at least K antennas should be

turned on. This observation is mathematically expressed as
∑

i∈N ai ≥ K . That is, we

can shrink the feasible region of (51), which can result in complexity reduction. Obvi-

ously, the complexity of such a method is still extremely high, which is why the main

focus is on the suboptimal approaches with less complexity.

3.3.2 Iterative mixed-integer SOCP approximation

One method to solve (49) is to combine the SCA approach with mixed-integer program-

ming. More explicitly, we can use the framework of Algorithm 3, where at step 3 a

mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP)

max t (52a)

s. t.
√

z ≥ g(v,a)+P0 (52b)

(25), (43b), (44b), (47b), (47c), (49c)− (49g) (52c)

over variables t, z,w, ϑϑϑ,r, βββ,a,v is solved. In this regard, the approximation in (48) be-

comes particularly useful because the problem to be solved in each iteration can be

reduced to a mixed-integer SOCP (MISOCP), which is far more efficient to solve [142]

using the available MISOCP solvers, such as MOSEK. This way of solving (49) is re-

ferred to as the SCA-MISOCP method in the numerical results. The SCA-MISOCP

method can achieve monotonic convergence, but the global optimality is not guaran-

teed.

The method presented above is obviously still too complex for practical applications

since the resulting complexity grows rapidly when the number of transmit antennas

increases. This motivates us to develop pragmatic methods that can find a good feasible

point with reduced computational complexity.

3.3.3 Continuous relaxation and post-processing

A simple approach is to consider a continuous relaxation of (49), where (49e) is relaxed

to 0≤ ai ≤ 1, i.e., ai can take any value in the interval [0,1]. Accordingly, (49c) becomes

an SOC constraint. We note that the continuous relaxation problem is still nonconvex,
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but it can be solved via the SCA method, similar to Algorithm 3. In this case, we solve

a continuous relaxation of (52) at step 3 of Algorithm 3. However, as demonstrated

in Figure 11, this results in a poor performance in the sense that most of the ai’s are

infeasible for the original mixed-integer problem (49) after convergence. Thus, it is

difficult to find a mapping rule to decide the selected antennas. In what follows, we

propose a tighter continuous relaxation, based on which a new design for solving the

JBAS-EEmax problem is then presented.

A tighter formulation

Several formulations exist to ensure ai = 0 ⇒ ŵi = 0. In Section 3.3, we imposed the

constraint | |ŵi | |22 ≤ aivi, which is SOC representable. This is indeed essential for the

global optimization approaches mentioned previously, where convexity is particularly

important. For low-complexity suboptimal designs, we need a new formulation that

offers tighter continuous relaxation. Toward this end, we propose replacing (49c) with

| |ŵi | |22 ≤ a2
i
vi , and consider an equivalent reformulation of (49) given by

max
a,w,v

∑
k∈K Rk(w)

g(v,a)+P0

(53a)

s. t. | |ŵi | |22 ≤ a2
i vi, ∀i ∈ N (53b)

(25), (49d)− (49g). (53c)

Let EEbool, EEcont, and EEext_cont be the optimal objective of (49), of the continuous

relaxation of (49), and of the continuous relaxation of (53), respectively. Then we have

the following inequalities:

EEbool

(i)
≤ EEext_cont

(ii)
≤ EEcont. (54)

The inequality in (i) is obvious and the proof for (ii) follows from the fact that a2
i
≤ ai

for 0 ≤ ai ≤ 1, and, thus, a feasible solution for the continuous relaxation of (53) is also

feasible for that of (49).

Successive convex approach for solving (53)

The inequalities in (54) imply that the continuous relaxation of (53) provides a tighter

upper bound for the optimal value of (49). However, solving the continuous relaxation
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of (53) optimally is challenging due to nonconvexities of
∑

k∈K Rk(w) and constraint

(53b). Note that (53b) is equal to | |ŵi | |22/vi ≤ a2
i , where both sides of the inequalities are

convex. Thus, by using a linear approximation for a2
i
, a similar method to Algorithm

3 can be derived. Specifically, we iteratively update ϑϑϑ, βββ, t, z,a by solving a convex

problem

max t (55a)

s. t. | |ŵi | |22/vi ≤ (a(n)
i
)2+2a

(n)
i
(ai − a

(n)
i
), ∀i ∈ N (55b)

0 ≤ ai ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ N (55c)

(43b), (44b), (47b), (47c), (52b), (53c) (55d)

in step 3 of Algorithm 3. In Figures 11 and 12, we numerically observe that the SCA-

based algorithm for solving the continuous relaxation of (53), as described above, yields

a solution with many of the ai’s close to the binary, especially when N is large. More-

over, due to (54), the number of uncertain variables, i.e., the variables ai ∈ [ζ,1− ζ]
where ζ is some small threshold, is much smaller compared to solving the continuous

relaxation of (49). A simple mapping rule is to select the antennas corresponding to

these uncertain variables for transmission, i.e., mapping uncertain ai’s to 1. If the map-

ping results in a feasible solution with the obtained selected antenna set, the resulting

energy efficiency is then calculated using Algorithm 3. Instead of simple mapping,

we can further improve the energy efficiency by performing a low-complexity search

algorithm, which is presented next.

Improved solution by post-processing

The idea of the improved solution is to further process the uncertain variables according

to their soft power values, vi. This is inspired by the binary search algorithm introduced

in [76]. Specifically, after solving the continuous relaxation of (53), let Nuct be the

number of uncertain ai’s, and N1 be the number of ai’s close to 1. We will perform

a bisection search over Nmin = max(1,N1) and Nmax = N1
+ Nuct antennas to find the

best antenna configuration as follows. First, set Nmid = ⌊ Nmax+Nmin

2
⌋, where ⌊x⌋ denotes

the largest integer not greater than x. Among uncertain ai’s, we additionally select

Nmid −N1 antennas corresponding to Nmid −N1 largest soft power values vi. With these

Nmid selected antennas, we solve the EEmax problem in (24). If (24) is infeasible, then

it simply means that the set of Nmid selected antennas cannot offer sufficient degrees
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of freedom to meet the QoS constraints with the given power budget, and thus, we

need to increase Nmin = Nmid + 1 and calculate a new Nmid. If (24) is feasible, we

create Nmid + 1 antennas by selecting one more antenna with the largest vi among the

remaining Nmax −Nmid uncertain variables. Let us denote ηEE(Nmid) and ηEE(Nmid +1)
to represent energy efficiency when using the Nmid and Nmid +1 antennas, respectively.

Then, if ηEE(Nmid) ≥ ηEE(Nmid + 1), we set Nmax = Nmid; otherwise, set Nmin = Nmid +

1. The bisection algorithm terminates when Nmax − Nmin ≤ 1, and the returned energy

efficiency is found as η∗
EE
=max(ηEE(Nmax), ηEE(Nmin)). The binary search algorithm is

outlined in Algorithm 4, and we summarize the steps to solve the whole JBAS-EEmax

problem in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 4 Binary search algorithm.

1: Initialize: Nmin =max(1,N1), Nmax = N1
+Nuct.

2: while Nmax −Nmin > 1 do,

3: Set Nmid = ⌊ Nmax+Nmin

2
⌋;

4: if (24) is infeasible, then set Nmin = Nmid+1 and return to step 3;

5: or else Choose Nmid and Nmid + 1 antennas based on vi’s, and calculate

ηEE(Nmid) and ηEE(Nmid+1) using Algorithm 3. If ηEE(Nmid) ≥ ηEE(Nmid+1), then

Nmax = Nmid. Otherwise, Nmin = Nmid+1.

6: end if

7: end while

8: Output: η∗EE =max(ηEE(Nmax), ηEE(Nmin)).

Algorithm 5 Proposed design for JBAS-EEmax problem.

Initialization: Set n = 0 and generate initial points (ϑϑϑ(n), βββ(n), t(n), z(n),a(n)).
1: repeat

2: n := n+1.

3: Solve (55) with (ϑϑϑ(n−1), βββ(n−1), t(n−1), z(n−1),a(n−1)) and denote optimal values as

(ϑϑϑ∗, βββ∗, t∗, z∗,a∗).
4: Update (ϑϑϑ(n) = ϑϑϑ∗, βββ(n) = βββ∗, t(n) = t∗, z(n) = z∗,a(n) = a∗),
5: until convergence.

6: Define N0 , {i | a
(n)
i
< ζ}, N1 , {i | a

(n)
i
> 1− ζ}, Nuct , {i |ζ ≤ a

(n)
i

≤ 1− ζ} and

Nsimple , {i | a
(n)
i

≥ ζ}.
7: Ignore all antennas in N0. Set N1

= card(N1) and Nuct = card(Nuct).
8: Apply the simple mapping rule (run Algorithm 3 by choosing antennas in Nsimple)

or BSA (Algorithm 4) to find η∗
EE

.
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3.3.4 Sparsity-based approach

In this subsection, we address the JBAS-EEmax problem from another perspective. Re-

call that we want to force ŵi , including all the elements related to a single antenna, to

be an all-zero vector for some i. This can be viewed as finding a sparse solution for

beamformers [43, 144]. Thus, we need to additionally impose some degree of sparsity

constraint on the beamformers onto the original EEmax problem (24). Let us define a

matrix as W=
[
ŵ1 ŵ2 · · · ŵN

]
∈CK×N . Our discussions so far imply that some columns

of W are encouraged to be zero. To achieve this end, we can apply a mixed ℓ1/ℓp-norm

for p > 1 to the columns of W, which is defined as Ω(W) , ∑N
i=1 | |ŵi | |p [144, Sec-

tion 1.3] (p is reused here and should not be confused with the notations in the other

sections). Herein we use p = 2 and consider the following approximate JBAS-EEmax

problem:

max
w

∑
k∈K Rk(w)

1
η

∑
k∈K | |wk | |22 + | |Ŵ| |0PRF+P0

− ρ| |Ŵ| |1 (56a)

s. t. (22b), (23b), (56b)

where Ŵ , [| |ŵ1 | |2, | |ŵ2 | |2, . . . , | |ŵN | |2]T and ρ is a given non-negative real parame-

ter controlling the sparsity of the solution. The notation | |Ŵ| |0 denotes the number of

nonzero elements of Ŵ. An advantage of the formulation in (56) is that it avoids the

introduction of binary antenna selection variables. However, nonconvexity still exists.

Thus, we again resort to the SCA approach similar to Algorithm 3 to solve (56). As a

first step, we approximate | |Ŵ| |0 in the denominator of the objective in (56) by the con-

vex function | |Ŵ| |1. Following the steps discussed in subsection 3.2.3, the convexified

program in step 3 of Algorithm 3 becomes

max
√

t − ρ| |Ŵ| |1 (57a)

s. t. (47b), (47c), (47d), (57b)

where NPRF in (39c) is replaced by | |Ŵ| |1PRF. With the approximation in (48), problem

(57) can be approximated using the following SOCP:

max t ′− ρ
∑
i∈N

ψi (58a)

s. t. t +1 ≥ ||[(t −1),2t ′]| |2 (58b)

ψi ≥ ||ŵi | |2, ∀i ∈ N (58c)
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(23b), (25), (40), (44b), (48), (47b), (47c), (58d)

over variables t, t ′, z, z′,w, ϑϑϑ,r, βββ,ψψψ where ψψψ , [ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψN ]T and the variables intro-

duced by approximation (48). After solving (56) using the SCA approach, as described

above, we neglect the ith antenna if | |ŵi | |2 is close to zero and consider two ways to find

the beamformers. The first one is to simply select all remaining antennas and then apply

Algorithm 3 to find the beamformers and the resulting energy efficiency. This way is

referred to as the pure-sparsity-based approach (PureSparse). In the second method, we

slightly modify Algorithm 4 to further process the remaining antennas. Explicitly, in

step 5 we order the antennas based on the returned values of | |ŵi | |2. We refer to the

second method as the improved sparsity-based method (ImproveSparse).

The choice of sparsity-inducing norm

We have used the mixed ℓ1/ℓ2-norm for two reasons. First, it is easy to arrive at an

SOCP in each iteration of the SCA approach. Second, the mixed ℓ1/ℓ2-norm induces

group-sparsity because it behaves like ℓ1-norm for groups, and it does not induce spar-

sity to the components inside the groups. In our case, it is not necessary to impose

sparsity inside the groups.

We could also use different norms instead of the mixed ℓ1/ℓ2-norm. By using

the norm ℓ1/ℓp, where 1 < p < 2, sparse solutions inside the groups may also be ob-

tained. The smaller the p, the better the sparsity-inducing effects. On the other hand,

for 2 < p < ∞, the regularization tends to produce solutions where many components

inside the groups obtain an equal magnitude. For the purpose of antenna selection, we

do not want to impose this condition on our formulation either. In Section 3.4, we nu-

merically observe that a mixed ℓ1/ℓ2-norm is more appropriate than a ℓ1/ℓ∞-norm for

our considered JBAS-EEmax problem for the same sparsity-controlling parameter.

3.4 Numerical results

In this section, the performances of the algorithms are evaluated. We assume quasistatic

frequency flat Rayleigh fading channels and the path loss in dB is modeled as 128.1 +

37.6log(db,k), with distance db,k from the BS to user k in kilometres [128]. In the

simulations, the distance of each user to the base station was randomly selected from

interval 100 – 800 m. The transmit power budget of BS over the total bandwidth BW =
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Fig. 8. Convergence of the algorithms with N = 4,K = 3, and PRF = 42 dBm [14], [78] c© 2015,
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10 MHz is P = 46 dBm, the noise power is N0 = -104 dBm [128], and the power

amplifier efficiency is η = 0.35 [14]. The circuit power consumption is set to P0 =

33 dBm, which in accordance to the values used in [62, 145, 146]. The shadow fading

is modeled as a log-normal distribution with a standard deviation of 8 dB. Without loss

of generality, we set the SINR threshold of all users to Γ̄k = 0 dB, and the sparsity-

controlling parameter ρ = 1. The accuracy levels of all the iterative algorithms were set

to 10−3. The numerical results were obtained using the parser YALMIP [147].

Beamforming for fixed antenna set

Figure 8 compares the convergence results of Algorithm 1 (the optimal BRB-based

design), Algorithm 3 (the SCA-based design), and the iterative design similar to the

one presented in [63] (referred to as the DB-WMMSE method), for a randomly gen-

erated channel realization with three different initial points. It is worth noting that for

the DB-WMMSE method, Figure 8 only shows the convergence rate for solving the

parameterized problem with the optimal parameter, ω∗, obtained using the bisection
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algorithm. We can see that Algorithm 3 converges very fast on the optimal solution,

which is found via Algorithm 1, and is insensitive to the initial points. On the other

hand, the convergence rate of the DB-WMMSE method is relatively sensitive to the

initial point and may be very slow, even for a single subproblem. We can also see that

during first iterations, the gap between the upper and lower bounds of the BRB method

is reduced quickly because a large number of infeasible partitions can be removed. We

would like to point out that the convergence results shown in Figure 8 are also typical

for other channel realizations.

Figure 9 shows the average energy efficiency versus the RF chain specific power

consumption PRF for different schemes. We can see that the proposed EEmax designs

offer significant gains over other traditional design criteria of SPmin and SRmax in

terms of achievable energy efficiency, especially when PRF is small. This is because

for a small amount of circuit power, the data-dependent power mostly contributes to the

total power consumption and it is energy-efficient to use relatively low transmit power.

We recall that the SPmin design forces the BS to operate at a low power level. Con-

sequently, SPmin is more energy-efficient than SRmax when PRF is small. When PRF

is large, all the methods (Algorithm 3, the DB-WMMSE, ZFBF, and SRmax) perform
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almost equally, since in this case the circuit power consumption dominates the data-

dependent power and, thus, has the most significant impact on the energy efficiency of

all the methods. We can also see that the SCA method achieves slightly better average

energy efficiency than the DB-WMMSE method.

Figure 10 plots the energy efficiency as a function of the number of transmit anten-

nas N . We can see that that the energy efficiencies of the EEmax and SRmax schemes

first increase and then decrease after a certain value of N . For our considered simula-

tion parameters, the EE-optimal number of transmit antennas is N = 4, but we note that

the optimal N is different for other settings since it depends on the system parameters,

such as the number of users K or the values of circuit power PRF and P0. We recall

that employing more antennas provides additional degrees of freedom (i.e., the spatial

diversity gain), which in turn increases the sum rate, but also increases the total power

consumption. When N is small, the increase in the sum rate is higher than that of the

total power consumption, which results in an improvement in energy efficiency. How-

ever, the effect is opposite for a sufficiently large N , as shown in Figure 10. For the

same reason as discussed in Fig. 9, the gap between the EEmax and SRmax methods

in terms of energy efficiency becomes smaller as N increases. We can also observe that
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the performance of ZFBF is close to that of SCA because a relatively large P0 and PRF

are used and the gap between zero-forcing and SCA decreases with a larger number of

antennas.

Joint beamforming and antenna selection

In the sequel of this section, we show numerical results for the JBAS-EEmax problem.

First, Figure 11 illustrates the convergence of different iterative methods and the ef-

fectiveness of the two formulations (i.e., (49) and (53)) for solving the JBAS-EEmax

problem for a given channel realization with a random initial point. The dashed lines

in Figure 11 indicate the energy efficiencies achieved by applying Algorithm 5 with the

BSA to (49) and (53). We first observe that the SCA methods converge quite quickly

for solving the relaxation of both formulations (the blue and black solid lines). In terms

of the required number of iterations, the convergence rate of the SCA-MISOCP method

is better. However, the overall run time of the SCA-MISOCP is the highest, since an

MISOCP needs to be solved in each iteration. As can be seen, the relaxation of (49)

yields a loose upper bound on the JBAS-EEmax problem, shown by the fact that it

converges at a higher objective value with many uncertain bi’s, in other words, the com-

puted point is infeasible for the original mixed-integer problem (49). Consequently,

applying Algorithm 5 to (49) results in the lowest energy efficiency. On the other hand,

the points computed using other algorithms become feasible for the JBAS-EEmax prob-

lem, as desired. As can be seen, (53) produces a better upper bound than (49), and the

objective of the relaxation of (53) is the same as the energy efficiency returned by Al-

gorithm 5. This basically means that the SCA method applied to (53) already offers

a good feasible point and, thus, the BSA has no ‘post-processing’ effect. We also see

that the SCA-MISOCP method gives a performance equal to Algorithm 5. Recall that

the SCA-MISOCP method and the relaxation of (53) yield the lower and upper bounds

for the JBAS-EEmax problem, respectively. Since the two bounds are identical, we

can conclude that the SCA-MISOCP and Algorithm 5 can indeed find an optimal solu-

tion for this channel realization. The average effectiveness of different methods for the

JBAS-EEmax problem are investigated in the next experiment.

Figure 12 illustrates how much the average energy efficiency of different schemes

can be improved with antenna selection. We can clearly see remarkable gains in all

the proposed JBAS strategies over the EEmax scheme without antenna selection, es-

pecially for a large N . We have numerically observed that applying the BSA to the
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solution attained via the SCA-MISOCP method does not improve the energy efficiency.

As can be observed, solving the relaxation of (53) using the SCA approach can re-

sult in a non-binary solution for certain channel realizations, and Algorithm 5 with the

BSA can improve the obtained solution compared to applying the simple mapping rule.

In particular, Algorithm 5 with the BSA achieves a performance almost the same as

the SCA-MISOCP method, which is expected to be close to the optimal value. This

again justifies the effectiveness of the proposed formulation in (53). The method of

sparsity-inducing regularization is only able to provide an approximate formulation of

the JBAS-EEmax problem. Thus, the PureSparse algorithm yields the worst perfor-

mance compared to other EEmax antenna selection approaches. Another observation is

that the performance of the PureSparse algorithm seems to be independent of N after a

certain value of N . This is possibly because the same ρ of the PureSparse algorithm is

used for all N . Since a larger ρ implies a sparser solution, we can tune ρ to find the best

solution for each N , which is an interesting problem for future work. Noticeably, the Im-

proveSparse method can greatly improve the performance of the PureSparse algorithm,

and it is shown that our formulation achieves superior performance to ImproveSparse

algorithm with an ℓ1/ℓ∞-norm for a fixed sparsity-controlling parameter. The mixed
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ℓ1/ℓ∞-norm was adopted in [43] to induce group sparsity for a multigroup multicasting

power minimization problem. The results are also compared with the greedy channel

gains-based algorithm, which was proposed for point-to-point MIMO systems in [75],

and extended here for the multiuser MISO system. In the strategy, the antennas are or-

dered based on a decreasing value of | |h̄i | |2, where h̄i ,
[
[h1]i [h2]i · · · [hK ]i

]
∈ C1×K

includes all the channel coefficients between antenna i and all users. Then, we search

for the best antenna configuration, starting from the first antenna with the largest | |h̄i | |2,

so that the EEmax problem is solved for each chosen antenna configuration using Algo-

rithm 3, and the result that gives the maximum is chosen.

3.5 Summary and discussions

This chapter has studied the problem of energy efficiency maximization for MISO

downlink, under user-specific minimum SINR constraints and BS-specific maximum

power constraints. In particular, an optimal beamformer design for the EEmax problem

based on the BRB method has been proposed. Two low-complexity suboptimal designs

have been also presented, one based on the zero-forcing technique, and the other based
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on the SCA method. The zero-forcing-based design was based on closed-form expres-

sions. For the SCA-based method, an iterative algorithm where an SOCP is solved in

each iteration has been presented. Numerical experiments have demonstrated that the

two suboptimal designs yield performance close to that of the optimal one, and that

huge potential gains (possibly up to 150%) in terms of the energy efficiency of the pro-

posed schemes over other design criteria, such as SRmax or SPmin, can be achieved. In

the second part, we considered joint beamforming and antenna selection to improve the

energy efficiency. Besides extending the BRB method to solve this problem optimally,

several approximate solutions based on the perspective reformulation and the concept of

sparsity-inducing regularization have been proposed. The general idea of these methods

for the JBAS-EEmax problem is to obtain a tentative solution using the SCA method,

and then perform post-processing based on the BSA. The numerical results have shown

that the energy efficiency of the system (when using all transmit antennas) decreases

as the number of transmit antennas grows, and that joint beamforming and antenna se-

lection offers significant energy efficiency improvement with large numbers of transmit

antennas. It is worth mentioning that all the methods proposed in this chapter straight-

forwardly extend to the multi-cell multiuser system as well. However, the next chapters

will focus on providing new formulations and solutions to the problems.
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4 Energy-efficient transmission in multi-cell

networks

This chapter proposes energy-efficient coordinated beamforming strategies for multi-

cell unicasting systems by assuming a sophisticated power consumption model. Specif-

ically, part of the consumed power depends on the base station or user-specific data

rates due to coding, decoding, and backhaul, i.e., all the terms in (14) are involved in

the modeling. This is different from the existing approaches, where the base station

power consumption has been assumed to be a convex or linear function of the transmit

powers. Two optimization criteria are considered, namely network energy efficiency

maximization and weighted sum energy efficiency maximization. It is worth noting

that the globally optimal method proposed in Chapter 3 can be extended to solve these

problems as well. However, due to high complexity scaling with the number of BSs,

the focus here is on the more practical methods. Thus, SCA-based algorithms are de-

veloped to tackle these difficult nonconvex problems. Moreover, decentralized imple-

mentations in which base stations perform parallel and distributed computations based

on local channel state information and limited backhaul information exchange are pro-

posed. The first decentralized approach is based on a combination of SCA and ADMM,

while the other approach admits closed-form solutions and can be implemented with-

out invoking a generic external convex solver. The numerical results are provided to

demonstrate that the rate-dependent power consumption has a large impact on the sys-

tem’s energy efficiency, and, thus, has to be taken into account when devising energy-

efficient transmission strategies. The significant gains of the proposed algorithms over

the conventional low-complexity beamforming algorithms are also illustrated.

Section 4.1 presents the system model, the power consumption model, and the con-

sidered optimization problems. The centralized algorithms are provided in Section 4.2,

followed by the decentralized methods in Section 4.3. The power consumption related

to the computations of the beamformers is discussed in Section 4.4. Numerical evalua-

tion and conclusions are presented in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.
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4.1 System model and problem formulation

System model

We consider a multi-cell multiuser MISO system with B cells (see Section 2.5 for the

details of the notations). Each base station b ∈ B = {1, . . . ,B} equipped with Nb an-

tennas transmits data to Kb single-antenna users in its cell, represented by the set Kb .

Accordingly, the received signal at user k is given by

yk = hH
bk ,k

wk sk +
∑

j∈K\{k }
hH
b j ,k

wj sj +nk, (59)

yielding the SINR of user k as

Γk(w),
|hH

bk ,k
wk |2

N0+
∑

j∈K\{k } |hH
b j ,k

wj |2
. (60)

A block transmission is considered, where the user channels remain constant within

the coherence blocks of U channel uses/symbols. We assume a time-division duplex

(TDD) protocol where all the cells are operating in the downlink mode. The protocol is

matched to the coherence block so that each block consists of downlink demodulation

pilots, uplink (UL) pilots, and downlink data transmission. The BSs can estimate the

downlink channels from the uplink pilots by exploiting the reciprocity. On the other

hand, users can estimate the effective channels (i.e., the combination of beamformer

and channel) from the downlink demodulation pilots to decode the data. Let τul ≥
max
b

Kb and τdl ≥ max
b

Kb be the total number of pilot resources in the network in

uplink and downlink, respectively. This means that the total number of pilots in the

coherence block is τul
+ τdl. In this thesis, all the pilots are assumed to be orthogonal,

i.e., τul
+ τdl

= |K |. Thus, the rate expression of user k is given by

Rk(w) = (1− τul
+τdl

U
)BW log(1+ Γk(w)), (61)

where (1− τul
+τdl

U
) accounts for the pilot overhead in UL and DL.

Power consumption model

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, all the involved power consumption terms

in (14) are included here. The derived algorithms are presented by assuming that δ(·) is
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a function of the cell-specific data rate Rb(w). In Appendix 1, the modifications for the

algorithms proposed in the subsequent sections to deal with the alternative model where

δ(·) is a function of user-specific data rate Rk(w) are presented. The main challenge in

model (14) is the processing power of the beamformers, which depends on the number

of flop per second. To model the power consumed for computing the beamformers and

linear processing, a similar model used in [108] can be exploited. In this regard, PLP,b

can be expressed as

PLP,b = BW(1− (τul
+ τdl)
U

)6Nb |Kb |
LBS

+PLP,c, (62)

where LBS [flop/s/W or flop/J] is the computational efficiency of a BS. The first term

in (62) is the power consumed for the linear multiplication of the beamformers and the

data symbols, while the second term, PLP,c, is the power consumed for computing the

beamformers. The factor BW(1− (τul
+τdl)
U

) gives the number of data symbols per second.

The power consumption in relation to beamformer optimization depends on the specific

algorithm. Since all the proposed methods are iterative, we can write

PLP,c =QPLP,iter, (63)

where Q is the required number of iterations to calculate the beamformers. The value

of PLP,iter depends on the complexity of each iteration and is discussed in Section 4.4.

Problem formulation

Let us define R̃b(w) , α
∑

k∈Kb
log(1+ Γk(w)) to be a function denoting the total sum

rate of BS b, where α, (1− τul
+τdl

U
)BW. The first problem considered is called network

energy efficiency maximization, and it can be stated as

max
w

∑
b∈B R̃b(w)

g(w)+PRD

∑
b∈B δ(R̃b(w))

(64a)

s. t.
∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B, (64b)

where g(w), 1
η

∑
k∈K | |wk | |22 +PRF

∑
b∈B Nb +

∑
b∈B P0,b includes the power consump-

tion, which does not depend on the rate. Conventionally, the denominator of the ob-

jective function has been either a linear or a convex function of the power values

[62, 107, 108]. However, this assumption no longer holds for (64).
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The second problem of interest is the one of weighted sum energy efficiency maxi-

mization, with the BS-specific power constraints written as

max
w

∑
b∈B

ωb

R̃b(w)
gb(w̃b)+PRDδ(R̃b(w))

(65a)

s. t.
∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B, (65b)

where w̃b , [wT
1
, . . . ,wT

Kb
]T , gb(w̃b) , 1

η

∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 + PRFNb + P0,b refers to the

power consumption, which is independent of the rate function, R̃b(w), and ωb is the en-

ergy efficiency priority weighting factor for BS b. Despite the apparent similarity, the

WsumEEmax problem is somewhat more difficult to tackle compared to (64), simply

because the objective (65a) is a sum of fractional functions, which is not quasicon-

cave even if the numerators and denominators are linear. The energy efficiency metrics

(64a) and (65a) above can be seen as achievable instantaneous EE values optimized per

channel realization. Although the optimal method proposed in subsection 3.2.1 for the

single-cell system can be straightforwardly extended to solve the above problems, here

the focus is on designing different strategies owing to a lower level of complexity.

4.2 Proposed centralized solutions

4.2.1 Network energy efficiency maximization

We remark that (64) is not a concave fractional program for which efficient methods

are known [69], [104]. The obvious reason is that both the numerator and the denomi-

nator in (64a) are nonconvex. To find a more tractable reformulation, we introduce the

following equivalent transformation of (64):

max
w,r

∑
b∈B rb

g(w)+PRD

∑
b∈B δ(rb)

(66a)

s. t. rb ≤ α
∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ Γk(w)),∀b ∈ B (66b)

∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B, (66c)

where (64) and (66) are equivalent because the constraints in (66b) are active at opti-

mality, and r , [r1, . . . ,rB]T are new variables representing the sum rate of each base
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station b.8 At this point, we note that the objective function has become a linear-convex

fractional function and the difficulty in solving (66) is due to the constraint (66b). To

this end, we introduce new variables, γγγ , [γ1, . . . , γK ]T , to represent the SINR of each

user k, and we equivalently formulate (66) as

max
w,r,γγγ

∑
b∈B rb

g(w)+PRD

∑
b∈B δ(rb)

(67a)

s. t. rb ≤ α
∑

k∈Kb

log(1+ γk),∀b ∈ B (67b)

γk ≤
|hH

bk ,k
wk |2

N0 +
∑

j∈K\{k } |hH
b j ,k

wj |2
,∀k ∈ K (67c)

∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B, (67d)

where the SINR constraints in (67c) are still nonconvex. By introducing new variables,

βββ, [β1, . . . , βK ]T , for total interference-plus-noise of user k [148],[149], we can further

rewrite (67) as

max
w,r,γγγ,βββ

∑
b∈B rb

g(w)+PRD

∑
b∈B δ(rb)

(68a)

s. t. γk ≤ |hH
bk ,k

wk |2/βk,∀k ∈ K (68b)

βk ≥ N0+

∑
j∈K\{k }

|hH
b j ,k

wj |2,∀k ∈ K (68c)

(67b), (67d), (68d)

which lends itself to the application of the SCA framework [106, 136]. Specifically,

the right-hand side of (68b) is called a quadratic-over-linear function, which is jointly

convex with respect to βk and wk . Thus, we can use the first-order lower approximation

for the right side of (68b) as [90]

|hH
bk ,k

wk |2/βk ≥ 2Re((w(n)
k
)Hhbk ,khH

bk ,k
wk)/β(n)k

−(|hH
bk,k

w
(n)
k
|/β(n)

k
)2βk , Ψ(n)

k
(wk, βk ). (69)

According to the SCA principle, we replace the right side of (68b) with a convex lower

bound. From (69), the problem at iteration n of the proposed algorithm can be expressed

8The proposed algorithms can be straightforwardly extended to include data rate constraints, i.e., rb ≥ R
target

b

or rk ≥ R
target

k
.
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as

max
w,γγγ,βββ,r

∑
b∈B rb

g(w)+PRD

∑
b∈B δ(rb)

(70a)

s. t. γk ≤ Ψ(n)
k

(wk, βk ),∀k ∈ K (70b)

(67b), (68c), (67d), (70c)

which is a concave-convex fractional program. The common way of solving this type

of problem is to use the Dinkelbach method [69], which requires iterative processing.

Here, we use a parameter-free approach based on the Charnes-Cooper transformation

[104]. Specifically, the concave-convex fractional program can be transformed into an

equivalent convex program with the transformations w̄k = φwk, γ̄k = φγk, β̄k = φβk, r̄b =

φrb, and φ = 1
1
η

∑
k∈K | |wk | |22+

∑
b∈B (PRDδ(rb )+PRFNb+P0,b )

. As a result, solving (70) boils

down to solving the following convex program:

max
w̄,γ̄γγ,β̄ββ,r̄,φ>0

∑
b∈B

r̄b (71a)

s. t. γ̄k −Ψ(n)
k
(w̄k, β̄k)) ≤ 0,∀k ∈ K (71b)

r̄b −α
∑

k∈Kb

φ log(1+ γ̄k
φ
) ≤ 0,∀b ∈ B (71c)

φN0 +

∑
j∈K\{k }

|hH
bj ,k

w̄ j |2

φ
− β̄k ≤ 0,∀k ∈ K (71d)

1

η

∑
k∈K

| |w̄k | |22
φ
+

∑
b∈B

(PRDφδ( r̄bφ )+ φ(PRFNb +P0,b)) ≤ 1 (71e)

∑
k∈Kb

| |w̄k | |22
φ

≤ φPb,∀b ∈ B. (71f)

The optimal solutions for problem (70) can be extracted as w∗
k
=

w̄∗
k

φ∗ , γ
∗
k
=

γ̄∗
k

φ∗ , β
∗
k
=

β̄∗
k

φ∗ ,r
∗
b
=

r̄∗
b

φ∗ . In the proposed algorithm, we iteratively approximate (64) via (71) un-

til convergence. The proposed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 6. The monotonic

convergence of the objective function for Algorithm 6 is not difficult to see. Specifi-

cally, due to linear approximation (69), the constraints (71b) become loose after each

update of w̄(n), β̄ββ
(n)

. Furthermore, the updating rules ensure feasibility of the next itera-

tion. These facts guarantee that
∑

b∈B r̄
(n+1)
b

≥ ∑
b∈B r̄

(n)
b

. Finally, the power constraint

bounds each r̄b from above. More detailed convergence analysis of the sequence of
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iterates and the convergence point for a problem with a similar structure can be found

in [148, Appendix A]. We remark that Algorithm 6 applies to any convex function δ(·).

Remark 1. The function φδ( r̄b
φ
) in (71e) is a perspective transformation of δ(r̄b), which

is also convex due to the convexity of δ(r̄b) [102]. In practice, it is computationally

efficient to reformulate (71e) in a form which can be handled by dedicated powerful

convex solvers. This is entirely possible depending on the type of δ(r̄b). Specifically,

if δ(y) = y or δ(y) = y
2, then (71e) immediately admits a second-order cone (SOC)

representation. Let us now consider a general power model considered in [107], where

δ(y) = y
m with constant m > 1 is always convex in the domain y ≥ 0. For practical

purposes, we can assume that m is a rational number without loss of optimality. Thus,

there exist k and c, such that k ≥ 1 and m = c/k. By introducing a slack variable, xb ,

we can equivalently express (71e) as

1

η

∑
k∈K

| |w̄k | |22
φ
+

∑
b∈B

(PRDxb + φ(PRFNb +P0,b)) ≤ 1 (72a)

− r̄b ≥ −φ1− k
c x

k
c
b
,∀b ∈ B. (72b)

Note that the constraint in (72b) is an inequality involving rational powers [150, Eq.

(11)] and can be implemented as a series of SOC constraints, as demonstrated by [150,

Eq. (11)].

Remark 2. If the power consumption has a linear dependence on the rate, i.e., δ(rb) =
rb and PRD is the same for all BSs, then PRDδ(rb) does not affect the optimal variables

of (64). In this special case, (64a) is equal to min(g(w)/∑b∈B R̃b(w)+ PRD). As can

be seen, PRD becomes a constant in the objective function and could be ignored in

the optimization process without loss of optimality (but not in the actual utility). This

means that the optimal beamformers of (64) and the problem considered in [63] would

be equal in this special case.

4.2.2 Weighted sum energy efficiency maximization

The objective function of (65) is a sum-of-ratios objective function. One common ap-

proach to solving a sum-of-ratios maximization problem with concave-convex ratios is

to transform it into a parameterized form with some fixed parameters, and then search

the optimal parameters by solving a series of convex subproblems [71, 74]. Specifically,
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Algorithm 6 Proposed SCA-based beamformer design for the network energy effi-

ciency maximization problem.

Initialization: Set n = 0 and generate initial points (w̄(n), β̄ββ
(n)).

1: repeat

2: Solve (71) with (w̄(n), β̄ββ
(n)) and denote the optimal values as (w̄∗, β̄ββ

∗).
3: Update (w̄(n)

= w̄∗, β̄ββ
(n)
= β̄ββ

∗).
4: n := n+1.

5: until desired accuracy

Output: w∗
k
=

w̄∗
k

φ∗ ,∀k ∈ K.

the general form of a sum-of-fractional program, maxx

∑ fi (x)
gi (x) , can be solved as a se-

ries of subproblems, maxx

∑
i αi( fi(x) − βigi(x)), where αi, βi are particular parameters.

The problem is solved with respect to x for a fixed αi and βi . After solving the pa-

rameterized program, αi, βi are updated according to a damped Newton method [105]

(see [105] for details). Then, this procedure continues until convergence. However, in

(65) both the numerator, fi(x), and the denominator, gi(x), in each EE function are non-

convex, meaning that such a parametric approach would result in a multi-level iterative

algorithm due to the non-convexity of each parameterized subproblem. To avoid this

drawback, an approach with only one iteration loop is proposed.

Let us again apply the SCA framework to solve (65). As the first step, we introduce

new variables, t , [t1, . . . , tB]T , to represent the energy efficiency of each cell and arrive

at the following equivalent epigraph transformation of (65):

max
t,w

∑
b∈B

ωbtb (73a)

s. t. tb ≤ R̃b(w)
gb(w̃b)+PRDδ(R̃b(w))

,∀b ∈ B (73b)∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B. (73c)

Next, by introducing new user-specific SINR variables, {γk}k∈K , and BS-specific vari-

ables, {r̂b}b∈B , as in network EEmax problem, we can further equivalently write (73)

as

max
t,w,r̂,γγγ

∑
b∈B

ωb tb (74a)

s. t. tb ≤
r̂2
b

gb(w̃b)+PRDδ(r̂b)
,∀b ∈ B (74b)
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γk ≤ Γk(w),∀k ∈ K (74c)

α
∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ γk) ≥ r̂2
b,∀b ∈ B (74d)

∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B. (74e)

We have used r̂2
b

in (74d) rather than rb, as in (67b), so that we can directly present

(74b) as a difference of convex (DC) constraint. The equivalence between (74) and

(73) is guaranteed, since all the constraints in (74b)-(74d) are active at optimality. The

constraints in (74c) are equivalent to (67c) and can be handled as shown in (68) and (69).

To find a tractable reformulation of nonconvex constraints (74b), we can equivalently

split it into the following two constraints:

tb ≤
r̂2
b

zb
,∀b ∈ B (75a)

zb ≥ gb(w̃b)+PRDδ(r̂b),∀b ∈ B, (75b)

where we have introduced new variables, z , [z1, . . . , zB]T . Now, (75b) is convex and

(75a) is a DC constraint. Similarly to (68b), we can use the first-order lower approxi-

mation for the right side of (75a) as

r̂2
b

zb
≥ 2r̂

(n)
b

z
(n)
b

r̂b − ( r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

)2zb , ϕ
(n)
b
(r̂b, zb). (76)

With the linear approximations (69) and (76), we obtain an SCA-based iterative algo-

rithm for solving (65), where the problem at iteration n reads

max
t,r̂,z,w,γγγ,βββ

∑
b∈B

ωbtb (77a)

s. t. tb ≤ ϕ
(n)
b
(r̂b, zb),∀b ∈ B (77b)

γk ≤ Ψ(n)
k

(wk, βk ),∀k ∈ K (77c)

(65b), (74d), (75b), (68c). (77d)

The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 7. The same convergence discus-

sions as in Algorithm 6 applies to Algorithm 7 also. The problem at each iteration can

be also approximated as an SOCP using, e.g., the approximation in (48) for (74d) or

another approximation proposed in Appendix 2.
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Algorithm 7 Proposed SCA-based beamformer design for the WsumEEmax prob-

lem.

Initialization: Set n = 0, and generate initial points (w(n), βββ(n),z(n), r̂(n)).
1: repeat

2: Solve (77) with (w(n), βββ(n),z(n), r̂(n)) and denote optimal values as (w∗, βββ∗,z∗, r̂∗).
3: Update (w(n)

= w∗, βββ(n) = βββ∗,z(n) = z∗, r̂(n) = r̂∗).
4: n := n+1.

5: until desired accuracy

Output: w∗
k
,∀k ∈ K.

Comparison with the single-cell design in Chapter 3

It is worth noting that the SCA-based method was also used in Chapter 3 to solve the

EEmax problem in a single-cell system. In principle, one could extend that algorithm

to the multi-cell system as well. However, herein we use different transformations,

which have many advantages compared to the previously proposed method. Let us

first consider the NetEEmax problem. First, in the single-cell design, the objective

function is linearized in Equation (39), followed by an introduction for new variables

for the energy efficiency and the total power. In Algorithm 6, we only introduce new

variables for the rate function in (66b), which implies that this approach has fewer

variables. Second, the linearization of the objective function in (39) yields two different

sets of approximated constraints for the SCA method. In Algorithm 6, we use linear

approximation for one set of constraints only. This can be expected to positively impact

the convergence speed, which is verified in the example shown in Figure 13. Third, in

the previous method the linear approximations are performed for the jointly concave

geometric mean functions
√

ab. In the method proposed in this chapter, we use linear

approximations for the jointly convex quadratic-over-linear function a2

b
. In Chapter 3,

the right-side approximation in (45b) can be written as√
(a−1)b ≤

√
(a(n) −1)b(n)+ 1

2
( a(n)−1

b(n) )(b− b(n))+ 1
2
( b(n)

a(n)−1
)(a− a(n)). (78)

In the above approximation, the denominator in 1
2
( b(n)

a(n)−1
) can go to zero if the rate goes

to zero, which can lead to a numerical problem (i.e., division by zero). In the method

proposed in this chapter, the denominator in (69) does not have this problem because

βk is always bounded below by the noise power. This is a particularly important point

that needs to be accounted for in the considered problem, because we do not impose

any user-specific quality-of-service constraints.
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Fig. 13. Convergence comparison between Algorithms 6 and 3, where Algorithm 3 is also
applied in the system model considered in this chapter. The same initial beamformers have
been used for both algorithms, and the examples are for three different random channel
realizations. The simulation model from Section 4.5 is adopted with N = 4, L = 2, U = 100.

In case of the WsumEEmax problem, since the objective function is a sum of frac-

tional functions and the Charnes-Cooper transformation cannot be used, we linearize

the objective function, as done in Chapter 3. However, we again approximate quadratic-

over-linear functions instead of the geometric mean functions, which yields the fact that

the constraints due to zero rates (as discussed above) cannot go to infinity in any case.

4.2.3 Feasible initial points

Finding a feasible initial point is important for an SCA-based algorithm. For the

NetEEmax problem, we can generate any beamformers, w
(0)
k

, satisfying the power

constraints (easily done by normalization), then replace the equality (68c) with an

equality, i.e., calculate β
(0)
k
= N0 +

∑
j∈K\{k } |hH

b j ,k
w
(0)
j
|2. The resulting initial points,

w(0), βββ(0), are feasible. The feasible initial values of w(0), βββ(0) are also feasible for the

WsumEEmax problem. However, due to the additional approximation in (77b), we

also need to find the initial r̂(0),z(0). To this end, we can first calculate γk = Γk(w(0))
according to (74c), then r̂

(0)
b
=

√
α
∑

k∈Kb
log(1+ γk) according to (74d), and z

(0)
b
=

gb(w̃b
(0))+ δ(r̂(0)

b
), which result in the feasible initial points w(0), βββ(0), r̂(0),z(0).
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4.3 Proposed decentralized solutions

The algorithms presented in the preceding section require centralized processing. For

the WsumEEmax problem, the rate function R̃b(w) in (65a) couples all the cells due

to the inter-cell interference (in the approximated problem, inter-cell interference ap-

pears in constraint (68c)). In the NetEEmax problem, the total power consumption

in the objective function (64a) (the objective (70a) in the approximated problem) also

couples all the cells. Due to the special structure of the WsumEEmax problem, we

propose using alternative decentralized formulations, which can be solved efficiently

only by relying on local channel state information and (scalar) backhaul information

exchange. In particular, the first method decouples (77) by introducing local copies for

the inter-cell interference terms, and it exploits ADMM to solve the resulting problem.

The second approach exploits the well-known relation between SINR and MSE when

MMSE receivers are used [24], and it derives the KKT conditions of the subproblem.

The method admits closed-form solutions and, thus, can be solved without invoking a

generic external convex solver. We will also discuss the challenge and present the pos-

sibility of solving the NetEEmax problem in a decentralized manner in the end of the

section.

4.3.1 ADMM-based method

After a careful check, we can see that only the constraints (68c) couple all the beam-

formers across the BSs. If all the BSs are connected with a central processing node,

then (77) can be solved in a centralized manner. However, this is not often the case in

practice, and decentralized algorithms are thus always appreciated. The focus of this

subsection is on developing a consensus-based decentralized approach to solve (77)

[151]. Toward this end, we first rewrite (77) equivalently as

max
∑
b∈B

ωb tb (79a)

s. t. βk ≥ N0 +

∑
j∈Kbk

\{k }
|hH

bk ,k
wj |2+

∑
m∈B\{bk }

θ2
m,k,∀k ∈ K (79b)

θ2
b, j ≥

∑
k∈Kb

|hH
bk , j

wk |2,∀b ∈ B, j ∈ K̄b (79c)

(65b), (74d), (75b), (68c), (77b), (77c), (79d)
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where the optimization variables are {tb, r̂b, zb}b∈B, {wk, γk, βk}k∈K, {θb, j }b∈B, j∈K̄b
, and

K̄b , K \Kb is the set of users not served by cell b. The newly added variables,

{θb, j }b∈B, j∈K̄b
, can be interpreted as the square root of the ICI introduced by cell b

to user j ∈ K̄b. For cell b, we define a local feasible set Sb as

Sb =

{
(w̃b, γγγb, r̂b, tb, zb, βββb, θ̃θθb)

��∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 ≤ Pb

α
∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ γk) ≥ r̂2
b

tb ≤ ϕ(n)(r̂b, zb)

γk ≤ ψ(n)(wk, βk),∀k ∈ Kb

βk ≥ N0+

∑
j∈Kbk

\{k }
|hH

bk ,k
wj |2+

∑
m∈B\{bk }

(θ̃bm,k)
2,∀k ∈ Kb

zb ≥ gb(w̃b)+PRDδ(r̂b)

(θ̃bb, j )
2 ≥

∑
k∈Kb

|hH
b, jwk |2,∀ j ∈ K̄b

}
, (80)

where γγγb = [γ1, . . . , γKb
]T , and βββb = [β1, . . . , βKb

]T , and we have replaced each θm,k

with a new variable, θ̃b
m,k

. In fact, θ̃b
m,k

can be viewed as the local copy of θm,k handled

by cell b and θ̃θθb ∈ R | K̄b |+Kb (B−1) includes all the terms that are relevant to BS b, i.e.,

the interference that BS b causes to the users of other cells and the interference that

other cells, m ∈ B \ {b}, cause to the users of cell b. With the introduction of Sb , we

can equivalently write (79) in a more compact form as

max
∑
b∈B

ωbtb (81a)

s. t. (w̃b, γγγb, r̂b, tb, zb, βββb, θ̃θθb) ∈ Sb,∀b ∈ B (81b)

θ̃θθb = θθθb,∀b ∈ B, (81c)

where the optimization variables are {w̃b, γγγb, r̂b, tb, zb, βββb, θ̃θθb, θθθb}b∈B and a vector θθθb ∈
R | K̄b |+Kb (B−1), includes the corresponding global variables that are relevant to BS b,

i.e., all the elements from {θb
b, j

}j∈K̄b
and {θb

m,k
}m∈B\{b},k∈Kb

with the same ordering

as in θ̃θθb. The equality constraints in (81c) force the local copies to be equal to the global

variables. Now we note that (81) is in the form of a general global consensus problem,

which can be solved using ADMM [151]. Let us denoteΨb = {w̃b, γγγb, r̂b, tb, zb, βββb, θ̃θθb},
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including the local variables associated with BS b. Furthermore, we denote

hb (Ψb) =
{
ωb tb,Ψb ∈ Sb

∞, otherwise.
(82)

The basic idea of the ADMM is to alternately update local, global, and dual variables.

As a first step of the ADMM, we write the partial augmented Lagrangian of (81) as

L({Ψb, θθθb, νννb}∀b∈B)

=

1

α

∑
b∈B

(
hb(Ψb) − νννTb (θ̃θθb − θθθb) −

ρA

2
| |θ̃θθb − θθθb | |22

)
,

(83)

where {νννb}b∈B are the dual variables associated with the interference equality con-

straints (81c). Note that the constant normalization factor 1
α

is just for notational con-

venience, while in the numerical results it is naturally normalized back. The last term

of (83) is a quadratic penalty term with the penalty parameter ρA > 0, which penalizes

for the violation of the equality constraints (81c). Due to the added penalty terms, the

ADMM is able to converge without the need for strict convexity or finiteness of the orig-

inal objective function (81). At iteration l + 1 of the ADMM, we can write the update

steps as

Ψ
(l+1)
b
= argmax

Ψb

L(Ψb, θθθ
(l)
b
, ννν

(l)
b
),∀b ∈ B (84a)

{θθθ(l+1)
b

}∀b∈B = argmax
{θθθb }∀b∈B

L({Ψ(l+1)
b

, θθθb, ννν
(l)
b

}
∀b∈B) (84b)

ννν
(l+1)
b
= ννν

(l)
b
+ ρA(θ̃θθ

(l+1)
b − θθθ(l+1)

b
),∀b ∈ B. (84c)

The steps (84a) and (84c) are completely decentralized and can be solved independently

in parallel to one another at each BS. Updating the global variables in (84b) requires

sharing local interference terms, θ̃θθb, with the coupled BSs. The local variables in (84a)

are updated as Ψ
(l+1)
b
= Ψ

∗
b
, where Ψ∗

b
is the optimal solution of the generalized convex

program

max
Ψb

hb(Ψb) − (ννν(l)
b
)T (θ̃θθb − θθθ(l)b ) − ρA

2
| |θ̃θθb − θθθ(l)b | |2

2
. (85)
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The global variables in (84b) can be found as θθθ
(l+1)
b
= θθθ∗b , where θθθ∗b is the optimal

solution of the convex program

max
{θθθb }b∈B

−
∑
b∈B

((ννν(l)
b
)T (θ̃θθ(l+1)

b − θθθb) − ρA

2
| |θ̃θθ(l+1)

b − θθθb | |22), (86)

which is separable in θθθb and can be solved independently after the local copies have

been exchanged. Since the problem is quadratic and unconstrained, setting the gradient

of (86) to zero gives

θ∗b, j =
1

2

(
θ̃
b,(l+1)
b, j

+ θ̃
b j ,(l+1)
b, j

+

1

ρA
(νb,(l)

b, j
+ ν

b j,(l)
b, j

)
)
. (87)

By substituting θθθ
(l+1)
b

to (84c), we obtain ν
b j ,(l)
b, j
+ ν

b,(l)
b, j
= 0, which yields θ

(l+1)
b, j
= θ∗

b, j
=

1/2(θ̃b,(l+1)
b, j

+ θ̃
b j ,(l+1)
b, j

). To guarantee the convergence of the ADMM on the optimal

solution of (77) when using the existing tools [151], the ADMM algorithm (steps (84a)-

(84c)) should be run until convergence before updating the next SCA linearization point.

Interestingly, based on numerical experience, by no means is it beneficial to run the algo-

rithm in this manner due to the slow overall speed of convergence. Thus, the proposed

algorithm can use the arbitrary accuracy of the ADMM algorithm for each lineariza-

tion point before updating the next one. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 8,

where S denotes the fixed number of iterations for the ADMM for a fixed SCA step,

θ̄θθ
res,(l)
b , θ̃θθ

(l)
b − θθθ(l)

b
, and ǫ is a small threshold.9 The numerical results show that this

simplified method can remarkably improve the convergence speed. However, the con-

vergence of Algorithm 8 with a small degree of ADMM accuracy is not theoretically

guaranteed and is very challenging to prove, but in the numerical experiments the con-

vergence can be observed when the step size and accuracy are properly chosen.

Required signaling

As mentioned in the algorithm derivation, steps (84a) and (84c) are completely decen-

tralized between the BSs when the local channel state information is available at each

BS. Updating the global variables in (84b) requires sharing local interference terms θ̃θθb

with the coupled BSs. Assuming that there is a dedicated backhaul link between each

BS and Kb = K̄,∀b ∈ B, each BS needs to share 2K̄ real scalars per link at each itera-

9In the original publication, the user-specific SINR constraints were also included in the problem, but dis-

carded here for consistency.
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Algorithm 8 Proposed decentralized solution via ADMM.

Initialization: Set n = 0, and generate initial points Φ
(0)
b

.

1: repeat

2: n := n+1,nA := 0.

3: repeat

4: nA := nA+1.

5: BS b,∀b ∈ B: Update local variables using (84a) and signal local copies θ̃θθb
to the coupled BSs.

6: BS b,∀b ∈ B: Update global variables θθθb using (84b).

7: BS b,∀b ∈ B: Update local dual variables using (84c).

8: until nA > S or | |θ̄θθres,(l)
b | |2 ≤ ǫ,∀b ∈ B;

9: BS b,∀b ∈ B: Perform SCA step, i.e., update functions Ψ
(n+1)
k

(wk, βk ) and

ϕ
(n+1)
b

(r̂b, zb) using w∗
k
, β∗

k
and r̂∗

b
, z∗

b
obtained from step 5, respectively.

10: until convergence.

tion, which sums up to total overhead of 2B(B−1)K̄, when assuming a fully connected

network. Note that a centralized solution would require each BS to share all the local

channel state information with a centralized controller or with other BSs in the coopera-

tion set. In this case, each BS has to send 2KN real values per link, assuming that each

BS has an equal number of N antennas. This yields a total overhead of 2KN(B−1)B in

the latter case.

4.3.2 Closed-form solutions via KKT conditions

Let us start from problem (74). By adding 1 to both sides of (74c), and given fact that

when an optimal MMSE receiver is used, it holds that 1+ Γk(w) = 1
ǫk (w,uk ) , where

ǫk (w,uk) = |uk |2
(∑
j∈K

|hH
b j ,k

wj |2+N0

)
−2Re(ukhH

bk ,k
wk)+1 (88)

is the MSE and

uk =
(∑
j∈K

hH
b j ,k

wjw
H
j hb j ,k +N0

)−1

hH
bk ,k

wk (89)

is the MMSE receiver of user k [24]. When the MMSE receiver is used, ǫk (w,uk)
simplifies to

ǫ̃k(w) = 1−ukh
H
bk ,k

wk . (90)
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Then, we can equivalently rewrite (74) as

max
t,r̂,z,w,γγγ,u

∑
b∈B

ωb tb (91a)

s. t. tb ≤
r̂2
b

zb
,∀b ∈ B (91b)

zb ≥ gb(w̃b)+PRDδ(r̂b),∀b ∈ B (91c)

ǫk(w,uk) ≤
1

1+ γk
,∀k ∈ K (91d)

(74d), (74e). (91e)

The above problem is still nonconvex even for fixed receivers uk . However, if all uk’s

are fixed, all the other constraints are convex, while (91b) and (91d) are the DC con-

straints. The convex right-hand side of (91b) can be linearized as in (76). To deal with

(91d), we linearize 1
1+γk

around the point γ
(n)
k

as

1
1+γk

≥ (1+ γ(n)
k
)−1 − 1

(1+γ(n)
k

)2
(γk − γ(n)k

). (92)

As a result, problem (91), finding the beamformers for fixed receivers, can be approxi-

mated as

max
t,r̂,z,w,γγγ

∑
b∈B

ωb tb (93a)

s. t. tb ≤ 2r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

r̂b − ( r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

)2zb,∀b ∈ B (93b)

zb ≥ gb(w̃b)+PRDδ(r̂b),∀b ∈ B (93c)

ǫk(w) ≤ 1

(1+γ(n)
k

)
− γk−γ(n)k

(1+γ(n)
k

)2
,∀k ∈ K (93d)

α
∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ γk) ≥ r̂2
b,∀b ∈ B (93e)

∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B. (93f)

Thus, for fixed receivers the above convex problem can be run until convergence using

the SCA approach. However, the monotonic convergence of the objective function is

guaranteed even if we solve problem (93) only once after the receiver update, update

the linearization point ((93b) and (93d)), followed again by the receiver update and then

continue the procedure until convergence [148]. Problem (93) still requires centralized
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processing, since all the cells are coupled due to interference terms on the left-hand

side of (93d). To enable decentralized processing, we resort to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

(KKT) conditions [102] of (93). The Lagrangian of (93) can be written as

L(w, r̂, t,z, γγγ,υυυ,c,d, f,q) =∑
b∈B

ωb tb −
∑
b∈B

υb(tb −
2r̂

(n)
b

z
(n)
b

r̂b + (
r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

)2zb)

−
∑
b∈B

cb( 1
η

∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 +PRDδ(r̂b)+PRFNb +P0,b − zb)

−
∑
k∈K

dk(|uk |2(
∑
j∈K

|hH
b j ,k

wj |2+N0) −2Re(ukhH
bk ,k

wk)+1− (1+ γ(n)
k
)−1

+(1+ γ(n)
k
)−2(γk − γ(n)k

)) −
∑
b∈B

fb(r̂2
b −α

∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ γk))

−
∑
b∈B

qb(
∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 −Pb), (94)

where w, t,z, r̂, γγγ are primal variables and υυυ,c,d, f,q are dual variables related to con-

straints (93b) – (93f). The KKT conditions of (93) can be written as

∂L

∂wk

=
1
η

cbwk +

∑
j∈K

dj |uj |2hbk , jh
H
bk , j

wk −ukhbk ,kdk + qbwk = 0,∀k ∈ K (95a)

∂L

∂tb
= ωb −υb = 0,∀b ∈ B (95b)

∂L

∂r̂b
=

2r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

υb − cbPRDδ
′(r̂b) −2 fbr̂b = 0,∀b ∈ B (95c)

∂L

∂γk
= γk +1− fbα(1+γ(n)k

)2
dk

= 0,∀k ∈ K (95d)

∂L

∂zb
= cb −υb(

r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

)2 = 0,∀b ∈ B (95e)

c ≥ 0,d ≥ 0, f ≥ 0, s ≥ 0, υυυ ≥ 0 (95f)

υb(tb −
2r̂

(n)
b

z
(n)
b

r̂b + (
r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

)2zb) = 0,∀b ∈ B (95g)

cb( 1
η

∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 +PRDδ(r̂b)+NbPRF +P0,b − zb) = 0,∀b ∈ B (95h)

dk(|uk |2(
∑
j∈K

|hH
b j ,k

wj |2 +N0) −2Re(ukhH
bk ,k

wk)+1

− (1+ γ(n)
k
)−1
+ (1+ γ(n)

k
)−2(γk − γ(n)k

)) = 0,∀k ∈ K (95i)
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fb(r̂2
b −α

∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ γk)) = 0,∀b ∈ B (95j)

qb(
∑
k∈Kb

| |wk | |22 −Pb) = 0,∀b ∈ B (95k)

(93b), (93c), (93d), (93e), (93f). (95l)

In (95c), δ′(r̂b) is derivative of δ(r̂b). Equations (95b) and (95e) immediately imply that

υb = ωb and cb = ωb(
r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

)2. The beamformers can be solved from (95a) as

wk = dkuk(
∑
j∈K

dj |uj |2hbk , jh
H
bk , j
+ qbI+ 1

η
cbI)−1hbk ,k (96)

where dk and qb are dual variables related to the MSE constraints (93d) and power

constraints (93f). The dual variables qb are chosen to satisfy the power constraints

(93f) using the bisection algorithm [23]. The MMSE receivers, uk , are solved as given

in (89). Since (93b)-(93e) hold with equality at the optimum, we can write

γk = −ǫ̃k(w)(1+ γ(n)
k
)2+ (1+2γ

(n)
k
) (97a)

rb =

√
α

∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ γk) (97b)

zb = gb(w̃b)+PRDδ(r̂b) (97c)

tb =
2r̂

(n)
b

z
(n)
b

r̂b − ( r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

)2zb . (97d)

The dual variable fb can be computed from (95c) as

fb =

2
r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

ωb−ωb (
r̂
(n)
b

z
(n)
b

)2PRDδ
′(r̂b )

2r̂b
. (98)

Since the dual variables fb and dk depend on each other in (95d), one has to be fixed to

optimize for the other. In the proposed method, dk is fixed to evaluate fb using (98). By

solving dk from (95d), the dual variable d
(i)
k

at iteration i is a point in the line segment

between d
(i−1)
k

and
f
(i)
b

(1+γ(n)
k

)2

γ
(i)
k
+1

, determined by using a diminishing or a fixed step size,

ρ
(i)
B

∈ [0,1], i.e.,

d
(i)
k
= d

(i−1)
k
+ ρ

(i)
B
( f

(i)
b

α(1+γ(n)
k

)2

γ
(i)
k
+1

− d
(i−1)
k

). (99)
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The condition d
(i)
k
=

f
(i)
b

α(1+γ(n)
k

)2

γ
(i)
k
+1

is satisfied when dk converges.

To summarize, the updates in the iterative algorithm are as follows:

w
(i)
k
= d

(i−1)
k

u
(i−1)
k

(
∑
j∈K

d
(i−1)
j

|u(i−1)
j

|2hbk , jh
H
bk , j
+ qbI+ 1

η
c
(i−1)
b

I)−1hbk ,k (100a)

u
(i)
k
= (

∑
j∈K

hH
b j,k

w
(i)
j
(w(i)

j
)Hhb j ,k +N0)−1hH

bk ,k
w
(i)
k

(100b)

γ
(i)
k
= −ǫ̃k(w(i),u(i)

k
)(1+ γ(i−1)

k
)2+ (1+2γ

(i−1)
k

) (100c)

r̂
(i)
b
=

√
α

∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ γ(i)
k
) (100d)

z
(i)
b
=

1
η

∑
k∈Kb

| |w(i)
k
| |22 +NbPRF+P0,b +PRDδ(r̂(i)b

) (100e)

t
(i)
b
=

2r̂
(i−1)
b

z
(i−1)
b

r̂
(i)
b

− ( r̂
(i−1)
b

z
(i−1)
b

)2z
(i)
b

(100f)

f
(i)
b
=

2
r̂
(i−1)
b

z
(i−1)
b

ωb−ωb (
r̂
(i−1)
b

z
(i−1)
b

)2PRDδ
′(r̂ (i)

b
)

2r̂
(i)
b

(100g)

d
(i)
k
= d

(i−1)
k
+ ρB(

f
(i)
b

α(1+γ(i−1)
k

)2

γ
(i)
k
+1

− d
(i−1)
k

) (100h)

c
(i)
b
= ωb(

r̂
(i−1)
b

z
(i−1)
b

)2. (100i)

Note that (100f), (100g), (100h), and (100i) involve also r̂
(i−1)
b

, z
(i−1)
b

, and γ
(i−1)
k

, i.e.,

these values are not updated until the next iteration due to the fixed SCA step. The

beamformer structure in (100a) resembles the one provided by the weighted MMSE

method for weighted sum rate maximization (WSRmax) [24, 152]. Here, however, the

beamformer involves an additional scaling factor, 1
η

cb, to reflect the EE objective. Also,

the stream-specific scaling factor dk reflects the EE utility (not just the inverse of MSE,

as for WSRmax). The proposed decentralized algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 9.

Decentralized implementation and required signaling

To implement Algorithm 9 in a decentralized manner, a specific signaling strategy is

required. The beamformer update in (100a) requires information about the effective

channels, ujhbk , j , and dual variables dk . The effective channels ujhbk , j can be signaled

to the BSs using precoded pilots, i.e., the UL pilots (sequences) are multiplied by the
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Algorithm 9 Proposed decentralized beamformer design for the WsumEEmax

problem.

Initialization: Set n = 0 and generate initial points (γγγ(n),z(n), r̂(n)).
1: repeat

2: BS b,∀b: Update w
(i)
k

using (100a) and transmit precoded downlink pilots.

3: User k,∀k: Using the effective channel information, calculate u
(i)
k

using (100b).

4: User k,∀k: Signal u
(i)
k

to BSs using precoded pilots

5: BS b,∀b: Evaluate γ
(i)
k
,∀k ∈ Kb, r̂

(i)
b

, f
(i)
b

, z
(i)
b

, t
(i)
b

, c
(i)
b

and d
(i)
k
,∀k ∈ Kb .

6: BS b,∀b: Share d
(i)
k
,∀k ∈ Kb with other BSs via backhaul;

7: n := n+1.

8: until convergence or n > predefined maximum number of iterations;

Output: w∗
k
,∀k ∈ K.

complex scalars (or vectors in the multi-antenna case) [23]. Upon reception of the

pilots at the BSs, the BSs can calculate the MMSE ǫ̃k(w). Due to the fact that the power

consumption of BS b depends on all the beamformers of BS b, dk can be only evaluated

at the BS as such. In this case, dk should be shared via backhaul signaling with other

BSs. This means that each BS b needs to send Kb scalar values per iteration to other

BSs via backhaul. In a centralized method, a central controller requires the global

channel information, i.e., all the channel vectors in the network. Each complex channel

coefficient consists of two scalar coefficients. Let us assume an equal number of K̄ users

per cell and N antennas at each BS. Each BS needs to share 2KN scalars with a central

controller, which performs all the processing, or with all the other BSs. To sum up, the

overhead in the latter case is 2K(B−1)NB. Assuming again a fully connected network,

the total overhead of the decentralized method sums up to K̄(B−1)B, which is half from

that of the ADMM method. It is worth observing that the backhaul signaling overhead

of the centralized method scales both with the number of BS antennas N and the total

number of users K , while only with K̄ for the decentralized method. Thus, if the number

of antennas is large, the decentralized method requires less backhaul signaling, even

when the channels are static for a longer time. However, the benefits of the decentralized

method become more important in the time-varying channels because the BSs can easily

acquire local channel information, and they only need to exchange the weights dk [52].

The centralized method would require sharing all the channel information every time

when the channels change, causing significant backhaul signaling overhead and delays.

Another option would be to signal fb to the users of their own cell, and then dk to BSs
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using uplink precoded pilots, which would require no backhaul exchange. However,

this would incur additional pilot resources.

Remark 3. It is important to note that the strategy described above requires that both

the users and the BSs are involved in the optimization process. That is, after each

beamformer update, the users should calculate the MMSE receivers and again transmit

the precoded uplink pilots. This means that the pilot overhead would increase after

each iteration, which in turn would reduce the available resources for data, and also

require more power for over-the-air signaling. Thus, there exists a trade-off between

the available over-the-air iterations and EE performance, depending on the size of the

coherence block. This kind of strategy could be implemented, e.g., by adding a bi-

directional signaling phase in front of each TDD frame, as in [153]. In practice, we

have to define the maximum number of over-the-air iterations, which leaves a sufficient

amount of resources for data transmission [154]. However, since this thesis focuses

on investigating the upper bound performance, the numerical results focus on the case

where Algorithm 9 is implemented in a centralized fashion by assuming global channel

knowledge at the central processor, which performs all the calculations.

Notes on convergence of Algorithm 9

For the method discussed after (93), the monotonic convergence of the objective func-

tion (93a) can be guaranteed similarly to the queue deviation problem in [148]. Because

we solve the KKT conditions of (93) iteratively, the convergence of the distributed

method could be guaranteed in one special case. Specifically, we should first fix the

receivers and linearization point, (γγγ(n),z(n), r̂(n)), solve the KKT conditions (95) (with

fixed or diminishing step size ρB in (99)) until convergence, update the linearization

point and receivers again, and continue the procedure by solving the KKT conditions

with fixed receivers and linearization point (let us call this a complete method). In fact,

this kind of method would be equivalent to the method discussed after (93). However,

since we combine all the updates into a single iteration loop (i.e., update of lineariza-

tion point, receivers, and iterative line search for the dual variables dk) to improve the

convergence speed, the formal convergence of the objective cannot be guaranteed. For-

tunately, we have experimentally observed the convergence of the objective function on

the solution of the complete method if the step size ρB is properly chosen, and the con-

vergence comparison in Figure 18 shows that it also converges on the same objective as
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Algorithm 8 as expected. The choice of ρB in (99) also affects the convergence speed

of the algorithm. The convergence behavior is illustrated in the numerical experiments.

Comparison of the decentralized methods

Although both Algorithms 8 and 9 can be realized based on local CSI, the implemen-

tation is fundamentally different. Algorithm 9 involves an MMSE (scalar) receiver

update, which requires a specific combination of over-the-air and backhaul signaling

strategy, as discussed before. However, an important advantage here is that it is directly

applicable to a system with multi-antenna receivers, since it already involves receiver

optimization. On the other hand, Algorithm 8 does not have this benefit as such. The

key advantage of Algorithm 8 is that when each BS has a local CSI, it does not require

any over-the-air signaling but can be realized only based on backhaul signaling. There

are different options for modifying the signaling strategy of Algorithm 9 to reduce ei-

ther the backhaul, over-the-air overhead, or both [23, 153]. This naturally impacts the

overall convergence speed. However, studying different signaling strategies is beyond

the scope of this thesis.

Network EEmax problem

The problem of network EEmax is more challenging to implement in a decentralized

manner, due to the fact that both the sum rate and sum power couple the entire network,

since they appear in a single fraction in (64). However, by allowing more backhaul sig-

naling, it is possible to arrive at a slightly modified version of Algorithm 9. Specifically,

for the network EEmax we replace (91) with

max
t,r̂,z,w,γγγ,p,u

∑
b∈B

tb (101a)

s. t. tb ≤
r̂2
b

p
,∀b ∈ B (101b)

p ≥
∑
b∈B

zb (101c)

(91c)− (91e), (101d)

where we have added a new variable p for ease of notation. Problem (101) appears

somewhat similar to the one in (91), except now the sum power p appears in constraint
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(101b) and, thus, links all the cells. By following the same steps to arrive at the updates

in (100), all the other updates remain the same except υb = 1, and t
(i)
b
, f

(i)
b

, and c
(i)
b

in

(100f), (100g), and (100i) are replaced with

t
(i)
b
=

2r̂
(i−1)
b

p(i−1) r̂
(i)
b

− ( r̂
(i−1)
b

p(i−1) )2p(i) (102a)

f
(i)
b
=

2
r̂
(i−1)
b

p(i−1) −c
(i−1)
b

PRDδ
′(r̂ (i)

b
)

2r̂
(i)
b

(102b)

c
(i)
b
=

∑
b∈B

( r̂
(i−1)
b

p(i−1) )2, (102c)

respectively. Furthermore, we need to add an update for p as

p(i) =
∑
b∈B

z
(i)
b
. (103)

Equation (102c) implies that c
(i)
b

is actually the same for all the BSs, so cb in the beam-

former update (100a) reflects the total network EE instead of the BS-specific EE, as in

the WsumEEmax problem. We can see that due to the coupling in (102c) and (103), the

BS-specific scalars ( r̂
(i−1)
b

p(i−1) )2 and power consumption values zb need to be exchanged be-

tween the BSs. This adds additional signaling overhead compared to the WsumEEmax

problem that scales with the number of BSs. Similarly to the WsumEEmax case,

this is a numerically efficient method, which can be realized without invoking any

optimization solver.

4.4 Power consumption due to computational complexity

Evaluating the power consumption due to computational complexity for Algorithms 6,

7, and 8 is challenging because they are based on solving optimization problems with

the solvers. Moreover, the worst-case complexity models (e.g., in [155]) are in general

rather conservative and do not give a realistic view. However, for Algorithm 9 and

the closed-form solution for the NetEEmax problem presented in the previous section,

we can estimate the per-iteration complexity due to their closed-form structure. Thus,

we use them as baseline schemes for the power consumption analysis. The proposed

algorithms result in a weighted MMSE beamformer structure (96), where the weights

dk reflect the EE objective. The per-iteration complexity is the number of (real) floating

point operations performed per second in steps (100a)-(100i). By summing up all the
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steps, we get the per-BS power consumption to calculate the beamformers as

P
Alg. 9

LP,iter
=

BW

U
(

A1N3
b
+ A2 |K |N2

b
+ A3N2

b
+ A4 |K |+ A5

LBS

), (104)

where A1 =
4
3
, A2 = (2+3/Q), A3= 2+6|Kb |, A4 = 6+(2+3/Q)Nb+8Nb |Kb |+2|Kb |, A5 =

2
3

Nb +2|Kb |Nb +29|Kb |+8Nb |Kb |. Note that the beamformers are calculated once per

coherence block, that is, F/U gives the number of flop per symbol (F is the number of

flop per coherence block). To obtain the number of flop per second (Fb), the factor BW

is required, which is the number of symbols per second. In A2 and A4, some terms

are divided by Q to get the correct result because the outer products hb,khH
b,k

have to

be calculated only once in a centralized setting, meaning that the calculation of these

terms does not scale with the number of iterations. However, if the decentralized sig-

naling implementation presented in subsection 4.3.2 would be applied, then these terms

should be recalculated for every iteration due to the effective channel knowledge only.

That is, the above equation assumes centralized processing, but without this one excep-

tion the complexity of the decentralized method would be the same. It is interesting

to note that in fact, the summations and products related to the first term inside the in-

verse of (100a) dominate the complexity when |K | > Nb , because it is the term scaling

with O(|K|N2
b
). PLP,iter, assumes that the beamformer equation (100a) is solved using

the standard Cholesky decomposition and forward/backward substitutions [156]. It is

worth observing that the complexities of the decentralized methods are significantly

smaller than in Algorithms 6 and 7, which makes them tractable for energy-efficient

processing. The complexity for the similar implementation of the NetEEmax problem

is approximately the same.

4.5 Numerical results

We evaluate the performance for a quasistatic frequency flat Rayleigh fading channel

model and consider a 7-cell wrap-around model where each user suffers interference

from six neighboring base stations. We also assumed a small-cell setup where the inter-

BS distance dB was 120 m. The radius of each cell was assumed to be dB

2
, i.e., the cell

edges are overlapping and the users are randomly dropped to the cell edges to enable

fairness for the users. The path loss in dB is modeled as 35 + 30log(d)with user distance
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Table 1. Simulation parameters, [92] c© 2017, IEEE.

Parameter Value

Inter-BS distance 120 m [63, 128]
Cell radius 60 m
BW 20 MHz
Path loss model 35 + 30log(db,k [m]) + N(0, 8) dB
Pb 27 dBm
ωb 1
N0 -98 dBm
PFIX 3 Watt [14]
PRF 0.4 Watt [14, 108]
PSYN 1 Watt [108]
PUE 0.1 Watt
PLP Eq. (62)

PCE 0.05 Watt
LBS 12.8 Gflops/Watt [108, 157]
η 0.2 [108]

db,k in meters (from BS b to user k), and the shadowing is modeled as a log-normal

distribution with a standard deviation of 8 dB [63, 128]. We set |Kb | = K̄,Nb = N for

all b, i.e., K̄ represents the number of users per cell and N the number of antennas at

each BS, and the algorithms are stopped when the change over the last five iterations is

smaller than ξ = 10−4. We set δ(yb) = y
m
b

, where yb is the data rate of BS b and m ≥ 1

is any rational number; the other simulation parameters adopted from [14], [108], [62],

[107] are presented in Table 1 and in the figures.

In figures 14-19, we focus on algorithmic behavior, and thus, assume equal power

consumption due to complexity for all the algorithms. That is, we set PLP,b = 0.185W ,

∀b. In this regard, the rest of figures 20-21 then demonstrate a more realistic view of

the effect of complexity on the achieved EE of the proposed algorithms.

Centralized methods

Figure 14 plots the convergence examples for Algorithms 6 and 7. We can see that both

algorithms converge relatively quickly in the considered setting and the obtained solu-

tion is insensitive to the initial points. We have numerically observed that the proposed

algorithms stabilized (i.e., fairly close to the convergent point) after approximately 10

iterations. The convergence speed could be further increased via good initial points.

Figure 15 compares the individual BS energy efficiencies (upper figure) and sum

rates (lower figure) achieved in the NetEEmax and WsumEEmax problems for three

random channel realizations. As can be seen, when equal weights are used for all the

BSs, the WsumEEmax clearly balances the energy efficiencies and rates between the
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Fig. 14. Convergence illustration of the centralized method for NetEEmax (Algorithm 6) and
WsumEEmax (Algorithm 7) with N = 4, K̄ = 2, U = 100, m = 1.2, PRD = 2.4 [Watts/(Gbits/s)m]
[62, 108], [92] c© 2017, IEEE.

cells. As far as fair resource allocation is concerned, the WsumEEmax design criterion

proved to be a good choice.

Figure 16 illustrates the average energy efficiency as a function of PRD for differ-

ent exponent values m. We compare the proposed algorithm with the existing method

in [63] (dubbed "DB-WMMSE", referring to the combination of the Dinkelbach and

WMMSE algorithm), where the rate-dependent power consumption is not taken into

account in the optimization problem. However, to have a fair comparison, after solving

the energy efficiency problem with PRD = 0, the EE value plotted in Figure 16 includes

also the impact of the rate-dependent power. As analyzed mathematically in Remark 2,

the rate-dependent term does not affect the solution of the network EEmax when m = 1.

However, for a general model m > 1, the proposed algorithm can provide up to 60% gain

in the considered setting, demonstrating the importance of including the rate-dependent

power consumption in the optimization problem. Note that the gains in Algorithm 6

depend on the setup. Larger gains can be achieved in the systems with a low transmit

power, where the rate-dependent signal processing power consumption is a significant

part of the total power consumption. Figure 16 also reveals that the power model has

a huge impact on the energy efficiency, which shows the importance of accurate power

modeling.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of individual energy efficiencies (upper figure) and sum rates (lower
figure) of the cells achieved in network EEmax (right bar) and weighted sum EEmax (left bar)
with N = 4, K̄ = 2, U = 100, m = 1, PRD = 2.4 [Watts/(Gbits/s)m ]. The colors denote different
base stations, [92] c© 2017, IEEE.
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Fig. 16. Energy efficiency comparison of the algorithms for different rate-dependent power
consumption models with N = 4, K̄ = 2, U = 100, [92] c© 2017, IEEE.

Figure 17 compares the WsumEE performance with different exponent values m for

the same simulation parameters as in Figure 16. Here, we similarly compare Algorithm

7 with the existing method in [74] (labeled "Parametric"), where the rate-dependent

power consumption is not taken into account in the optimization problem. We can see
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that for the WsumEE, Algorithm 7 offers performance improvement compared to the

traditional method, even when a linear rate-dependent power consumption model is

used (i.e., m = 1).
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Fig. 17. Weighted sum energy efficiency comparison of the algorithms for different rate-
dependent power consumption models with N = 4, K̄ = 2, U = 100, [92] c© 2017, IEEE.
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Fig. 18. Convergence examples of the decentralized methods for WsumEEmax with N = 4,
K̄ = 2, U = 10000, m = 1, PRD = 2.4 [Watts/(Gbits/s)m ].

Decentralized methods

Figure 18 compares Algorithm 9 and Algorithm 8 in terms of convergence. The same

power consumption due to complexity is used for both algorithms for the sake of fair

comparison. For comparison, we also simulate a two-cell model with the same user

distances. First, it can be observed that both of the decentralized methods achieve

the same WsumEE performance as the centralized method (Algorithm 7) after conver-

gence. Based on experience, the general trend is that the ADMM-based method is very

efficient in a network with lower dimensions, e.g., when B = 2, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 18b. However, when the network dimensions increase, the number of interference

variables increases and the speed of convergence becomes significantly lower, which

can be seen in Figure 18a. However, Algorithm 9 does not suffer from this drawback.

The drawback of Algorithm 9 is that the ‘extra’ MMSE receiver update usually results

in a low convergence speed in the near vicinity of the convergence point. This same

problem exists also for conventional methods utilizing WMMSE algorithms [24], [63],

[23]. However, practical gains are achieved already after 10-15 iterations. In Algorithm

9, the step size ρ
(i)
B

was set differently in 18a and 18b because, in general, for a larger

network it is better to use a smaller and fixed step size to obtain a stabile convergence

speed, while for a smaller network it is better to use a larger step size. The effect of the

step size is illustrated in the next experiments.

Figure 19 demonstrates the effect of S and ρ
(i)
B

on the convergence of the decen-

tralized methods for the WsumEEmax. First, Figures 19a and 19b show that it is not

beneficial to run too many iterations of ADMM for a fixed SCA step. That is, when S

is smaller, the convergence speed can be improved significantly. However, in a larger
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Fig. 19. The effect of parameters S and ρ
(i)
B

on the convergence of the decentralized methods

with N = 4, K̄ = 2, U = 10000, m = 1, PRD = 2.4 [Watts/(Gbits/s)m].

network the step size ρA cannot be too small in order to avoid possible instability in the

algorithm. It can be observed that when B = 2, it is possible to even fully combine SCA

and ADMM in the same loop (S = 1) and achieve a very fast convergence. On the other

hand, for Algorithm 9 one can observe that a larger step size yields faster convergence.

However, in a large network, too large a step size can result in an unstable algorithm

and may not converge. Generally, the observation has been that ρ
(i)
B
< 0.5 converges

for most of the experiments in many different scenarios. When B = 2, we can set even

ρ
(i)
B
= 1 and still observe the fastest convergence.

Figure 20 demonstrates the effect of algorithm complexity on the average energy ef-

ficiency of the closed-form solutions for NetEEmax and WsumEEmax with coherence

block sizes of U = 10000 and U = 1000. More specifically, since each iteration of the al-

gorithm consumes a certain amount power according to the power consumption model

in (104), we set the maximum number of iterations Q and stopped the algorithm after

Q iterations, which is shown on the x-axis. This method is then compared with the up-
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Fig. 20. Average NetEE and WsumEE vs. the maximum number of iterations Q with K̄ =

3, PRD = 2.4 [Watts/(Gbits/s)m], m = 1.

per bound (UB) solution, where Q is the same in the power consumption model (104),

but the algorithm has run until convergence. It can be observed that the best number

of iterations and the significance of the complexity depends on the number of anten-

nas and the coherence block size for both algorithms. For example, when U = 10000,

it is possible to run even 100 iterations without causing degradation in the energy ef-

ficiency. However, when U is smaller, the required processing per second increases

and the resulting power consumption becomes more significant, and the performance

decreases after a particular number of iterations due to the fact that the power consump-

tion increase starts to dominate the achieved gain from the beamformer updates. That

is, running 20-50 iterations, depending on the number of antennas, gives the best energy

efficiency in the considered setting. The results show that even with the practical num-

ber of iterations, we can get relatively close to the upper bound and achieve significant

EE improvements over conventional schemes, as shown in next experiment in Figure

21.
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Fig. 21. Average EE vs. the number of TX antennas N with K̄ = 3, PRD = 2.4 [Watts/(Gbits/s)m],
m = 1.

Figure 21 compares the proposed algorithms with various conventional methods

in terms of the average energy efficiency for the different numbers of transmit anten-

nas N with U = 10000 and U = 1000. Since the complexity evaluation is difficult

for Algorithms 6 and 7, as discussed in Section 4.4, we plot the performance of the
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closed-form solutions presented in Section 4.3. Note that in this figure, the actual

network EE is also shown for Algorithm 9. Specifically, the beamformers were cal-

culated using Algorithm 9, i.e., using the WsumEEmax as a design criterion, and the

obtained beamformers were then used to calculate the objective of NetEEmax. We com-

pare the proposed algorithms with various conventional beamforming methods, such

as the uncoordinated method, the orthogonal access method, the zero-forcing method

with single-cell processing (Algorithm 2), and MMSE beamforming with multi-cell

and single-cell processing. The uncoordinated and the orthogonal methods require no

coordination, i.e., each BS tries to maximize its own EE. This means that their power

consumption due to the complexity scales only with the number of users in each cell

(and the number of antennas), i.e., the power model (104) is changed accordingly. In

the uncoordinated method, all the BSs use all the bandwidth without any coordina-

tion, thereby causing severe inter-cell interference. With orthogonal access, the band-

width is divided into seven orthogonal sub-bands so that each BS occupies BW/7 band-

width, and, thus, the noise power level is also seven times lower. With the MMSE

precoding, we defined wk =
√

pkw̃k , where pk is the transmit power for user k and

w̃k = (IN +
∑

j∈K
Pb

K̄N0
hbk , jh

H
bk , j

)−1hbk ,k/||(IN +
Pb

K̄N0

∑
j∈K hbk , jh

H
bk , j

)−1hbk ,k | |2 is the

normalized MMSE beamforming vector. Then, the expressions w̃k were plugged into

problem (67), and the problem was iteratively solved by optimizing the power alloca-

tion to maximize the EE, while keeping w̃k fixed. The multi-cell MMSE optimizes

the power allocation to maximize the network EE, while the single-cell MMSE tries to

maximize the BS-specific energy efficiencies, while still taking all the channel direc-

tions into account in the precoding. The complexity of MMSE precoding is calculated

according to w̃k above via a similar derivation as was used in (104). It was assumed

that the MMSE precoding methods require only a few iterations (although it may re-

quire more in practice), i.e., Q = 3 in the power consumption model, while we still ran

the algorithm until convergence. On the other hand, we fixed Q = 70 and Q = 45 in the

figures for the proposed closed-form solutions according to Figure 20.

We can see that the EE increases with the number of antennas, even though the

power consumption due to the complexity (and also the number of RF chains) increases

rapidly (see (104)). It can also be observed that significant 30-300% EE gains are

achieved over all the other methods, even though power consumption related to the

computational complexity is higher. The large gains of the proposed methods over the

MMSE precoding also reveal that optimizing the beamforming directions has a sig-

nificant impact on the EE. The performance differences between the MMSE method
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and the proposed algorithms can be partly explained by looking at, e.g., the MMSE

beamformer structure and the optimized beamformer structure in (96). We can see that

the MMSE beamformer gives equal weights to all the user channels, while the proposed

beamformer structure maximizes the desired EE objective by adjusting the weighting in

each direction. More specifically, the relative importance of the cancelled/suppressed

directions can be controlled by adjusting the user-specific weights, depending on the

scenario. For example, in some scenarios it might be beneficial to assign (near) zero

weights for a subset of users to maximize the EE objective. This would enable better

interference-controlling capability for users with nonzero weights. This flexibility does

not exist in the MMSE beamformer case, where the weights are assumed to be equal.

In practice, there exists a trade-off between the number of iterations for the beamformer

calculation and the achieved EE, because each iteration consumes some power but pro-

duces better beamformers toward the final ones. This trade-off was illustrated in Figure

20. Note that in Figure 21b, the achieved EE for WsumEEmax is even slightly better

than the NetEEmax, but this is only because the decentralized method for NetEEmax

has a bit slower convergence speed in the considered setting, and has not found the best

solution after Q iterations. The step-size parameter could be further tuned to find a

better solution more quickly.

4.6 Summary and discussions

This chapter has studied multi-cell energy-efficient coordinated beamforming with a

power model that also scales with the data rate and algorithm complexity. Two different

optimization criteria have been considered: network energy efficiency maximization

and weighted sum energy efficiency maximization. The framework for the proposed

solutions has been based on the successive convex approximation principle. Alternative

formulations, which enable decentralized processing and closed-form implementations

using only local channel state information and limited backhaul signaling, have been

also proposed. The numerical results have illustrated that the rate-dependent power

consumption can have a significant impact on the energy efficiency, depending on the

model, and it is an important factor to be taken into account when devising energy-

efficient transmission strategies. It was also illustrated that the algorithm complexity

can have a significant impact on the energy efficiency. The proposed methods have

been shown to outperform various conventional beamformer designs, even when the

higher level of complexity is accounted for.
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5 Energy-efficient transmission for multi-cell

multigroup multicasting

This chapter studies energy-efficient joint coordinated beamforming and antenna selec-

tion in multi-cell multiuser multigroup multicast multiple-input single-output systems.

The same power consumption model as in Chapter 3 is assumed, i.e., the rate-dependent

term in (14) is ignored. We first consider a conventional network energy efficiency max-

imization (EEmax) problem by jointly optimizing the transmit beamformers and anten-

nas selected to be used for transmission. We also account for per-antenna maximum

power constraints to potentially reduce non-linear distortion in power amplifiers and

user-specific minimum rate constraints to guarantee certain service levels and fairness.

To be energy efficient, transmit antenna selection is employed, which eventually leads

to a mixed-Boolean fractional program. We then propose two different approaches to

solve this difficult problem. The first solution is based on a novel modeling technique

generalized from Section 3.3 that produces a tight continuous relaxation. The second

approach is based on the sparsity-inducing method, which does not require the intro-

duction of any Boolean variable. We also investigate the trade-off between the energy

efficiency and sum rate by proposing two different formulations. In the first formula-

tion, we propose a new metric that is the ratio of the sum rate and the so-called weighted

power. Specifically, this metric reduces to EEmax when the weight is 1 and to the sum

rate maximization when the weight is 0. With the other method, we treat the trade-off

problem as a multi-objective optimization for which a scalarization approach is adopted.

The numerical results illustrate significant achievable energy efficiency gains over the

method where the antenna selection is not employed. The effect of antenna selection

on the energy efficiency and sum rate trade-off is also demonstrated.

5.1 Network energy efficiency maximization

Under the system model presented in Section 2.5, the network EE maximization prob-

lem can be formulated as

max
w,a

R(w)
g(w,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

(105a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ ab,iPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (105b)
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log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥ R̄k,∀k ∈ K, (105c)

ab,i ∈ {0,1},∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb, (105d)

where g(w,a) , ∑
g∈G

1
η
| |wg | |22 + PRF

∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

ab,i is a function denoting the adjustable

power consumption, R̄k is the minimum rate requirement for user k, a, [a1,1, . . . ,a1,N1
,

a2,1, . . . ,a2,N2
, . . . ,aB,Nb

]T denotes the vector of all the antenna selection variables, and

ŵb,i , [[wGb(1)]i, [wGb(2)]i, . . . , [wGb (Gb )]i]T includes the beamforming coefficients re-

lated to antenna i of BS b. R(w) , ∑
g∈G

min
k∈K̂g

log(1+ Γk(w)) is a function denoting the

sum rate. The constraint in (105b) guarantees that if ab,i = 0, then the beamformers

associated with antenna i are set to zero. It also sets the maximum antenna-specific

power constraint (Pb,i). The above problem is a non-convex mixed-Boolean fractional

program, which is difficult to tackle as such. One of the main challenges is that the

problem is non-convex, even when the Boolean variables are relaxed to be continuous.

More specifically, in that case (105c) and the numerator of the objective function are

non-convex. Compared to the unicasting transmission considered in the previous chap-

ters, the multicasting problem is more difficult to solve optimally mainly because a

single beamforming vector affects the desired signal power of multiple users simultane-

ously. Thus, here the interest is in finding SCA-based solutions.

5.1.1 Mixed-Boolean programming-based method

Equivalent transformation

We aim at developing a continuous relaxation based algorithm that yields a result close

to that of the Boolean solution. To this end, a tight continuous relaxation plays an

important role. Thus, we replace (105d) with 0 ≤ ab,i ≤ 1 as a first step. Consequently,

(105b) becomes a convex constraint as such after the relaxation. As was shown already

in the single-cell unicasting case of Chapter 3, this simple formulation yields a loose

continuous relaxation that makes post-processing difficult and inefficient. As a first

step towards a more efficient reformulation of (105), we first equivalently replace the

maximum power constraints in (105b) with the following two constraints:

| |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ a
χ

b,i
vb,i, ∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (106a)

vb,i ≤ Pb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb, (106b)
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where vb,i is a new variable denoting the transmit power of antenna i of BS b. The

equivalence between (105b) and (106) is guaranteed, because ab,i is Boolean, i.e., a
χ

b,i
=

ab,i for any χ > 0. We note that when χ = 1, (106) is called the perspective formulation

[141, 142], which is usually used to efficiently find optimal solutions for mixed-Boolean

programs with convex continuous relaxations. However, in our case the considered

problem is non-convex even after the continuous relaxation, that is, we aim to find an

approximate solution for the continuous relaxation that can be easily mapped to a high-

quality solution for the original mixed-Boolean fractional program.

Herein, the exponent χ ≥ 1 is introduced in (106a) to act as a penalty parameter,

which penalizes the values of ab,i so that they are encouraged towards a Boolean solu-

tion when considering the continuous relaxation. More explicitly, the larger χ is, the

tighter the continuous relaxation. As a result, we are interested in solving the following

problem:

max
w,v,a

R(w)
g(v,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

(107a)

s. t. (106a), (106b), (105c) (107b)

0 ≤ ab,i ≤ 1,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb, (107c)

where v , {vb,i}b∈B,i∈Nb
and g(v,a) , ∑

b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

1
η
vb,i + PRF

∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

ab,i . Note that

for the Boolean formulation, i.e., when ab,i are Boolean, (107) is equivalent to (105).

Mathematically, we then have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.

EEbool

(iii)
≤ EEcont,χ =m

(ii)
≤ EEcont,χ = 1

(i)
≤ EEcont,orig, (108)

where EEbool, EEcont,χ=m, and EEcont,orig refer to the optimal objective of the Boolean

formulation (105), continuous relaxation (107) with χ = m, and continuous relaxation

of (105).

Proof. Proof is provided in Appendix 3. �

The proposed formulation is a generalization of the approach used in subsection

3.3.3 for single-cell multiuser MISO unicasting, where χ = 1 and χ = 2 were considered.

However, the numerical results in Section 6.3 show that the value of χ has a significant

impact on the algorithm performance.
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Using the proposed formulation and continuous relaxation, (107) is equivalently

transformed as

max
w,γγγ,v,a,r

∑
g∈G rg

g(v,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

(109a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ a
χ

b,i
vb,i, ∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (109b)

vb,i ≤ Pb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (109c)

0 ≤ ab,i ≤ 1,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (109d)

γk ≤
|hH

bg,k
wg |2

N0 +
∑

u∈G\{g}
|hH

bu,k
wu |2

,∀k ∈ K (109e)

rg ≥ max
k∈K̂g

(R̄k),∀g ∈ G (109f)

rg ≤ log(1+ γk),∀g ∈ G, k ∈ K̂g, (109g)

where γγγ , {γk}k∈K,r , {rg}g∈G are new variables representing the SINR of each user

k and the rate of the weakest link in user group g, respectively. We have equivalently

replaced rg ≤ min
k∈K̂g

log(1+ γk) with rg ≤ log(1+ γk),∀k ∈ K̂g in (109g), because if the

minimum user rate satisfies the constraint, then all the user rates in that particular group

have to satisfy it. On the other hand, the group rate requirement in (109f) for group g

must be at least as large as the largest rate requirement in the group.

Lemma 3. Problems (107) and (109) are equivalent at the optimum.

Proof. The proof is provided in Appendix 4. �

According to the proof, it is not difficult to see that (107) and (109) are equivalent

when ab,i’s are binary, because the constraints in (109e) and (109b) are active and

rg = min
k∈K̂g

log(1+ γk),∀g ∈ G in (109g) is satisfied at the optimum.

By taking a look at (109), we can observe that the objective function is a concave-

convex fractional function and the difficulty in solving (109) is due to the constraints

(109e) and (109b).
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Solving the equivalent transformation

As a first step, the nonconvex SINR constraints (109e) can be handled as in (68) to

arrive at

γk ≤
|hH

bg,k
wg |2

βk
,∀k ∈ K (110a)

βk ≥ N0+

∑
u∈G\{g}

|hH
bu,k

wu |2,∀k ∈ K . (110b)

To find a more tractable formulation for (109b), we first equivalently write it as

| |ŵb,i | |22
vb,i

≤ a
χ

b,i
, ∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb, (111)

where the left side is a convex quadratic-over-linear function and the right side is convex.

At this point, we can equivalently write (109) as

max
w,γγγ,v,a,βββ,r

∑
g∈G rg

g(v,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

(112a)

s. t.
| |ŵb,i | |22
vb,i

≤ a
χ

b,i
, ∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (112b)

γk ≤
|hH

bg,k
wg |2

βk
,∀k ∈ K (112c)

0 ≤ ab,i ≤ 1,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (112d)

(109c), (109f), (109g), (110b). (112e)

Now we can see that in (112), all the other constraints are convex except (112b) and

(112c), which can be expressed as a difference of convex functions. Again, to deal with

the right side of (112c), we can write its linear lower bound approximation at point

(w(n)
g , β

(n)
k
) as

|hH
bg,k

wg |2/βk ≥ 2Re((w(n)
g )Hhbg,khH

bg,k
wg)/β(n)k

−(|hH
bg,k

w
(n)
g |/β(n)

k
)2βk , Ψ(n)

k
(wg, βk). (113)

For (112b), we can write the linear lower bound approximation of the right side at point

a
(n)
b,i

as

a
χ

b,i
≥ (1− χ)(a(n)

b,i
)χ + χ(a(n)

b,i
)
(χ−1)

ab,i , Υ
(n)
b,i
(ab,i). (114)
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With the approximations (113) and (114), we can write the concave-convex fractional

problem at iteration n+1 as

max
w,γγγ,v,a,βββ,r

∑
g∈G rg

g(v,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

(115a)

s. t.
| |ŵb,i | |22
vb,i

≤ Υ(n)
b,i
(ab,i),∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (115b)

γk ≤ Ψ(n)
k

(wg, βk),∀k ∈ K (115c)

0 ≤ ab,i ≤ 1,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (115d)

(109c), (109f), (110b), (109g). (115e)

Then, using the Charnes-Cooper transformation [104], as in subsection 4.2.1, solving

(115) is equivalent to the following convex problem:

max
φ>0,w̄,γ̄γγ,v̄,ā,β̄ββ,r̄

∑
g∈G

r̄g (116a)

s. t.
∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

(1
η
v̄b,i +PRFāb,i)+ φ

∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤ 1 (116b)

| | ¯̂wb,i | |22
v̄b,i

≤ φΥ
(n)
b,i
( āb,i

φ
),∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (116c)

v̄b,i ≤ φPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (116d)

0 ≤ āb,i ≤ φ,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (116e)

γ̄k ≤ φΨ
(n)
k
(
w̄g

φ
,
β̄k

φ
),∀k ∈ K (116f)

r̄g ≥ φ max
k∈K̂g

(R̄k),∀g ∈ G (116g)

φβ̄k ≥ φ2N0 +

∑
u∈G\{g}

|hH
bu,k

w̄u |2,∀k ∈ K (116h)

r̄g ≤ φ log(1+ γ̄k
φ
),∀g ∈ G, k ∈ K̂g . (116i)

After solving (116), the optimal solutions for the original fractional program (115)

can be found as w∗
g = w̄∗

g/φ∗, β∗k = β̄
∗
k
/φ∗, γ∗

k
= γ̄∗

k
/φ∗,a∗

b,i
= ā∗

b,i
/φ∗, v∗

b,i
= v̄

∗
b,i
/φ∗,r∗g =

r̄∗g/φ∗, where w̄∗
g, φ

∗, β̄∗
k
, γ̄∗

k
, ā∗

b,i
, v̄∗

b,i
, r̄∗g are the optimal variables of (116). The variable

φ represents the inverse of the total power consumption in the problem. As a result,

we use the idea of successive convex approximation [136], where the convex problem

(116) is solved at iteration n+1. After solving the problem at iteration n+1, the optimal
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solutions w∗
g, β

∗
k
,a∗

b,i
are then used to updateΨ

(n+1)
k

(wg, βk ) and Υ
(n+1)
b,i

(ab,i) for the next

iteration. The monotonic convergence of the objective function (116a) is not difficult

to see, and a more detailed convergence analysis for the problem with a similar struc-

ture can be found, e.g., in [148, Appendix A]. A short proof of the proposed iterative

algorithm is provided in Appendix 5.

Remark 4. If at least one of the rate targets, R̄k, in some user group of BS b is non-zero,

we can further reduce the feasible set of (116) by adding the constraints∑
i∈Nb

āb,i ≥ φXb,∀b ∈ B, (117)

where Xb is the number of groups served by BS b, which have at least one user having

a non-zero rate target. This can be done because it is known that at least Xb antennas

have to be active to be able to transmit Xb independent data streams.

Recovering the Boolean solution from continuous relaxation

Generally, solving the continuous relaxation usually results in a solution where many of

the antenna selection variables are non-Boolean. However, due to the new formulation

in (112b), many of the continuous antenna selection variables converge at the Boolean.

Thus, we propose switching off all antennas for which ab,i < ζ , where ζ is a small

threshold. After performing the antenna selection, the algorithm needs to be run again

with the selected antenna set to find the beamformers with lower dimensions. The

proposed joint beamforming and antenna selection method is summarized in Algorithm

10.

Simplified algorithm

It is worth observing that the beamformers produced by steps 1-5 of Algorithm 10 are

always feasible for the original problem (105) as well. This means that it is possi-

ble to use the antenna set and the beamformers obtained from the relaxed problem for

transmission. Thus, we propose a simpler version of the algorithm, where step 7 is com-

pletely ignored. In this case, the choice of χ becomes more important, and with a larger

χ, the simple algorithm yields a performance closer to that of the original algorithm, in

other words, the achieved solution approaches the Boolean one. The numerical results

illustrate the fact that the beamformers returned by the relaxed problem already yield
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a good energy efficiency with the proper choice of χ. This method is called ‘Alg. 10,

simple’ in the numerical results.

Initial points

One of the main challenges is in finding feasible initial points, especially due to the QoS

constraints. We can first note that a feasible point for the energy efficiency maximiza-

tion is also feasible for the sum rate maximization and vice versa. Thus, we can focus

on the sum rate maximization problem to simplify the initialization procedure. The ini-

tial a(0) can be set to all-ones. To find w(0), βββ(0), we can apply a similar approach as that

in [158]. We first initialize any w(0), βββ(0) and then consider the following problem:

max
w,γγγ,βββ,κκκ,r,ςςς,ooo

∑
g∈G

rg −λ(
∑
k∈K

(κ1,k +κ2,k)+
∑
g∈G

ςg +
∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

ob,i) (118a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 −Pb,i ≤ ob,i, ∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (118b)

γk −Ψ(0)
k
(wg, βk) ≤ κ1,k,∀k ∈ K (118c)

max
k∈K̂g

(R̄k) − rg ≤ ςg,∀g ∈ G (118d)

rg ≤ log(1+ γk),∀g ∈ G, k ∈ K̂g (118e)

N0 +

∑
u∈G\{g}

|hH
bu,k

wu |2 − βk ≤ κ2,k,∀k ∈ K (118f)

κ1,k ≥ 0,κ2,k ≥ 0,∀k ∈ K (118g)

ob,i ≥ 0,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (118h)

ςg ≥ 0,∀g ∈ G, i ∈ Nb, (118i)

where λ is a positive penalty parameter andκκκ, {κ1,k,κ2,k }k∈K,ooo, {ob,i}b∈B,i∈Nb
, ςςς,

{ςg}g∈G are new slack variables. The above problem is iteratively solved by updating

Ψ
(0)
k
(wg, βk) after each iteration, until κκκ = 0,ooo = 0, ςςς = 0. The feasible point can be

found quite efficiently because the penalty terms are encouraged to be set to zero due

to the penalty function in the objective.

SOCP approximation

The solution proposed in the previous section requires solving a generic non-linear con-

vex program in each iteration, which is difficult to solve efficiently due to the exponen-

tial cone in the objective function. Here we aim at finding a more efficient formulation.
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Algorithm 10 Proposed joint beamforming and antenna selection design.

Initialization: Set n = 0 and generate feasible initial points (w(n), βββ(n),a(n)).
1: repeat

2: Solve (116) with (w(n), βββ(n),a(n)) and denote optimal values as (w̄∗, β̄ββ
∗
, ā∗).

3: Update w(n+1)
= w̄∗/φ, βββ(n+1)

= β̄ββ
∗/φ,a(n+1)

= ā∗/φ and

Υ
(n+1)
b,i

(ab,i),Ψ(n+1)
k

(wg, βk).
4: n := n+1,

5: until convergence.

Output: a∗
b,i
=

ā∗
b, i

φ∗ ,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb

6: Set ab,i = 0 for all b, i for which a∗
b,i
< ζ .

7: Run steps 1 – 5 again with fixed a to find beamformers with reduced dimensions.

Output: w∗
g =

w̄∗
g

φ∗ ,∀g ∈ G.

Specifically, the problem is a log-term in (109g). To avoid using a log-function, we need

to find a concave lower bound for log(1+ γk) to fulfill the conditions of the SCA. To

this end, we use the following lower bound approximation for the concave log-function

[159]:

log(1+ γk) ≥ −Λk,1

γk
+Λk,2 ,Ω

(n)
k
(γk), (119)

which is tight at γk = γ
(n)
k

when the coefficients Λk,1,Λk,2 are chosen as

Λk,1 =

(γ(n)
k
)2

1+ γ
(n)
k

,Λk,2 = log(1+ γ(n)
k
)+

γ
(n)
k

1+ γ
(n)
k

. (120)

As a result, we can solve the following SOCP:

max
φ,w̄,γ̄γγ,v̄,ā,β̄ββ,r̄,ρ̄ρρ

∑
g∈G

r̄g (121a)

s. t.
∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

(1
η
v̄b,i +PRFāb,i)+ φ

∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤ 1 (121b)

| | ¯̂wb,i | |22
v̄b,i

≤ φΥ
(n)
b,i
( āb,i

φ
),∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (121c)

v̄b,i ≤ φPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (121d)

0 ≤ āb,i ≤ φ,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (121e)

γ̄k ≤ φΨ
(n)
k
(
w̄g

φ
,
β̄k

φ
),∀k ∈ K (121f)
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r̄g ≥ φ max
k∈K̂g

(R̄k),∀g ∈ G (121g)

φβ̄k ≥ φ2N0+

∑
u∈G\{g}

|hH
bu,k

w̄u |2,∀k ∈ K (121h)

r̄g ≤ φΩ
(n)
k
( γ̄k
φ
),∀g ∈ G, k ∈ K̂g . (121i)

In the above problem, all the other constraints are linear except for (121c) and (121h),

which can be expressed as x2
1
≤ x2x3. These constraints can be equivalently written in

the SOC form as

| |x1,1/2(x2 − x3)| |2 ≤ 1/2(x2+ x3). (122)

In the numerical results, we will compare the convergence speed of formulations (121)

and (116). Note that there are also other methods to approximate constraint (109g), as

shown in subsection 3.2.3 and Appendix 2. The method discussed in subsection 3.2.3

has the same convergence speed as in the generic convex formulation, but it introduces a

number of slack variables. On the other hand, the method discussed in Appendix 2 does

not require extra variables, but its convergence speed (number of iterations) is highly

dependent on parameter Li . Figure 32 shows that the approach proposed above has

fast convergence and does not introduce any extra variables. This greatly reduces the

complexity, since it enables the use of state-of-the-art SOCP solvers, such as MOSEK,

ECOS, or GUROBI. We will also compare the worst-case computational complexity of

Alg. 10, Alg. 10 simple, and the SOCP form of Alg. 10 in Appendix 6.

5.1.2 Sparsity-based approach

Here, we propose an alternative formulation based on directly finding a sparse solu-

tion for the beamforming vectors, one which does not require the introduction of any

Boolean variables. Another efficient, widely used technique in the mixed-Boolean pro-

gramming framework is based on sparsity [144]. Recall that ŵb,i contains all the coef-

ficients that are related to antenna i of BS b. To switch off this antenna, all the elements

of ŵb,i should simultaneously be zero. On the other hand, we want to optimize the

number of antennas for a given optimization target. Let us collect all the beamform-

ers in the matrix W , [ŵ1,1, . . . , ŵ1,N1
, ŵ2,1, . . . , ŵ2,N2

, . . . , ŵB,NB
] ∈ Cmax

b
( |Gb |)×∑b∈B Nb

.

To switch off an antenna, we should set a corresponding column of W to zero. In

other words, to optimize the number of active antennas, we should optimize the num-

ber of non-zero columns in W. To this end, we need a group-sparsity technique that
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promotes the sparsity of the columns of W, but not the rows. Let us define Ŵ ,

[| |ŵ1,1 | |2, | |ŵ1,2 | |2, . . . , | |ŵ1,N1
| |2, | |ŵ2,1 | |2, . . . , | |ŵ2,N2

| |2, . . . , | |ŵB,NB
| |2]T . That is, we

have calculated the ℓ2-norm of each column in order to equally weight each row in ŵb,i

and avoid row-sparsity. At this point, we note that optimizing the number of non-zero

elements in Ŵ can be mathematically expressed as | |Ŵ| |0. As a result, the energy-

efficient joint beamforming and antenna selection problem (105) can be equivalently

formulated as

max
w

R(w)∑
g∈G

1
η
| |wg | |22 +PRF | |Ŵ| |0+

∑
b∈B P0,b

(123a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ Pb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (123b)

log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥ R̄k,∀k ∈ K . (123c)

Since | |Ŵ| |0 is a discrete function and cannot be optimized as such, some continuous

relaxation is required to find a good approximation. Thus, we are interested in solving

max
w

R(w)∑
g∈G

1
η
| |wg | |22 + (PRF+ ρ) fi(w)+∑b∈B P0,b

(124a)

s. t. (123b), (123c) (124b)

where fi(w) is some approximation (smoothing function) of | |Ŵ| |0 and ρ ≥ 0 is an ad-

justable penalty parameter to control the sparsity of Ŵ. Next, we propose different re-

laxations fi(w) to approximate | |Ŵ| |0, a convex one which still maintains the convexity

of the denominator in (124a), and then two different non-convex smoothing functions

requiring additional approximation, but yielding better performance.

Convex relaxation of | |Ŵ| |0

The closest convex approximation of | |Ŵ| |0 is | |Ŵ| |1 that was discussed in Chapter 3.

However, each element of Ŵ as such can be larger than 1, especially when the power

constraint Pb,i is large. When looking at the denominator of (123a), recall that each

element of Ŵ should approximate either an antenna being switched on or switched off.

Thus, let us write the normalized form of Ŵ as Ŵnorm , [ | |ŵ1,1 | |2√
P1,1

,
| |ŵ1,2 | |2√

P1,2

, . . . ,
| |ŵ1,N1

| |2√
P1,N1

,

| |ŵ2,1 | |2√
P2,1

, . . . ,
| |ŵ2,N2

| |2√
P2,N2

, . . . ,
| |ŵB,NB

| |2√
PB,NB

]T . Now, the normalization ensures that each ele-

ment of Ŵnorm is in the range of [0,1], regardless of the transmit power. Then, | |Ŵ| |0 is
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approximated as

f1(w), | |Ŵnorm | |1 =

∑
b∈B Nb∑
j=1

[Ŵnorm]j, (125)

where []j denotes the jth element of the argument. In fact, this approach is a slightly

modified version of the well-known ℓ1/ℓ2-regularization method in [144], because now

the objective function is not penalized as such, but the approximation function is used

in the denominator. Also, the approach ensures that each element of Ŵnorm is in the

interval [0,1] to approximate the power consumption of the RF chains as accurately as

possible. Thus, this is an improved version of the sparse design proposed in Chapter

3 where the objective function was penalized, and the values in Ŵ can be larger than

1, meaning that the power consumption due to RF chains was not approximated as

accurately. In this case, we want to solve

max
w

R(w)∑
g∈G

1
η
| |wg | |22 +PRF | |Ŵnorm | |1+ ρ| |Ŵnorm | |1+

∑
b∈B P0,b

(126a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ Pb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (126b)

log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥ R̄k,∀k ∈ K . (126c)

Due to the convexity of the denominator in (126a), the above problem can be solved by

following the same transformations as the ones used to arrive at (116), resulting in

max
φ,w̄,γ̄γγ,β̄ββ,r̄

∑
g∈G

r̄g (127a)

s. t.
∑
g∈G

1

η

| |w̄g | |22
φ
+PRF | | ¯̂Wnorm | |1 + ρ| | ¯̂Wnorm | |1 + φ

∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤ 1 (127b)

| | ¯̂wb,i | |22
φ

≤ φPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (127c)

(116f)− (116i), (127d)

which is solved iteratively until convergence. After this, the antennas for which | |ŵb,i | |2
< ζ , where ζ is a small threshold, are set to zero and the algorithm is rerun for the chosen

antenna sets. For the sake of completeness, we summarize the algorithm in Algorithm

11. The same SOCP approximations presented in subsection 5.1.1 similarly apply to

Algorithm 11.
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Non-convex relaxation of | |Ŵ| |0

Although simple and widely used, a convex ℓ1-norm relaxation may not yield the best

solution, and its efficiency at providing a sparse enough solution is highly dependent on

the penalty parameter. Bearing this in mind, here we propose another relaxation based

on a non-convex smoothing function. Let us define a convex function ϕb,i(ŵb,i) ,
| |ŵb, i | |2√

Pb, i

, which is again normalized to the interval [0,1]. Then, we propose the following

two alternative functions to approximate | |Ŵ| |0:

f2(w) =
∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

ϕb,i(ŵb,i)
1
ς (128a)

f3(w) =
∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

log2(1+ ϕb,i(ŵb,i)
1
ς ), (128b)

where ς ≥ 1 is a parameter controlling the steepness of the curve of the smoothing

function. That is, a larger ς means a steeper curve. We have that ϕb,i(ŵb,i)
1
ς → 0 when

| |ŵb, i | |2√
Pb, i

→ 0 and ϕb,i(ŵb,i)
1
ς → 1 when

| |ŵb, i | |2√
Pb, i

→ 1, for every ς ≥ 1. Now, f2(w) and

f3(w) are both concave for every ϕ ≥ 0, ς ≥ 1. Problem (123) can now be approximated

as

max
w

R(w)∑
g∈G

1
η
| |wg | |22 +PRF fi(w)+ ρ fi(w)+∑b∈B P0,b

(129a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ Pb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (129b)

log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥ R̄k,∀k ∈ K . (129c)

Compared to the previous formulation, the concavity of fi(w) makes the denomina-

tor nonconvex. Thus, we introduce an affine function f̂
(n)
i

(w) as the first-order Taylor

approximation of fi(w) at point w(n). Following again the same idea as in (127), we

iteratively solve

max
φ>0,w̄,γ̄γγ,β̄ββ,r̄

∑
g∈G

r̄g (130a)

s. t.
∑
g∈G

1

η

| |w̄g | |22
φ
+ (PRF+ ρ) f̂

(n)
i

( w̄
φ
)+ φ

∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤ 1 (130b)

| | ¯̂wb,i | |22
φ

≤ φPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (130c)

(116f)− (116i). (130d)
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Algorithm 11 Proposed sparsity-based joint beamforming and antenna selection

design.

Initialization: Set n = 0 and generate feasible initial points (w(n), βββ(n)).
1: repeat

2: Solve (127) (or (130)) for f1(w) (or f2(w), f3(w)) with (w(n), βββ(n)) and denote

optimal values as (w̄∗, β̄ββ
∗).

3: Update w(n+1)
= w̄∗/φ, βββ(n+1)

= β̄ββ
∗/φ and Ψ

(n+1)
k

(wg, βk) for f1(w) (and

f̂
(n+1)
i

(w) for f2(w), f3(w)).
4: n := n+1,

5: until convergence.

Output: w∗
g =

w̄∗
g

φ∗ ,∀g ∈ G
6: Set ŵb,i = 0, for all b, i for which ŵ∗

b,i
< ζ .

7: Run steps 1–5 again with the chosen antenna set to find beamformers with reduced

dimensions.

Output: w∗
g =

w̄∗
g

φ∗ ,∀g ∈ G.

5.2 Energy efficiency and sum rate trade-offs

In this section, we consider the trade-off between the energy efficiency and sum rate

maximization. First, we propose a new optimization metric to which all the optimization

algorithms developed in the previous section are applicable as such. Secondly, an alter-

native formulation based on a scalarization approach of the multi-objective optimization

problem is proposed.

5.2.1 Power-weighted energy efficiency maximization

The power-weighted energy efficiency maximization problem can be stated as

max
w,a

R(w)
κg(w,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

(131a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ ab,iPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (131b)

log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥ R̄k,∀k ∈ K, (131c)

ab,i ∈ {0,1},∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb, (131d)

where g(w,a) , ∑
g∈G

1
η
| |wg | |22 + PRF

∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

ab,i is a function denoting the adjustable

power consumption. In the proposed metric, κ ∈ [0,1] is a fixed parameter to control

the weighting between the energy efficiency and the sum rate maximization. The in-
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tuitive thinking behind the metric is that the adjustable energy efficiency is defined by

the adjustable power. When the weighting for the power consumption is decreased, the

power consumption becomes less significant and the rate is increased. In the considered

problem formulation, the power can be adjusted both in terms of transmit power and RF

chain power. When κ = 0, the denominator becomes a fixed value,
∑

b∈B P0,b, and the

problem is equivalent to maximizing the sum rate. From the sum rate, the actual spec-

tral efficiency can be simply achieved by dividing the rate by the occupied bandwidth.

When κ = 1, the problem is equivalent to energy efficiency maximization. It is worth

mentioning that if antenna selection is not considered, the weighting is set to transmit

power only, because then the RF chain power is not adjusted. Due to the fact that κ is

fixed, the problem can be solved using precisely the same algorithms as developed in

the previous section, by just adding the weight in front of the function g(·). In the nu-

merical results, we use this approach together with the continuous relaxation approach,

i.e., it is called Alg. 10, PWEE.

Remark 5. Conventionally, the trade-off problem has been dealt with by calculating

the weighted sum of EE and SE [30, 81, 82]. The key difference in the proposed for-

mulation is that the weighting is only for adjustable power, which means that the same

algorithm derived for energy efficiency maximization can also be used solve the trade-

off problem.

5.2.2 Scalarization approach

Here, we show an alternative formulation for the EE-SR trade-off problem. We focus

on energy efficiency and the sum rate trade-off problem

max
w,a

[ R(w)
g(w,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

,R(w)] (132a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ ab,iPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (132b)

log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥ R̄k,∀k ∈ K, (132c)

ab,i ∈ {0,1},∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb . (132d)

The above problem is a multi-objective optimization problem with two conflicting ob-

jectives. A common method for solving this type of problem is to use a scalarization ap-

proach [160]. Therein, the problem is transformed into a single-objective optimization
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problem:

max
w,a

̺
R(w)

g(w,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

+ (1− ̺)R(w) (133a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ ab,iPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (133b)

log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥ R̄k,∀k ∈ K, (133c)

ab,i ∈ {0,1},∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb, (133d)

where ̺ ∈ [0,1] is a fixed parameter to control the weighting between the energy effi-

ciency and sum rate. However, the problem in this specific formulation is that the units

of the two objectives are inconsistent and the numerical values are not comparable. To

make the problem tractable, we use a similar approach as that used in [82] to formulate

the problem as

max
w,a

R(w)
g(w,a)+∑b∈B P0,b

+ ̺
R(w)
Pmin

(134a)

s. t. | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ ab,iPb,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (134b)

log(1+ Γk(w)) ≥ R̄k,∀k ∈ K, (134c)

ab,i ∈ {0,1},∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb, (134d)

where Pmin is the minimum power that is known to be consumed for transmission and

̺ ≥ 0 is the weighting parameter. The difference between the above formulation and

[82] is that here we use Pmin instead of maximum possible power consumption Ptot to

scale the data rate in the objective. The reason for this is that the energy efficiency is

defined both in terms of transmit power and RF chain power, which means that if Ptot

is used, the value of ̺
R(w)
Ptot

would clearly be smaller than
R(w)

g(w,a)+∑b∈B P0,b
, even with a

quite large a value for ̺. Thus, the objective would focus on energy efficiency and the

range of ̺ would be difficult to define in regards to reasonably exploiting the trade-off.

Note that Pmin can be defined depending on the number of user groups, i.e., we can set

Pmin =
∑

b∈B P0,b +PRF

∑
b∈B Xb according to Remark 4. In the numerical results, we

will show that the above formulation achieves a nice trade-off curve mostly in the range

of ̺ ∈ [0,1].
Since all the other constraints remain the same, they can be handled as shown pre-

viously. However, the objective function (134a) is no longer a conventional fractional
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function. Thus, we can equivalently reformulate it as

max
w,γγγ,v,a,r,x

x + ̺

∑
g∈G rg

Pmin

(135a)

s. t. g(v,a)+
∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤
∑

g∈G rg

x
(135b)

(109b), (109c), (109e), (109f), (109g), (135c)

where x is a new variable denoting the total energy efficiency. To tractably reformulate

the non-convex constraint (135b), we replace it with the following two constraints:

g(v,a)+
∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤ r̂2

x
(136a)

∑
g∈G

rg ≥ r̂2, (136b)

where r̂ is a new variable representing the square root of the total sum rate. As a result,

we can express (134) as

max
w,γγγ,v,a,βββ,r,x,r̂

x + ̺

∑
g∈G rg

Pmin

(137a)

s. t. g(v,a)+
∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤ r̂2

x
(137b)

r̂2 ≤
∑
g∈G

rg (137c)

| |ŵb,i | |22
vb,i

≤ a
χ

b,i
, ∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (137d)

γk ≤
|hH

bg,k
wg |2

βk
,∀k ∈ K (137e)

0 ≤ ab,i ≤ 1,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (137f)

(109b), (109c), (109f), (109g), (110b). (137g)

Now, we can see that the objective function and all the other constraints except for

(137d), (137e), and newly introduced (137b) are convex. Using again the idea of SCA,

(137e) and (137d) can be approximated as in (113) and (114), respectively. To approxi-

mate the right side of (137b), we can write

r̂2

x
≥ 2r̂(n)

x(n)
r̂ − ( r̂(n)

x(n)
)2x , ∆(n)(r̂, x). (138)
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Algorithm 12 Proposed joint beamforming and antenna selection design for energy

efficiency and sum rate trade-off.

Initialization: Set n = 0 and generate feasible initial points (w(n), βββ(n),a(n), r̂(n), x(n)).
1: repeat

2: Solve (139) with (w(n), βββ(n),a(n), r̂(n), x(n)) and denote optimal values as

(w∗, βββ∗,a∗, r̂∗, x∗).
3: Update w(n+1)

= w∗, βββ(n+1)
= βββ∗,a(n+1)

= a∗, r̂(n+1)
= r̂∗, x(n+1)

= x∗ and

Υ
(n+1)
b,i

(ab,i),Ψ(n+1)
k

(wg, βk ),∆(n+1)(r̂, x).
4: n := n+1,

5: until convergence.

Output: a∗
b,i
,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb

6: Set ab,i = 0, for all b, i for which a∗
b,i
< ζ .

7: Run steps 1–5 again with fixed a to find beamformers with reduced dimensions.

Output: w∗
g,∀g ∈ G.

With the approximations (113), (114), and (138), we can solve the following convex

problem at iteration n+1 of the SCA method

max
w,γγγ,v,a,βββ,r,r̂,x

x + ̺

∑
g∈G rg

Pmin

(139a)

s. t. g(v,a)+
∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤ ∆(n)(r̂, x) (139b)

| |ŵb,i | |22
vb,i

≤ Υ(n)
b,i
(ab,i), ∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (139c)

γk ≤ Ψ(n)
k

(wg, βk),∀k ∈ K (139d)

r̂2 ≤
∑
g∈G

rg (139e)

0 ≤ ab,i ≤ 1,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (139f)

(109b), (109c), (109f), (109g), (110b). (139g)

The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 12 for the sake of completeness.

We can apply the same method to the sparsity-based formulation as well.

Remark 6. When ̺= 0 (i.e., the problem reduces to the energy efficiency maximization

problem), the method derived above is an alternative solution for Algorithm 10. In the

numerical results, we can see that the average results produced by the methods are the

same.
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250m

Fig. 22. Simulation model, [94] c© 2018, IEEE.

5.3 Numerical results

The performances of the developed algorithms are evaluated using a quasistatic fre-

quency flat Rayleigh fading channel model. We model a scenario with B = 2 adjacent

cells, where all the users are between the two BSs to account for the most severe inter-

cell interference situation, as illustrated in Figure 22. In all the other figures except for

figures 33 and 34, we set the distance from the BSs to all the users to d = 250 meters (d

is the cell radius), and randomly assign them to multicasting groups of equal size. This

models a scenario where the groups are very close to each other and all of the users

have strong average interference. In Figures 33 and 34, where the methods are com-

pared with existing schemes, we consider more typical scenarios where the users are

randomly dropped between the cells so that the interference profiles between the users

are different. The path loss is calculated as 30log10(db,k)+35 dB, where db,k is the dis-

tance from BS b to user k. Each of the BSs serves equal number of Gb = Ḡ randomly

assigned user groups with |K̂g | = L users per group, i.e., the total number of users in the

network is K = BḠL. We assume a bandwidth of 20 MHz and set the noise power to

N0 = −125 dBW. The antenna-specific maximum power constraints are assumed to be

equal for all the antennas over the whole bandwidth. The fixed simulation parameters

are summarized in Table 2 while the other parameters are given in the figures.

Energy efficiency

Figure 23 illustrates the convergence of the relaxed problem and the achieved energy

efficiency for two different values of χ and two random channel realizations, when
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Table 2. Simulation parameters, [94] c© 2018, IEEE.

Parameters Value

Path loss 30log10

(
db,k [m]

)
+35 [dB]

Cell radius d [m]
Active RF chain-specific power PRF 0.4 W
Per-user power consumption PUE 0.1 W
Power amplifier efficiency η 0.35
Maximum antenna-specific power Pb, i 1 W
Number of BSs B 2
Number of groups per cell Gb Ḡ

Number of users per group Kg L

Fixed power consumption per BS P0,b (4.5 + ḠLPUE) W
Number of Tx antennas Nb N

Signal bandwidth BW 20 MHz
Noise power N0 -125 dBW
ζ 0.001

using Algorithm 10. The same initial points were used for both values of χ. We can see

that the convergence speed is fast in the considered settings for both cases. However,

we observe that they converge at different solutions in both examples. Specifically,

the objective value of the relaxed problem after convergence (i.e., after steps 1-5 of

Algorithm 10) is higher for χ = 1, but the achieved energy efficiency (after recovering

the Boolean solution after step 7) is worse than with χ = 2. This is because with χ = 1,

more antenna selection variables are non-Boolean after convergence, which leads to a

worse antenna selection result. Another observation is that with χ = 2 (which achieves

better energy efficiency), the objective value returned by the relaxed problem and the

achieved energy efficiency are quite close to each other. This means that the solution

to the relaxed problem is already quite close to that of the Boolean solution. The better

solution is achieved with only a slightly decreased convergence speed of the relaxed

problem. The examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed formulation. The

impact of χ on the average energy efficiency is studied in the next experiment.
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Fig. 23. Convergence of the relaxed problem and achieved energy efficiency for two different
channel realizations with N = 16, L = 2, Ḡ = 2, R̄ = 46.4 Mbits/s, d = 250 m. The flat lines denote
the achieved energy efficiencies after calculating the beamformers for the chosen antenna
sets (i.e., after terminating Algorithm 10), [94] c© 2018, IEEE.
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Fig. 24. Average energy efficiency versus χ with R̄ = 46.4 Mbits/s, d = 250 m, [94] c© 2018,
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Figure 24 illustrates the effect of χ on the average energy efficiency with different

simulation parameters. We also illustrate the performance of the simplified algorithm

(CR-SCA (Alg. 10), ’simple’), where the beamformers achieved from the relaxed prob-

lem (i.e., step 7 is ignored in Alg. 10) are used for transmission. We can see that the

choice of χ affects the achieved energy efficiency, and the choice of the best χ depends

on the system parameters. In these cases, χ = 2.2− 2.4 gives the best performance.

More importantly, the choice of χ significantly affects the performance of the simple

method, implying that it is enough to use the beamformers and antennas based on the

relaxed problem for transmission. This reduces the computational load because step 7

can be ignored. The fact that the performance of the simple method is quite close to

that of the original method means that the solution to the relaxed problem is quite close

to the Boolean solution with the correct choice of χ. We also observe a saturation ef-

fect for χ, implying that there exists a trade-off between the tightness of the continuous

relaxation and the loss of optimality with the proposed algorithm.

Figure 25 illustrates the convergence of Algorithm 11 for the nonconvex relaxations.

We can observe that both relaxations result in fast convergence. Note that the methods

converge at different objective values, because the curves only show the convergence of
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steps 1–5. However, after running the whole algorithm, the achieved energy efficiencies

are quite close to each other, as demonstrated in the next experiments.
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Fig. 25. Achieved objective value for two different random channel realizations (denoted
with solid and dashed lines) with L = 2, Ḡ = 2, N = 16, R̄ = 20 Mbits/s, d = 250 m,ρ = 2, ς = 2.
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Fig. 26. The effect of ρ on the average energy efficiency of sparsity-based methods with
L = 2, Ḡ = 2, R̄ = 20 Mbits/s, d = 250 m. Solid lines: N = 30; dashed lines: N = 16, [94] c© 2018,
IEEE.
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Fig. 27. Average energy efficiency versus N with L = 2, Ḡ = 2, R̄ = 20 Mbits/s, d = 250 m, ς = 2,
[94] c© 2018, IEEE.

Figure 26 demonstrates the effect of penalty parameter ρ on the average energy

efficiency of Algorithm 11 when using different smoothing functions to approximate

| |Ŵ| |0. First, we observe that the convex relaxation (125) (i.e., f1(w)) is not efficient in

promoting sparsity because a very high penalty parameter is required to yield the best

energy efficiency. The performance is also highly dependent on the choice of ρ, making

it difficult to estimate good ρ. Moreover, the achieved performance is still inferior to

the other schemes, motivating the use of non-convex relaxations. We can see that all the

non-convex relaxations result in approximately the same performance with the correct

choice of ρ. Also, a good performance is achieved even for ρ = 0, implying that the

methods are efficient in promoting sparsity. It can be observed that relaxation (128b)

(i.e., f3(w)) is the best option for promoting sparsity with very small values for ρ.

Figure 27 shows the average EE versus the number of antennas per BS. First, we

can see that EE starts to decrease without antenna selection when N > 12. As can be

observed, the proposed JBAS methods provide up to 45% EE gains over the method

without antenna selection, and the gains naturally increase with the number of antennas.

We can see that the simplified version of Algorithm 10 is quite close to the original

method, even when the number of antennas is large, which again stimulates the effec-

tiveness of the proposed formulation. On the other hand, as already observed in Figure
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Fig. 28. Total transmit power and per-antenna power versus N with Ḡ = 2, L = 2, R̄ =

20 Mbits/s, d = 250 m, [94] c© 2018, IEEE.

26, Algorithm 11, together with (125), clearly performs worse than the other JBAS

schemes do. However, Algorithm 11, together with (128a) or (128b), performs quite

similarly as Algorithm 10, although slightly worse when the number of antennas is

small. The reason for this is the fixed penalty parameter, which is now optimized for

a larger number of antennas, resulting in too sparse a solution with smaller numbers

of antennas. This finding is further addressed in Figure 29. The reason why (125) is

clearly worse is that it approximates | |Ŵ| |0 by a pretty flat function, which is not very

close to | |Ŵ| |0. As it is generally known, the convex approximations (like the ℓ1-norm

approximation) are easier to solve, but not efficient in promoting sparsity. The non-

convex approximations are far better in this regard, since they approximate | |Ŵ| |0 by a

tighter function which has a shape closer to | |Ŵ| |0. Thus, the nonconvex approximation

is simply a better approximation of | |Ŵ| |0, resulting in an improved performance.

Figure 28 illustrates the transmit powers versus N when using Algorithm 10 and

a method without antenna selection, with the same simulation parameters as those in

Figure 27. We can see that without antenna selection, it is energy efficient to increase

the total transmit power when the number of antennas increases. This is achieved by

decreasing the average transmit power per antenna. However, with joint beamforming

and antenna selection, both the total transmit power and transmit power per antenna
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with Ḡ = 2, L = 2, R̄ = 20 Mbits/s, d = 250 m, [94] c© 2018, IEEE.

decrease when N increases in the considered setting, until it starts to saturate. The

reason is that when the number of antennas grows large enough, increasing the number

of antennas for a fixed number of users does not provide additional SE gain, i.e., we

end up with choosing the same number of antennas on average. This saturation of the

number of the active transmit antennas can be observed in Figure 29. Increasing the

number of antennas enables reducing the per-antenna power, meaning that the power

amplifiers for each antenna can be cheaper. It can be concluded that the EE gains of the

JBAS compared to the method without antenna selection are achieved by switching off

some of the antennas but using a larger per-antenna transmit power.

Figure 29 displays the average number of active antennas needed to maximize the

energy efficiency versus N with the same simulation parameters as in Figure 27. It can

be observed that the more antennas that are available, the more active antennas that can

be chosen for energy-efficient transmission. This makes sense, because there is more

spatial diversity when there are more antennas. Thus, the sum rate gains due to better

beamforming overwhelm the increased power consumption as a result of activating

certain antennas. Also, the optimal number of antennas saturates to a certain value

when N grows large, because when the number of antennas is large enough, increasing

the number of antennas for a fixed number of users provides little SE gain. As can
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be seen, Algorithm 11, together with (125), switches off too many antennas when the

number of available antennas is small, while, on the other hand, it does not switch off

enough antennas when N is large. This also explains the performance gap in Figure 27.

In this case, ρ has been chosen to give the best result for N = 30, which is clearly too

large when N is smaller. Although it is a simple method, the optimal penalty parameter

has to be carefully chosen. By looking at the performance of the other schemes, we can

see that the average number of active antennas for the best energy efficiency becomes

saturated at 17–18 in the considered setting when N grows large. This means that

approximately nine antennas per BS is the most energy-efficient number, and there is

no difference in the number of antennas when the antenna number per BS exceeds 20.

However, as can be observed in Figure 27, increasing the antenna number still provides

EE gain due to the increased number of independent paths from which to select the best

antennas and optimize the best beamforming directions. It can be concluded that when

the number of users is fixed, it is energy-efficient to use a relatively small number of

active antennas if the number of available antennas is much larger than the number of

users in the system.

Figure 30 shows the impact of increasing the group size on the energy efficiency

performance of Algorithm 10. Obviously, the gains in the antenna selection decrease

with the increasing group size, since more power is required to obtain certain rate per-

formance, and the resulting inter-group interference can be better addressed with higher

numbers of active antennas. It can also be observed that the energy efficiency decreases

with increasing group size for the same reason. Once again, we can see that the simple

method is quite similar to the original method, even when the group size changes.

The effect of the distance between the BSs and users on the methods is plotted

in Figure 31. Obviously, the performance gains of joint beamforming and antenna

selection are larger when the distance is smaller, because higher rates can be achieved

with less transmit power and a smaller number of antennas. It can also be observed that

when the distance is small, it is better to use a larger χ. The intuitive reason for doing

this is that it is energy efficient to use a smaller number of antennas when the distance

gets smaller, i.e., one should use a larger χ to encourage ab,i’s more towards that of the

Boolean solution.

Figure 32 illustrates the convergence of the SOCP approximation algorithm pre-

sented in subsection 5.1.1. The examples are for two different channel realizations,

and the same initial beamformers have been used for both algorithms. We can see

that there is no significant difference in the convergence speed between the methods,
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which implies that the SOCP approximation can significantly decrease the computa-

tional complexity.
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Here, the proposed methods are compared with some existing methods in the lit-

erature. Now the users are assumed to have random locations between the two BSs,

and the results have been averaged over user locations and channel realizations. The

first one is the multiuser MISO JBAS scheme in [79], where the SCA with a semidef-

inite programming formulation and ℓ1/ℓ∞ norm is used to solve the JBAS problem.

We extended it straightforwardly to the multi-cell multiuser unicasting (UC) scenario,

because single-cell transmission (with orthogonal resources or without interference co-

ordination) is always significantly worse than multi-cell cooperation. Basically, this

means that compared to our multigroup multicast transmission, each user is served by

a different stream, i.e., it uses resources L times more inefficiently, but it can use better

user-specific beamformers. Similarly, we also extended the method [79] to a multi-cell

multigroup (MG) multicasting scheme. The next method that we compare is the multi-

cell single-group (SG) multicasting scheme in [45], where the user groups inside the

same cell are served by the orthogonal resources, but the neighboring cells reuse the

same resources similarly. We also use the multi-cell single-group multicasting scheme

using our proposed JBAS method.

In Figure 33, the EE is plotted for a different number of antennas. First, it can be

observed that the proposed methods are significantly superior to all the other schemes.
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As expected, extending JBAS method in [79] provides the closest performance to that

of the proposed schemes. However, its inferiority to Algorithm 10 is in line with the

results observed from Figure 27 already, where Algorithm 11, together with convex ap-

proximation, provides significantly worse performance than the other schemes. Note

that the method in [79] uses a convex ℓ1/ℓ∞-norm, and uses a semidefinite relaxation

to approximate the EE problem, and then it uses SCA for further approximation. Thus,

its complexity is higher [155] because the complexity of the semidefinite program in-

creases quickly with the problem size, and the approximation is not so accurate because

rank-1 solutions cannot be guaranteed [47].

In Figure 34, we then investigate the effect of an imperfect CSI on the average

performance of the methods. The imperfect CSI is modeled so that the BSs have knowl-

edge of the noisy channel, ĥ = h+ h̃, where h is the perfect channel and h̃ is zero-mean

complex Gaussian noise with variance σ2
e per element. It can be observed that the per-

formance degrades when the accuracy of the channel decreases, as was expected. How-

ever, Algorithm 10 still clearly achieves the best performance, and JBAS is still quite

useful for energy efficiency improvements. It is also interesting to note that the perfor-

mance of the single-group transmission mode becomes closer to that of the multigroup

mode when the accuracy decreases. The reason for this is that there is less interference
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Fig. 34. The effect of imperfect CSI on the EE performance with L = 2, Ḡ = 2, R̄ = 20 Mbits/s,
d = 250 m, [94] c© 2018, IEEE.

due to orthogonal transmission inside the cell, which makes the interference due to an

imperfect channel less significant.

Energy efficiency and sum rate trade-off

Figure 35 plots the average EE-SR trade-off curve. The trade-off curve has been simu-

lated by sweeping the parameter κ from 0 to 1 in Alg. 10, PWEE described in subsection

5.2.1, and ̺ from 0 to 5 in Algorithm 12. It can be observed that a much wider trade-

off region is achieved with joint beamforming and antenna selection. It should also be

noted that both of the proposed algorithms give the same average performance.

Figure 36 shows the average number of active antennas in the trade-off curve. More

specifically, we can see the number of active antennas that provides a certain amount of

energy efficiency. In the considered setting, activating all the antennas gives the worst

energy efficiency (this is the point where the sum rate is maximized). On the other hand,

the energy efficiency maximizing number of active antennas is approximately 18, which

yields the minimum sum rate. Based on Figures 35 and 36, we can make the following

sample observation. When looking at the EE-maximizing point of the method without

AS, the JBAS scheme can maintain the same average sum rate as the scheme without
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AS, with a more than 25% increase in the energy efficiency. This gain is achieved by

switching off approximately half of the RF chains.
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Fig. 35. Average EE-SE trade-off curve L = 2, Ḡ = 2, N = 24, χ = 2, R̄ = 20 Mbits/s, d = 250 m,
[94] c© 2018, IEEE.
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Figure 37 illustrates how the maximum antenna-specific power constraint affects

the achieved energy efficiency and sum rate when either EE or sum rate is maximized

(EEmax or SRmax). That is, ’CR-SCA (Alg. 10), PWEE‘ has been used to produce

the solutions with ̺ = 1 (EEmax) and ̺ = 0 (SRmax). Figure 37a shows that when

the number of antennas is small (i.e., there is no antenna selection and the system is

more interference-limited), a small power constraint restricts the performance so that

the EEmax and SRmax yield the same EE and SR. However, when the power con-

straints are increased, the EE of SRmax solution first increases and then starts to de-

crease quickly, because it uses all the available power. In Figure 37a, we can see that

for Pb,i = 0 dBW, the EE-maximizing solution achieves the sum rate which is approx-

imately 75% of the maximum, but achieves ≈ 50% EE gain compared to the SRmax

solution. This proves that a reasonable reduction in the sum rate can result in very sig-

nificant EE improvement. In Figure 37b, the difference is remarkably more, because

the number of antennas N = 16 is significantly more that that of user groups.
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5.4 Summary and discussion

This chapter studied energy-efficient multi-cell multigroup multicast coordinated joint

beamforming and antenna selection with antenna-specific maximum power constraints

and user-specific minimum rate constraints. Two different approaches based on mixed-

Boolean programming and sparsity were proposed to solve this challenging problem.

The resulting mixed-Boolean nonconvex optimization problem was tackled via contin-

uous relaxation and successive convex approximation, where the antennas for which

continuous antenna selection variables converge at zero are switched off. Different

convex and non-convex approximations were proposed to solve the problem using a

sparsity-based formulation. We also considered the trade-off between energy efficiency

and sum rate by proposing two approaches to solving the problem. The numerical re-

sults have illustrated that both the continuous relaxation of mixed-Boolean program

and the sparsity-based approaches provide very good performance for the considered

problems. Moreover, the proposed methods can significantly improve energy efficiency

compared to the method without antenna selection by switching off a portion of the

antennas but using larger per-antenna transmit power. The proposed algorithms were

also witnessed to provide significant performance improvements over many existing

schemes. It was also observed that joint beamforming and antenna selection can be

used to achieve greater energy efficiency and sum rate trade-off curve. In particular,

the results also demonstrated that the JBAS scheme can offer significant EE improve-

ments over the BF-only scheme and still maintain the same average rate performance.

It was also observed that when the number of users is fixed, it is energy-efficient to use

a relatively small number of active antennas if the number of available antennas is sig-

nificantly larger than the number of users in the system. Moreover, increasing the num-

ber of antennas significantly for a fixed number of users is not beneficial, because the

energy-efficient number of active antennas starts to saturate. As a general conclusion,

the energy-efficient beamforming strategy is not to use very low per-antenna power, but

rather switch off many antennas and design energy-efficient beamformers for these and

increase the per-antenna power.
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6 Joint unicast and multicast beamforming

with multiantenna user terminals

This chapter studies energy-efficient joint transmit and receive beamforming in multi-

cell multi-user multiple-input multiple-output systems. The network energy efficiency

metric is considered, whereby the users can receive unicasting streams in addition to

the group-specific common multicasting streams, which have certain rate constraints.

The goal is to use the transmission resources more efficiently to improve energy effi-

ciency when users are equipped with multiple antennas. The numerical results show

the achieved energy efficiency gains when using the additional degrees of freedom of

multicasting transmission for private message unicasting.

6.1 System model and problem formulation

System model

This chapter generalizes the multi-cell multigroup multicasting system presented in Sec-

tion 2.5 to account for multiantenna user terminals. That is, each user is equipped with

Mk antennas. The users are then divided into groups so that those inside the same

group request the same information. Since the users are equipped with multiple an-

tennas, they can also receive private data at the same resources to improve the energy

efficiency. That is, the base stations can jointly unicast and multicast in the same re-

sources. It is assumed that the multicasting information is always transmitted, i.e., user

k can receive up to Lk = |Lk |(Lk = {1, . . . ,Mk − 1}) independent private data streams

in addition to the multicasting information. The received signals for the private stream

l and common stream at user k can be written as

yk,l =

desired signal︷          ︸︸          ︷
Hbk ,kwk,lsk,l+

private inter-stream interference︷                         ︸︸                         ︷∑
i∈K

∑
j∈Li,

(i, j),(k,l)

Hbi,kwi, j si, j

+

∑
u∈G

common stream interference︷             ︸︸             ︷
Hbu,kw̃u(c)su(c) +nk (140)
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yk(c) =

desired signal︷             ︸︸             ︷
Hbg,kw̃g(c)sg(c)+

private inter-stream interference︷                     ︸︸                     ︷∑
i∈K

∑
j∈Li

Hbi,kwi, j si, j

+

∑
u∈G\{g}

common stream interference︷             ︸︸             ︷
Hbu,kw̃u(c)su(c) +nk, (141)

respectively, where Hb,k ∈ CMk×Nb is the MIMO channel matrix from BS b to user

k, wk,l ∈ CNb×1 is the transmit beamforming vector of the private stream l to user k,

w̃g(c) ∈ CNb×1 is the transmit beamforming vector for the common stream to user group

g, sk,l ∈ C and sg(c) ∈ C are the normalized lth private symbol for user k and the com-

mon data symbol for user group g, respectively, and nk ∈ CMk×1 is the complex white

Gaussian receiver noise with zero as the mean and variance σ2 (element-wise). Note

here that bk or bg denotes the serving BS of either user k or multicasting group g, but

the separation should be clear in the equations. User k employs a receive beamformer,

uk,l ∈ CMk×1, for data stream l. We assume that data decoding is done simultaneously

and independently for unicasting and multicasting. Thus, the stream specific SINR

expressions of user k can be written as

Γk,l(uk,l,w),
|uH

k,l
Hbk ,kwk,l |2

| |uk,l | |22 N0+ Ik,l(uk,l,w)
(142)

and

Γk(c)(uk(c),w),
|uH

k(c)Hbk ,kw̃g(c) |2

| |uk(c) | |22 N0 + Ik(c)(uk(c),w)
(143)

for the private and common data streams, respectively, where

Ik,l(uk,l,w),
∑
i∈K

∑
j∈Li ,

(i, j),(k,l)

|uH
k,lHbi,kwi, j |2 +

∑
u∈G

|uH
k,lHbu,kw̃u(c) |2 (144)

and

Ik(c)(uk(c),w),
∑
i∈K

∑
j∈Li

|uH
k(c)Hbi,kwi, j |2+

∑
u∈G\{g}

|uH
k(c)Hbu,kw̃u(c) |2 (145)

are the interference experienced by the lth private stream of user k and the common

stream of user k, respectively. The data rate of stream l for user k is given as

Rk,l(uk,l,w), BW log(1+ Γk,l(uk,l,w)), (146)
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and for the common stream, the achievable data rate for user group g is determined by

the worst user in the group, i.e.,

Rg(c)({uk(c)}k∈K̂g
,w), BW min

k∈K̂g

log(1+ Γk(c)(uk(c),w)). (147)

The constant bandwidth is again left out to simplify the notations. It is worth observing

that the common data rate of group g is a function of all the receive beamformers in the

group. In the receiver, the MSE expressions become

ǫk,l(w,uk,l) , E[|uH
k,lyk,l − sk,l |2] = |1−uH

k,lHbk ,kwk,l |2

+ Ik,l(uk,l,w)+N0 | |uk,l | |22, (148)

ǫk(c)(w,uk(c)), E[|uH
k(c)yk(c)− sg(c) |2] = |1−uH

k(c)Hbk,kw̃g(c) |2

+Ik(c)(uk(c),w)+N0 | |uk(c) | |22 . (149)

Problem formulation

We aim to maximize the network energy efficiency, which is expressed as

max
w,u

∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

Rk,l(uk,l,w)+ ∑
g∈G

Rg(c)({uk(c)}k∈K̂g
,w)

1

η
( ∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈G

| |w̃g(c) | |22)+
∑

b∈B P0,b

(150a)

s. t.
∑
k∈Kb

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈Gb

| |w̃g(c) | |22 ≤ Pb,∀b ∈ B (150b)

Rg(c)({uk(c)}k∈K̂g
,w) ≥ R̄g(c),∀g ∈ G, (150c)

where (150b) are BS-specific power constraints and R̄g(c) is the rate requirement for

the common stream in the multicasting group g.10 The above problem is a non-convex

fractional program that is difficult to tackle as such due to the non-convex rate functions

in the objective and constraints. Note that in this chapter, P0,b is assumed to include

also the RF-chain specific power consumption both in transmitters and receivers, since

no antenna selection is used.

10We could similarly add rate constraints for the unicasting streams. However, since the potential network

EE gains are investigated here, the unicasting fairness is not considered. Note that the problem is infeasible if

the number of antennas at some base station b is smaller than the number of groups served by the BS. Thus,

we assume Nb ≥ |Gb | throughout the chapter.
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6.2 Proposed solution

To find a more tractable reformulation for (150), we first use the well-known equiva-

lence between the SINR and MSE when the optimal MMSE receivers are used [24].

Specifically, we can equivalently write (150) as

max
w,u

∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

log(ǫ−1
k,l
)+ ∑

g∈G
min
k∈K̂g

log(ǫ−1
k(c))

1
η
( ∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈G

| |w̃g(c) | |22)+
∑

b∈B P0,b

(151a)

s. t.
∑
k∈Kb

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈Gb

| |w̃g(c) | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B (151b)

min
k∈K̂g

log(ǫ−1
k(c)) ≥ R̄g(c),∀g ∈ G, (151c)

where the MSE expressions are given in (148) and (149). To further find a more

tractable formulation, we equivalently modify (151) as

max
w,u,ννν

∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

log(νk,l)+
∑
g∈G

min
k∈K̂g

log(νk(c))

1
η
( ∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈G

| |w̃g(c) | |22)+
∑

b∈B P0,b

(152a)

s. t.
∑
k∈Kb

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈Gb

| |w̃g(c) | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B (152b)

log(νk(c)) ≥ R̄g(c),∀g ∈ G, k ∈ K̂g (152c)

ǫk,l(w,uk,l) ≤ ν−1
k,l,∀k ∈ K, l ∈ Lk (152d)

ǫk(c)(w,uk(c)) ≤ ν−1
k(c),∀k ∈ K, (152e)

where ννν , {{νk,l}k∈K,l∈Lk
, {νk(c)}k∈K } are new stream-specific variables denoting the

inverse of the MSE of each stream at each user. In (152c), we have gotten rid of the

minimum function in (151c) by taking advantage of the fact that all the users in the

multicasting group have to satisfy the common rate constraint. Then, to find a convex

formulation for the numerator of the objective function, we replace the above formula-

tion with

max
w,u,ννν,r

∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

log(νk,l)+
∑

g∈G rg(c)

1
η
( ∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈G

| |w̃g(c) | |22)+
∑

b∈B P0,b

(153a)

s. t.
∑
k∈Kb

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈Gb

| |w̃g(c) | |22 ≤ Pb, ∀b ∈ B (153b)
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rg(c) ≥ R̄g(c),∀g ∈ G (153c)

rg(c) ≤ log(νk(c)),∀g ∈ G, k ∈ K̂g (153d)

(152d), (152e), (153e)

where rg(c) denotes the data rate of the multicasting stream for user group g. The

optimal receivers for the above problem are the MMSE receivers [24]:

uk,l = (
∑
i∈K

∑
j∈Li

Hbi,kwi, jw
H
i, jH

H
bi,k
+

∑
u∈G

Hbu,kw̃u(c)w̃
H
u(c)H

H
bu,k
+N0I)−1Hbk,kwk,l(154)

uk(c) =(
∑
j∈K

∑
i∈L j

Hbi,kwi, jw
H
i, jH

H
bi,k

+

∑
u∈G

Hbu,kw̃u(c)w̃
H
u(c)H

H
bu,k
+N0I)−1Hbk,kw̃g(c).

(155)

If the receivers are fixed, the objective function (153a) is a concave-convex fractional

function and all the other constraints are convex except for (152d) and (152e), which

involve difference of convex functions. We can write the linear lower approximations

of (152d) as

ν−1
k,l ≥ (ν(n)

k,l
)−1 − (ν(n)

k,l
)−2(νk,l − ν(n)k,l

), Ξ(n)
k,l
(νk,l) (156)

and the approximation for (152e) equivalently. With the approximations, we get the

following problem:

max
w,ννν,r

∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

log(νk,l)+
∑

g∈G rg(c)

1
η
( ∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

| |wk,l | |22 +
∑
g∈G

| |w̃g(c) | |22)+
∑

b∈B P0,b

(157a)

s. t. ǫk,l(w,uk,l) ≤ Ξ(n)k,l
(νk,l),∀k ∈ K, l ∈ Lk (157b)

ǫk(c)(w,uk(c)) ≤ Ξ(n)k(c)(νk(c)),∀k ∈ K (157c)

(153b), (153c), (153d). (157d)

Problem (157) is a concave-convex fractional program, which again can be solved with

the Charnes-Cooper transformation [104]. Thus, solving (157) is equivalent to the fol-

lowing convex problem:

max
w̄,ν̄νν,r̄,φ>0

∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

φ log( ν̄k,l
φ

)+
∑
g∈G

r̄g(c) (158a)
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s. t.
∑
k∈Kb

∑
l∈Lk

| |w̄k,l | |22 +
∑
g∈Gb

| | ¯̃wg(c) | |22 ≤ φ2Pb, ∀b ∈ B (158b)

r̄g(c) ≥ φR̄g(c),∀g ∈ G (158c)

φǫk,l(
w̄

φ
,uk,l) ≤ Ξ(n)k,l

( ν̄k,l
φ

),∀k ∈ K, l ∈ Lk (158d)

φǫk(c)(
w̄

φ
,uk(c)) ≤ Ξ(n)k(c)(

ν̄k(c)
φ

),∀k ∈ K (158e)

r̄g(c) ≤ φ log(
ν̄k(c)
φ

),∀g ∈ G, k ∈ K̂g (158f)

1

η
(
∑
k∈K

∑
l∈Lk

| |w̄k,l | |22 +
∑
g∈G

| | ¯̃wg(c) | |22)+ φ2
∑
b∈B

P0,b ≤ φ. (158g)

After solving (158), the optimal solutions for the original fractional program (157) can

be found as w∗
= w̄∗/φ∗, ν∗

k(c) =
ν̄∗
k(c)
φ∗ , ν

∗
k,l
=

ν̄∗
k, l

φ∗ ,r
∗
g(c) =

r̄∗
g(c)
φ∗ , where w̄∗, φ∗, ν̄∗

k(c), ν̄
∗
k,l
, r̄∗

g(c)
are the optimal variables of (158). The method for solving the EEmax problem (150)

is presented in Algorithm 13. The idea is to use alternating optimization between the

transmit beamformers and receivers, so that for fixed receivers, successive convex ap-

proximation is used to solve (158) iteratively. However, to improve the convergence

speed, the receivers and linearization point (i.e, Ξ
(n)
k,l
( ν̄k, l

φ
) and Ξ

(n)
k(c)(

ν̄k(c)
φ

)) are both up-

dated every time after solving (158). This also guarantees monotonicity of the objective

function (158a) [92, 148]. We note that a solution feasible for (157) is also feasible for

the original problem due to the approximation in (156). That is, the feasible set of (157)

is an inner convex set of the original problem and will be updated as the iterative proce-

dure progresses. Thus, there is no guarantee that the solution returned by Algorithm 13

will be globally optimal for the original nonconvex problem in (150). The expectation

is that the produced solution will be sufficiently good as the approximated feasible set

is improved after each iteration. This is the main principle of the SCA framework for

dealing with nonconvex optimization problems. For a more detailed convergence anal-

ysis, it is possible to modify [148, Appendix A] to see the convergence properties of the

algorithm.

6.3 Numerical results

We evaluate the performance for a quasistatic frequency flat Rayleigh fading channel

model with B = 2 BSs. Each BS serves |Gb | = Ḡ randomly assigned user groups of

|K̂ | = L users per group. The distance from the BS to all the users is 250m, and we use
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Algorithm 13 Proposed joint multicasting and unicasting beamforming design.

Initialization: Set n = 0 and generate feasible initial ννν(0).
1: repeat

2: Solve (158) with ννν(n) and denote optimal values as ν̄νν∗.

3: Update ννν(n+1)
= ν̄νν∗/φ and Ξ

(n+1)
k,l

(νk,l),∀k ∈ K, l ∈ Lk,Ξ
(n+1)
k(c) (νk(c)),∀k ∈ K.

4: Update MMSE receivers according to (154) and (155).

5: n := n+1,

6: until desired accuracy level.

Output: w̃∗
g(c) =

¯̃w∗
g(c)
φ∗ ,∀g ∈ G,w∗

k,l
=

w̄∗
k, l

φ∗ ,∀k ∈ K, l ∈ Lk .

the cell separation parameter µsep = 3 [dB] (see [23] for further details on this parameter)

to control the average interference between the cells. As a result, the total path loss from

BS b to the user of a neighboring cell is calculated as 35+ 30log10(250)+ µsep [dB],

where the first terms denote the distance dependent path loss, and the average path

loss from BS to its own users is 35+ 30log10(250). The bandwidth is set to BW = 20

MHz and noise power N0 = −125 dBW. The number of antennas is Nb = N for all b,

i.e., N is the number of antennas at each BS, and Mk = M,∀k ∈ K is the number of

receiver antennas. The power consumption parameters are η = 0.35,Pb = 3 dBW, ∀b,

PSYN +PLP,b +PCE,b +PFIX,b = 1 Watts, ∀b, P0,UE = 0.2 Watts, PRF = 0.4 Watts, and

PRF,UE = 0.2 Watts. Also, equal rate targets are assumed for each group, i.e., R̄g(c) =

R̄,∀g ∈ G, while the other simulation parameters are given in the figures.

Figure 38 illustrates the convergence of Algorithm 13 for three different channel

realizations. We can observe the monotonicity of the objective function and that most

of the gains are achieved during the first 10 iterations.

Figure 39 plots the energy efficiency versus minimum rate constraint for the com-

mon streams. Note that energy efficiency gains can be achieved specifically when the

rate constraints for the multicasting streams are smaller, because then it is energy effi-

cient to decrease the rate of the multicasting streams (compared to the multicasting-only

case) and transmit some unicasting streams instead. Obviously, when the rate con-

straints are large, all the resources are consumed to satisfy the multicasting constraints.

Figure 40 demonstrates the effect of the number of user antennas on the average en-

ergy efficiency for N = 8 and N = 12. We can see that if only multicasting information is

transmitted, the network energy efficiency begins to decrease when the users have more

antennas. The reason for this is that the antennas are only used to harvest diversity gains,

while the potential of transmitting additional unicasting streams is not exploited. Thus,
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Fig. 38. Convergence of Algorithm 13 for three random channel realizations with N = 4,M =

2, L = 2, Ḡ = 2, R̄ = 72.14 Mbits/s, [46] c© 2017, IEEE.

the power consumption increase due to the additional number of antennas overwhelms

the achievable diversity gain. However, when the extra degrees of freedom provided

by the user antennas are used to transmit additional streams, the energy efficiency im-

provement is significant. For example, when M = 4 and N = 12, an approximately

90% gain is achieved in the considered setting. The number of transmitted unicasting

streams needed to achieve the highest energy efficiency is shown in Figure 41. It can be

observed that when the number of user antennas increases, it is more energy efficient

to transmit more unicasting streams. It is worth mentioning that when M = 1, the pro-

posed algorithm gives the same average result as Algorithm 10 for fixed antenna sets.

However, Algorithm 10 cannot solve the problem when M > 1.
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Fig. 39. Energy efficiency versus the minimum common stream rate constraint with N =

8,M = 2, L = 2, Ḡ = 2, [46] c© 2017, IEEE.
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Fig. 40. Energy efficiency versus the number of antennas per user with L = 2, Ḡ = 2, R̄ =

115.42 Mbits/s, [46] c© 2017, IEEE.
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Fig. 41. The average number of transmitted unicasting streams versus the number of user
antennas with L = 2, Ḡ = 2, R̄ = 115.42 Mbits/s, [46] c© 2017, IEEE.

6.4 Summary and discussion

This chapter has studied energy efficiency optimization for multi-cell multigroup coor-

dinated joint transmit and receive beamforming, where users can receive unicasting data

in addition to common multicasting information. The resulting non-convex fractional

program was tackled via successive convex approximation, where the transmit beam-

formers, linearization point, and receive beamformers were sequentially optimized. The

numerical results have illustrated that it is more energy efficient to use additional trans-

mission resources for unicasting services when the users have multiple receive antennas

and the gains increase with the number of antennas. The network energy efficiency de-

creases with the number of user antennas when only multicasting transmission is used.
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7 Conclusions

7.1 Summary

The focus of this thesis was on developing new beamforming designs to achieve an

energy-efficient wireless communication system. In particular, the main point was to

provide both performance benchmarks and computationally efficient practical

optimization solutions for the energy efficiency maximization problems. The chosen

system is a cellular network topology using unicasting and multicasting transmission

techniques, where the processing powers of the network elements play an important

role from an energy efficiency standpoint. The proposed techniques jointly exploit both

beamforming and transmit antenna selection to achieve the best compromise between

the data rate and the total power consumption.

The energy efficiency in a single-cell scenario was first studied in Chapter 3. In

particular, the focus was in both beamforming optimization and joint beamforming and

antenna selection. For these cases, both optimal and more practical algorithms with

lower complexity were proposed. For the first time, the author found the globally op-

timal methods to the considered problems by noting that the equivalent transformation

of the original problem encourages the use of a monotonic optimization framework. As

a result, the algorithms based on the branch-reduce-and-bound method were derived.

Although being theoretically important, the complexity of the benchmark solutions is

usually prohibitive for practical applications. To this end, different suboptimal designs

were proposed. First, by assuming that the number of base station antennas is no lower

than the number of users, a zero-forcing technique was utilized to simplify the beam-

forming problem to that of a power allocation problem. This resulted in a concave-

convex fractional program for which a water-filling type, closed-form power allocation

solution was found. Due to a clear loss of optimality of the zero-forcing-based method,

another algorithm based on successive convex approximation was proposed. Particu-

larly, a novel equivalent transformation of the original problem was derived, and the

non-convex parts of the problem were approximated via convex bounds. The joint

beamforming and antenna selection problem was first tackled by modifying the per-

spective transformation, which provides a tighter continuous relaxation, to find solu-

tions close to the Boolean one. The resulting continuous relaxation can be solved by

the successive convex approximation method, and it yields better performance than the
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original perspective formulation. Finally, another solution based on sparse beamform-

ing was proposed, one which uses a mixed ℓ1/ℓ2-norm to induce group sparsity in the

SCA-based algorithm. The simulations demonstrated that the proposed SCA-based de-

signs can achieve close to optimal performance and that the computational complexity

of the SCA can be drastically reduced by approximating each convex subproblem via

an SOCP, which makes it possible to exploit the state-of-the-art SOCP solvers. It was

also illustrated that the SCA-based method for EEmax has a significantly faster speed

of convergence than the previously best-known existing method for the same problem,

and that EE can be significantly increased compared to conventional optimization met-

rics of SRmax and SPmin. Moreover, the energy efficiency of the system (when using

all transmit antennas) decreases as the number of transmit antennas grows enough, and

joint beamforming and antenna selection offers significant energy efficiency improve-

ments when the number of antennas is larger than that of the served users. Also, the

proposed continuous relaxation based design was shown to be quite efficient at solving

the considered JBAS problem.

Chapter 4 focused on a multi-cell scenario with coordinated beamforming. The aim

was to also consider a more detailed power consumption model, where the consump-

tion increases with algorithm complexity and the data rate. In this case, both network

energy efficiency and weighted sum energy efficiency metrics were considered for the

beamforming optimization. First, successive convex approximation based designs were

derived for the problems. These designs rely on global channel knowledge, that is, each

base station has to share its local channel state information with other base stations or

with a central controller to perform the optimization. To relax this constraint, a dis-

tributed solution to WsumEEmax based on a combination of successive convex approx-

imation and the alternating direction method of multipliers was proposed. This method

can be implemented with local CSI assuming that low-rate scalar backhaul information

exchange is possible between the BSs. However, the detailed computational complexi-

ties of the aforementioned designs are challenging to derive as such. To this end, other

distributed solutions for the considered problems were proposed. The methods make

use of the relationship between the rate and MSE when the MMSE receivers are em-

ployed. After deriving the SCA-based method, the KKT conditions of the subproblem

are derived. Then, these conditions are iteratively solved in closed form by incorpo-

rating the SCA procedure into the same loop. For these methods, the computational

complexities can be easily evaluated, and they also naturally lend themselves to the

distributed processing, i.e., it is possible to implement them based on local CSI and
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low-rate scalar backhaul information exchange. Moreover, they already explicitly in-

volve the receiver optimization, which means that they can be straightforwardly applied

to the system of multiantenna receivers. The numerical results illustrated the impact of

the rate-dependent power consumption on the EE and the fact that superior performance

to the existing methods was achieved. The main idea was to show the importance of

power modeling, since it can have a significant effect on the results. It was also demon-

strated that the decentralized methods achieve the same performance as the centralized

method when the power consumption, due to complexity, is assumed to be the equal.

Another observation was that while the ADMM-based decentralized method solves the

problem with a small number of iterations in a small network, the KKT-based algo-

rithm is clearly better in a large network. The effect of algorithm complexity on the EE

of the KKT-based methods was also illustrated, and significant EE gains over various

conventional beamforming methods with lower complexity were shown.

The work was extended to the multi-cell multigroup multicasting transmission in

Chapter 5. The network energy efficiency maximization problem was formulated both

as a mixed-Boolean fractional program, which explicitly involves the Boolean antenna

selection variables, and as a fractional program with sparse beamforming, which jointly

optimizes beamformers and active antennas without introducing the Boolean variables

directly. For the first design, a novel generalization of the method proposed in Chapter 3

was introduced to control the tightness of the continuous relaxation. This method results

in a solution close to the Boolean solution with very good EE performance. To solve the

sparsity-based formulation, both convex and concave smoothing functions are proposed

to approximate the discrete ℓ0-‘norm’. Various performance curves were plotted to illus-

trate the key benefits of the proposed mixed-Boolean programming-based formulation,

that is, one can achieve practically binary solutions with the best EE performance. It

was also demonstrated that it is more beneficial to use non-convex relaxations to ap-

proximate the ℓ0-‘norm’ in the sparsity-based design. The proposed algorithms were

witnessed to provide significant performance improvements over existing schemes. The

algorithms were further modified to solve the EE and sum rate trade-off maximization

problem with two different designs, one based on weighting the adjustable power con-

sumption in the EE function and the other based on the scalarization method used in

the multi-objective optimization problem. The effect of antenna selection on the EE-SR

performance was demonstrated. In particular, the results demonstrated that the JBAS

can offer significant EE improvements over the BF-only scheme and still maintain the

same average rate performance.
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Finally, Chapter 6 studied jointly unicasting and multicasting transmission where

the users are equipped with multiple antennas. By exploiting the equivalence between

the SINR and MSE when the MMSE receivers are used, the EEmax problem was refor-

mulated to find the SCA-based method, which also involves the receiver optimization

step after each beamformer update. It was shown that the energy efficiency could be

improved by simultaneously transmitting unicasting streams and multicasting streams

when the rate constraint of the multicasting data is not too high. Moreover, increas-

ing the number of receiver antennas can improve the network energy efficiency due to

increased degrees of freedom.

7.2 General lessons

There are some general lessons to be learned from this thesis. The first finding is that

the energy efficiency of cellular networks can be significantly improved by advanced

design of linear precoding/beamforming, together with antenna selection. To achieve

these gains, the power consumption of individual circuit components should be taken

into account when designing a transmission strategy. Another important conclusion that

can be drawn from the research carried out in this thesis is that the SCA framework can

be exploited to efficiently solve the energy efficiency optimization problems arising in

wireless networks, in contrast to the existing methods, which apply conventional frac-

tional programming tools. The SCA-based methods have desirable convergence prop-

erties, including monotonicity and fast progress, and they achieve a performance that is

close to optimal. Moreover, the solutions can also be found in a decentralized manner

if properly designed. The decentralized methods have many advantages; for instance,

they distribute the computational load between the network elements and may also fa-

cilitate the practical implementation. On the other hand, dealing with mixed-Boolean

optimization in EE designs requires specific solutions, but those can still be incorpo-

rated into the SCA framework to find efficient algorithms with good performance.

It can be further concluded that the assumed power consumption model has a sig-

nificant impact on the achievable energy efficiency and energy-efficient transmission

strategy. In particular, if the fixed power consumption values are dominant, one tends

to transmit with high power because the transmit power plays a minor role in the EE

performance. However, if different power consumption factors are comparable, EE

optimization becomes important. This also means that the energy-efficient strategy for

small-cell networks is different than it is for the macro-cellular network. In the former
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networks, the transmit powers decrease and processing power becomes more dominant.

In larger BSs, power amplifiers are the most power hungry and processing becomes

less significant. However, this may change with large antenna arrays applied at massive

MIMO systems or pencil beamforming for mmWave communications. Therefore, EE

optimization is important essentially for all future cellular networks in practice, and sig-

nificant EE improvements can potentially be achieved. If the BS antenna array is larger

than the number of required streams, antenna selection is then a promising technique to

achieve those EE improvements. When the antenna array increases, it is more energy

efficient to use only part of the antennas and RF chains for transmission in order to

reduce the transmitter power consumption, in contrast to a case where all the antennas

would be used. This reduces the total transmit power, but it increases the transmit power

per active antenna. Different from BF-only optimization, joint design of beamforming

and antenna selection enables (in ideal setting) increasing the energy efficiency as a

function of number of antennas.

7.3 Discussion and future work

This thesis adopted somewhat ideal system assumptions. In particular, it was assumed

that the channel state information, backhaul, and synchronization were perfect. This

means that the results can be regarded as upper bounds for the achievable performance

in practice. The next step would be to take these non-idealities into account to bridge

the gap between theory and reality. For example, an interesting future research project

would be to study the decentralized methods proposed in Chapter 4 in more practical set-

tings. In particular, the extra signaling incurred by the alternating processing between

users and BSs causes extra overhead and increases power consumption. Moreover, the

training power consumption has an impact on the CSI accuracy, that is, higher power im-

plies a more accurate CSI. Taking these factors into account, the pilot power levels and

training phase length, which provide the best compromise between the CSI accuracy,

overhead, and power consumption, can be optimized on top of the beamforming. The

impact of different signaling strategies on exploiting the trade-off between over-the-air

signaling, backhaul signaling, and complexity are also worth investigating.

The thesis focused on a single-carrier scenario, where the channel is assumed to be

flat across the transmission bandwidth. In practice, the channel is frequency selective

and multi-carrier transmission is commonly used, which is the case with the current

standards as well. It is known that joint design of beamforming and subcarrier allocation
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is beneficial in terms of performance [57]. Thus, a relevant and interesting extension

would be to consider subcarrier allocation on top of joint beamforming and antenna

selection. This could be done either using, e.g., orthogonal or non-orthogonal subcarrier

allocation [161]. In this case, the beamformers would be subcarrier-specific, but the

antenna selection has to be the same for all the subcarriers. However, single-carrier

transmission still has great potential with respect to future mmWave/THz frequencies

due to its simplicity [162].

Another important research direction would be to consider cloud-RAN systems with

cache-aware beamforming. Caches enable base stations to store a certain amount of

content for future use, without the need to download the content to be transmitted every

time from the center. In terms of network energy efficiency, the cache size, caching

time, and the decisions as to whether to store some content or not play important roles.

A major limitation of the multigroup multicasting techniques is that the energy effi-

ciency performance decreases as the multicasting group sizes increase. The reason for

this is that the worst user determines the transmitted data rate. A relevant future topic

would be to study techniques to address this issue. For example, one could exploit

some user grouping algorithms in a multi-carrier system or multiple description coding

to improve the system performance.

This thesis focused on a conventional frequency range, where fully digital beam-

forming with each antenna having a dedicated RF chain is a relevant technique. The

reasoning for this was to find the energy efficiency optimal number of RF chains to be

used in the transceiver. A relevant timely extension would be to consider hybrid beam-

forming architectures [163], which have been proposed for future millimeter wave or

terahertz systems. Therein, one could further connect multiple antenna elements to each

RF chain and use analog beamforming to further improve the performance. It is inter-

esting to note that the joint beamforming and antenna selection strategies discussed in

this thesis can be regarded as hybrid beamforming strategies implemented with switch-

ing circuitry. Although this thesis did not constrain the number of RF chains, these

constraints can be straightforwardly added to the algorithms. In fact, switching circuits

have been considered energy efficient in the existing literature because they consume

less power compared to the phase shifters. It would be interesting to explore what kind

of hybrid beamforming architecture is the most energy efficient when different practi-

cal constraints are taken into account. For example, in the higher frequencies, one has

to deal with finite resolution analog-to-digital/digital-to-analog converters due to high

bandwidths. When the resolution is reduced, the power consumption decreases, but
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the signal accuracy also decreases, which implies a trade-off in terms of energy effi-

ciency. Another issue is that, in practice, the on/off switching to save power may not

be feasible based on each frame. However, practical systems could use some statisti-

cal channel/traffic information to perform the on/off switching in a bit larger of a time

frame, which would be an interesting topic to explore.

It would also be important to investigate the impact of the practical modulation and

coding schemes on the energy efficiency performance. That is, we should study how

close to the upper bounds can we get when relaxing the ideal assumptions. Another im-

portant aspect to be considered is the non-idealities of the power amplifiers. In practice,

the PA efficiency is not fixed, but changes along with the transmit power, and also non-

linear distortion becomes reality when moving towards saturation points. This again

affects both the sum rate and the power consumption.
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Appendix 1 Implementation of Algorithms 6 and 7

with alternative power model

For cases in which the rate-dependent power consumption of BS b is modeled as∑
k∈Kb

PRDδ(rk), where δ(rk) is a function of individual user rate rk , we replace rb with

rk and apply this to the corresponding constraints so that the network EEmax problem

(71) is replaced by

max
w̄,γ̄γγ,β̄ββ,r̄,φ

∑
k∈K

r̄k (159a)

s. t. r̄k − φ log(1+ γ̄k
φ
) ≤ 0,∀k ∈ K (159b)∑

k∈K
( 1
η

| |w̄k | |22
φ
+PRDφδ( r̄kφ ))+ φ

∑
b∈B

PCP,b ≤ 1 (159c)

(71b), (71d), (71f), (159d)

where r̄ , {r̄k}k∈K . Following the same principle, the WsumEEmax problem in (77) is

replaced by

max
t,z,w,γγγ,βββ,r̂

∑
b∈B

ωb tb (160a)

s. t. tb ≤ ϕ
(n)
b
({r̂k}k∈Kb

, zb),∀b ∈ B (160b)

zb ≥ gb(w̃b)+PRD

∑
k∈Kb

δ(r̂k),∀b ∈ B (160c)

log(1+ γk) ≥ r̂2
k,∀k ∈ K (160d)

(65b), (68c), (77c), (160e)

where ϕ
(n)
b
({r̂k}k∈Kb

, zb) is now a first-order approximation of
∑

k∈Kb
r̂2
k
/zb instead of

r̂2
b
/zb.
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Appendix 2 SOCP approximation of the

WsumEEmax problem (77)

We note that (75b) is similar to (71e) and thus admits the SOC representation if we

consider a power model δ(y) = y
m as in Remark 1 (see Remark 1 for details). When

this model is used, it can be straightforwardly shown that all the constraints in (77)

admit the SOC form except for the one in (74d), which is an exponential cone. In

subsection 3.2.3, we showed that an exponential cone can be approximated as a system

of SOC constraints, which results from the Taylor expansion (to several orders) of the

exponential function. However, the number of slack variables introduced in such an

approximation increases quickly with the number of users. Thus, herein we propose a

novel way to approximate (74d) as the SOC constraint. In light of the SCA principle,

we need to find a concave lower bound for log(1+ x). Let us denote h(x) = − log(1+ x).
Then we have

‖∇h(x1) −∇h(x2)‖2 =

− 1

1+ x1

+

1

1+ x2


2

=

 x1 − x2

(1+ x1)(1+ x2)


2

(a)
≤ ‖x1 − x2‖2 (161)

for x1, x2 ≥ 0. Note that the inequality (a) above is due to (1+ x1)(1+ x2) > 1 for

x1, x2 > 0. That is to say, the gradient of h(x) is Lipschitz continuous with parameter

Li
= 1 on the domain x ≥ 0. As a result, the function f (x) = Li

2
x2 − h(x) is convex, and

thus we have [164]

f (y) ≥ f (x)+∇ f (x)T (y− x), (162)

which is equivalent to

h(y) ≤ h(x)+∇h(x)T(y− x)+ Li

2
(y− x)2 (163)

for all x, y ≥ 0. Substituting h(x) = − log(1+ x) into the above inequality leads to

log(1+ y) ≥ log(1+ x)+ 1

1+ x
(y− x) − Li

2
(y− x)2. (164)
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Now it is clear that we have the following inequality:

∑
k∈Kb

log(1+ γk) ≥
∑
k∈Kb

(
log(1+ γ(n)

k
)

+

1

1+ γ
(n)
k

(γk − γ(n)k
) − Li

2
(γk − γ(n)k

)2
)
.

(165)

Note that the above inequality is tight and that the first derivative on both sides with

respect to γk is equal when γk = γ
(n)
k
,∀k ∈ Kb , which satisfies the conditions of the

SCA framework. In summary, (74d) can be approximated as

∑
k∈Kb

α
(
log(1+ γ(n)

k
)+

γk − γ(n)k

1+ γ
(n)
k

− Li

2
(γk − γ(n)k

)2
)
≥ r2

b, (166)

which is an SOC constraint. Using the approximation (165), we can replace convex

constraints (74d) with (166) in (77) and arrive at an SOCP in step 2 of Algorithm 7,

which is much more efficiently solved than the generic convex formulation in (77).
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Appendix 3 Proof of Lemma 2

Let use first prove inequality (i). Assume that a∗
b,i
, ŵ∗

b,i
is an optimal solution (for some

(b, i)) of the continuous relaxation of (105) (i.e., using | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ ab,iPb,i). Then, the

denominator of the objective function (105a) at the optimal point can be written as

PCcont,orig = 1/η∑b∈B
∑

i∈Nb
| |ŵ∗

b,i
| |2

2
+

∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

a∗
b,i

PRF +
∑

b∈B P0,b . Note that in

this case the constraint | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ ab,iPb,i may not be tight. On the other hand, assume

that we then use | |ŵb,i | |22 ≤ ab,ivb,i , i.e., solve (107). Then, assume that a∗
b,i
, ŵ∗

b,i
(i.e.,

optimal solution of the relaxation of (105)) is its optimal solution. The power con-

sumption can be written as PCcont,χ=1 = 1/η∑b∈B
∑

i∈Nb
vb,i +

∑
b∈B

∑
i∈Nb

a∗
b,i

PRF +∑
b∈B P0,b. Now, assuming that a∗

b,i
, ŵ∗

b,i
would be the optimal solution, according

to the constraint
| |ŵ∗

b, i
| |2

2

a∗
b, i

≤ vb,i , we can always decrease vb,i compared to the origi-

nal formulation to make the denominator smaller (unless | |ŵb,i | |22 = Pb,i), such that

v
∗
b,i
=

| |ŵ∗
b, i

| |2
2

a∗
b, i

. This also contradicts the fact that a∗
b,i
, ŵ∗

b,i
are optimal for the con-

tinuous relaxation of (107), and it implies that the optimal objective value has to be

smaller for the continuous relaxation of (107). Thus, because a∗
b,i

≤ 1, it must hold

true that | |ŵ∗
b,i
| |2

2
≤ v

∗
b,i
=

| |ŵ∗
b, i

| |2
2

a∗
b, i

. This yields PCcont,χ=1 ≥ PCcont,orig, which again

implies that EEcont,χ=1 ≤ EEcont,orig. Similarly the proof for (ii) follows from the fact

that a
χ

b,i
≤ ab,i , which implies that

| |ŵ∗
b, i

| |2
2

(a∗
b, i

)χ ≥ | |ŵ∗
b, i

| |2
2

a∗
b, i

, i.e., PCcont,χ=m ≥ PCcont,χ=1 and

EEcont,χ=m ≤ EEcont,χ=1. The inequality in (iii) results simply because the optimal value

with any continuous relaxation is larger than that of the Boolean formulation.
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Appendix 4 Proof of Lemma 3

For proving the lemma, we show via contradiction that constraints (109e) and (109g)

are active at the optimality. Let w∗, γγγ∗,v∗,a∗,r∗ be an optimal solution for (109) with op-

timal value EE∗, and suppose that (109e) is not active at the optimum for the worst user

in some group, i.e., γ∗
k
<

|hH
bg ,k

w∗
g |2

N0+
∑

u∈G\{g}
|hH

bu ,k
w∗
u |2

for some mink∈K̂g
. Then, we can scale

down the transmit power for user group g and achieve a new beamformer, mg, such

that ‖mg ‖2
2
= τ‖w∗

g ‖2
2
< ‖w∗

g ‖2
2

for τ ∈ [0,1], while remaining the others unchanged,

i.e ml = w∗
l

for all l , g. In this way, we then achieve γ∗j <
|hH

b, j
ml |2

N0+
∑

u∈G\{l}
|hH

bu , j
mu |2 for

all j ∈ K \ K̂g, since the interference power at all the other users has been reduced.

Thus, to improve the objective, we could then increase γ∗
j

for all j ∈ K \ K̂g until rl =

minj∈K̂l
log(1+ γj),∀l ∈ G. In addition, we then also have | |m̂bg,i | |22 < a

χ

bg,i
vbg,i,∀i ∈

Nbg (because we have reduced the TX power for group g), which means that we could

reduce either abg,i or vbg,i to make the denominator of (109a) smaller. This implies that

we have EE(w∗) < EE(m). Consequently, this contradicts the fact that w∗, γγγ∗,v∗,a∗,r∗

is the optimal solution, completing the proof.
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Appendix 5 Convergence analysis of the iterative

algorithm for solving (112)

Here, we show that the the objective function (115a) converges monotonically, i.e., im-

proves at every iteration and is bounded above. Let gn be the optimal objective obtained

at iteration n of the proposed SCA-based algorithm, i.e., gn is the optimal objective of

(115a). We will show that gn+1 ≥ gn, i.e., the objective sequence is monotonically in-

creasing. To this end we prove that the solution obtained at iteration n is also feasible

to the problem considered at iteration n+1.

Let us first focus on the constraint (115b) and denote by w
∗(n)
g , v

∗(n)
b,i

, and a
∗(n)
b,i

the

optimal values of wg, vb,i and ab,i, respectively at iteration n. It immediately holds that

| |ŵ∗(n)
b,i

| |2
2

v
∗(n)
b,i

≤ Υ(n−1)
b,i

(a∗(n)
b,i

) ≤ (a∗(n)
b,i

)χ (167)

where the first inequality is obvious and the second one is due to (114). At iteration

n+1 (115b) becomes

| |ŵb,i | |22
vb,i

≤ (1− χ)(a∗(n)
b,i

)χ + χ(a∗(n)
b,i

)
(χ−1)

ab,i,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (168)

Substituting w
∗(n)
g , v

∗(n)
b,i

, and a
∗(n)
b,i

into the above inequality results in

| |ŵ∗(n)
b,i

| |2
2

v
∗(n)
b,i

≤ (1− χ)(a∗(n)
b,i

)χ + χ(a∗(n)
b,i

)
(χ−1)

a
∗(n)
b,i

= (a∗(n)
b,i

)χ,∀b ∈ B, i ∈ Nb (169)

which is true due to (167). That is, w
∗(n)
g , v

∗(n)
b,i

, and a
∗(n)
b,i

are feasible to (115b) at

iteration n+ 1. Similarly, the same result can also proved for (115c). Consequently,

we can conclude that the solution obtained at iteration n is also feasible to the convex

program considered at iteration n+1, and thus gn+1 ≥ gn.

The sequence gn is bounded from above due to the limited transmit power, and

thus it is convergent. We note that it is difficult to comment on the convergence of

the iterates (i.e., optimization variables) generated by the algorithm as the objective in
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(115a) is not strongly concave. A possible way to achieve the convergence of the iterates

is to introduce a sufficiently large proximal term in the objective of (115a). However,

this method is quite involved and thus beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Appendix 6 Complexity analysis of variants of

Algorithm 10

6.1 Complexity Analysis

Here, we provide a complexity comparison based on the worst-case analysis presented

in [155]. The worst-case complexity of Algorithm 10 depends on the number of vari-

ables and can be upper bounded as

Q1O(
∑
b∈B

2|Nb | |Gb |+2
∑
b∈B

|Nb |+2|K |+ |G|+1)4 (170)

+Q2O(
∑
b∈B

2N̄b |Gb |+2|K |+ |G|+1)4, (171)

where Q1 and Q2 are the number of performed iterations in the relaxed problem (steps

1-5) and the lower dimensional problem for a fixed antenna set (steps 6-7), respectively,

and N̄b is the number of antennas selected for transmission. Taking the dominant terms,

it can be approximated as

Q1O(
∑
b∈B

|Nb | |Gb |+ |K |)4+Q2O(
∑
b∈B

N̄b |Gb |+ |K |)4, (172)

where the dominant term depends on the relation between |Nb | |Gb | and |K |. Note that

Alg 10 ‘simple’ reduces the complexity compared to Algorithm 10 so that the second

term in the above equation is ignored. The complexity reduction depends on the number

of iterations and the complexity required to solve the lower dimensional problem in

steps 6-7 of Algorithm 10. We note that the above upper bound for the complexity is

quite conservative, since a solution can be found much faster in reality. On the other

hand, the worst-case complexity of solving the SOCP variant can be written as

Q(O(
∑
b∈B

|Nb | |Gb |+ |K |)3 (173)

+O((
∑
b∈B

|Nb | |Gb |+ |K |)(
∑
b∈B

|Nb |+ |K |))), (174)
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where Q is the number of iterations. Note that the SOCP approximation can be applied

to both Alg. 10 and Alg. 10 ’simple’. This algorithm provides a clear complexity

reduction compared to the generic formulation of Algorithm 10.
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